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Abstract—With

the
development
of
mobile
communication technologies and the popularity of
relating devices, GSM network based intelligent systems
are being used more and more widely. Most of existing
intelligent systems have been built on mobile platforms,
but these systems don’t provide any facility that can
save our energy. Again, the work is not time efficient.
But, today, this work needs to be performed from any
corner of the world, since people can’t afford to visit the
field of action every time they want something to be
done. In view of this, a wireless database searching
scheme has been developed. With a GSM modem as
hardware carrier, the system receives information from
outsiders, searches in database and sends the result
through short messages independently. Basically, it
helps to transfer information between the organization
(where the system has been implemented) and the
external world. Furthermore, receiving any information
from an authorized number can also update the
database remotely using this system.

Keywords-Intelligent system; Wireless; Database searching;
Authorized number.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless data services and systems represent a rapidly
growing and advancing segment of the communication
industry. While the wireless data industry is becoming
increasingly diverse and fragmented, one can identify a few
mainstreams, which relate directly to users' requirement for
data services [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10]. With the widespread
deployment of wireless networks and the fast growing
popularity of smart mobile devices, there has been an
increasing interest in wireless data services from both
industrial and academic communities in recent years. Pointto-point access employs a basic client-server model, where
the server is responsible for processing a query and
returning the result to the client via a dedicated point-topoint channel [3, 9]. For instance, in search of a book,
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people must go to the library. But, lack of time makes it
pretty difficult for a person to go to a library searching for a
book, unaware of the fact if it is available or not, and also,
if available, how many. It is time consuming because there
may be a large queue at the counter. Even though, they can
get the conformation via email or phone calls. But, this is
not an independent process; it is dependent on the staff and
also, it is not instantaneous, they must wait for reply.
Therefore, how to improve the mobile information services’
efficiency at low cost has become a research hotspot.
The advancement of mobile computing technologies in
recent years has contributed to the growth of smart cities.
Some thing is to be highlighted here: internet may be
indispensable today, but still it is not that friendly for many
of the users. On the other hand, nowadays, most of the users
know to operate the mobile phones and write messages. For
this simplicity, the Global System for Mobile
communication (GSM) digital wireless network has been
developed. It may be used to transmit data at rates of 9600
bits/s [11]. We can also use a symbian smart phone and
install the wireless database viewer plus, but it is costly.
In order to overcome this problem, a wireless database
searching scheme has been developed. From anywhere
people can get the valuable information about any book in a
library. SMS can be sent between users or to and from an
application, which gives service development an extra
flexibility and encourages innovation [1, 8]. Basically, it
interacts between library and external world. It is low cost,
user-friendly and convenient for secondary development.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
detailed design of the scheme has been presented. This is
followed by its experimental results explained in Section
III. Discussion is also given in Section IV. Conclusion and
future work are given in Section V.

A.

II. DETAILED DESIGN
Functional Module Designs

The main goal of this scheme is to get useful
information about any book wirelessly from a server in the
library. A block diagram of this scheme is given in Fig. 1.
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The scheme is divided into seven functional modules, and
each can provide a different interface and feature
implementation.
A GSM module provides a standard serial interface,
which has AT commands interface to communicate between
a mobile platform and a Data Terminal Equipment (DTE).
Therefore, we can use AT commands through serial port to
control GSM modem and achieve its receiving and sending
short messages.

GSM
MODULE

SWITCHING
CIRCUIT

B. System Software Architecture Design
The System software architecture design includes
mainly MCU functions and computer functions.
1) MCU Functions
MCU functional diagram is shown in Fig. 2. MCU
functions include message content, mobile no. and data &
time extraction, check whether the message is received
from an authorized mobile number.

MAX232

Sending result to
the users’ mobile

MCU connect
to GSM module
through
switching ckt.

RS232

LCD
DISPLAY
UNIT

MCU
COMPUTER

Write result to
the serial port

Msg rcvd from
users

Figure 1. Block diagram of the system.

The switching circuit provides different role to maintain
the communication between GSM module and
Microcontroller unit (MCU) or MCU and server. Two
control pins from MCU are connected to the switching
circuit to control the switching functionalities.
MCU (basically ATMEGA32A [12]) is mainly
responsible for coding, which controls the total flow of
different modules to make other modules manage their own
processes. It also maintains two control pins, which are
responsible for communication between GSM module and
computer. This module extracts the message content and
sends to the computer via the switching circuit. Then the
module receives result from computer and sends it back to
the user through GSM module.
A Computer is used as a search engine, which includes
database server and a java application. Database contains
specifications of the items (here, books) and its current
stock. The application receives query from MCU through
RS232 serial port using DB9 female connector, searches in
database and sends back the result to the MCU. MAX232 is
used to communicate between MCU and RS232 serial port
to convert from/to TTL voltage level to/from RS232
voltage levels.
LCD display unit is connected with MCU and shows the
status of different data transferring stages.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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Extract “mobile
no.”, “msg
content” and
“date & time”

Go for update
the database

yes

Is mobile no.
Authorized?
no
MCU connect
to the computer
through
switching ckt.

Result rcvd from
search engine

Read msg
content from
serial port and
go for search

Waiting for result
Figure 2. MCU functional diagram
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If yes, then go for database updating; otherwise, go for
database searching. In case of database searching, at first
connects MCU to the computer through switching circuit,
then sends the message content to the computer and waiting
for the searching result. After receiving the result from the
computer, system connects MCU to the GSM module and
sends the result to the users’ mobile through the GSM
module. These functions have been implemented using C
programming.
For debugging AVR software the AVR Studio 4 have
been used as an Integrated Development Environment. The
AVR Studio allows chip simulation and in-circuit emulation
for the AVR family of microcontrollers. The AVR Studio
uses a COF object file for simulation. This file is created
with through the C compiler by selecting COF as the output
file type.

condition in the computer system. After reading the
message content from the serial port, Java application will
search in database and write the result to the serial port.
After getting result, MCU will be connected to the GSM
module and send back the result to the users’ mobile. Using
this scheme, authorized person can also update the database
remotely.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A.

Experimental setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

2) Computer Functions
Computer functions include mainly database searching
and updating. Making a database connection has been done
already. After reading data through a serial port, searching
is to be done and the results to be written to the serial port.
These functions have been developed using Java
programming.
Basically the JAVA application of the system is always
in running condition, when data comes through the serial
port, searching will be done by the application and send the
result through serial port to the microcontroller. To run
JAVA application some system requirements (like JDK 6
from Sun/Oracle and Eclipse IDE for Java Developers)
have been installed. We have used RXTX Serial port
Library to access serial port with Java. In our Java program
we have implemented Serial-Port-Event-Listener and
overrode the serial-Event method. Whenever data is coming
in serial port, this method is automatically called. For
designing the system, we have used Microsoft office access
2007.
C.

Operation Process

Figure 4. Back view of experimental setup

Using wireless database searching scheme any external
user can search for a particular book automatically within a
short time period from anywhere. They have to send a
message containing the book description from their mobile
phone and after some time, they will get information
regarding status of that particular book.
Normally, GSM module is connected to the MCU
through switching circuit. After receiving any message,
MCU extracts mobile number, message content and date &
time, and then displays all the data through LCD display
unit. Then MCU is connected to the computer through
switching circuit. A Java application is always in running

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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We have designed a Microsoft Access database as
shown in Fig. 5. The book-Details is the Table name and
there are some fields (such as title, author, accession-no,
copyright, edition and volume). For testing the system, we
have included two same title of aa, single title of bb and
none title of cc.
After powered on the PC, we have to open Eclipse
environment [13] and run that application as Java
application as shown in Fig. 6.

3
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Figure 7. Display after powered on
Figure 5. Microsoft Access database

Figure 8. Display after initializing

Figure 6. Running Java application

B.

Steps for Results

After switching the system on, LCD initialization, baud rate
and input-output pins are set up, that are a part of the
primary settings. During this time, LCD module displays
the message “INITIALIZING…” which is shown in Fig. 7.
After completing these tasks, “READY……” is exhibited,
this is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the message content,
which will be sent to the system. After receiving the
message through GSM, the number from which the message
has come, message content and message details (like date
and time) will be shown in LCD module in Figs. 10 – 12.
Then the content is sent to the computer and the status will
be shown in Fig. 13. After that, the computer sends the
response to the user mobile. The status and useful
information received by mobile are shown in Figs. 14 – 15.
Similarly, for different status, the computer sends different
messages to the user mobile, which are shown in Figs. 16
and 17.

Figure 9. Searching for “aa”

Figure 10. Display the mobile no.

Figure 11. Display the msg content

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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Figure 12. Display date & time

Figure 16. Msg received for “bb”

Searching for T:cc, we have received “CURRENTLY
NOT AVAILABLE”.

Figure 13. Data sending to the PC

Figure 14. Data received from PC

Figure 17. Msg received for “cc”

IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 15. Msg received from the system

Similarly searching for T:bb, we have received
“AVAILABLE ONLY ONE COPY”.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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The experimental flow chart is found to have quite good
response with the library users’ queries from anywhere. The
experimental results are found to have good repeatability.
The GSM module of the receiver side finds the transmitter
output and the useful information is sent back to the users
according to their queries quite satisfactorily. The designed
circuit saves energy and valuable time. Another advantage
of this system is its individuality. It works automatically
after receiving message without any involvement. The
material cost of this system is not a big deal for a library
and its design is very simple.
When the system is powered on, it should be properly
started. Otherwise problem will occur. Character missing
out may be occurred. Another thing is to be noticed that
after every time powered-on the PC, the software
application should be run manually. After that, no need to
be taken care about the system.

5
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The design has a good flexibility and can be
implemented in different organizations regarding partsearching facility, medical stores, banking sectors and even
government sectors. So, people can easily avoid the queue
at the counters and save their valuable time and energy.
Hence the developed automation system may be treated as
low cost reliable and user friendly system.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Nowadays, the database is more and more widely used,
but the research combining it with message system is still
limited. This Database system (DBS) is connected with
mobile phone; hence the library user can get useful
information rapidly. On the average, it only takes 1-2
minutes (depending upon size of the database and length of
the title) to send a message, that is, the DBS has a higher
efficiency of delivering the information. From the
experimental study, a good reputability has been observed
in the proposed system designing. Moreover, the
experimental results remain unchanged. The GSM module
finds the transmitter (users’ mobile) output and the useful
information is returned back to the users according to their
queries quite satisfactorily. The designed circuit saves
energy and valuable time. It works automatically without
any involvement. The system can not only strengthen the
independency and individuality of people, but also promote
people’s learning.
There are several scopes for improving on the work
presented here. During searching functionality (from
receiving message to transmitting message), if the GSM
module is receiving any new message, the message will be
wasted because at that time microcontroller is being
connected to the computer. In future work, a queue can be
implemented in the system which stores the new messages
and after completion of the current cycle the next message
will come from the queue. For “available only one copy”
the book cannot be issued. In future work, a system can be
implemented, using that we can get a soft-copy of required
rare document like journal papers, reference book, etc.
(after deposition of required amount of money in bank)
through email independently within a short time period. We
will study these in the near future.
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Abstract—Triggered by environmental concerns, smart
mobility solutions have expanded in recent years. This includes
the development of an electric vehicle market, car- and bike
sharing concepts and better route planning systems for public
transportation. The fusion of these approaches opens the door
for new business models for cooperating industries in the field
of multi-modal electric mobility. This paper provides a
selection of scenarios about how the interplay between
mobility- and infrastructure providers can affect their business
models. It concludes that the continuous technical and business
interactions between multiple partners would profit from the
integration of an Open Service Platform that handles data
management and coordination tasks for the partners.
Keywords-Business models; Electric vehicles; Charging
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Triggered by climate change and global resource
shortages, the transportation industry faces times of changes.
As a consequence, there is an increased industry and policy
interest to develop and improve electric vehicles (EVs) and
make them more commercially viable [1], [2], [3].
But the EV industry is confronted with many challenges
of technical, economical, organizational and social nature.
Customers are skeptical regarding long charging times, short
driving range or the height of initial investments for the
vehicles or components such as the rechargeable batteries.
The fragmentation of players on the supply side (battery
provider, car manufacturer, infrastructure provider, etc.)
causes a lack of a single point of sale, which creates
additional hurdles for customer adoption [4], [5].
These challenges can be addressed in many ways. Some
approaches have arisen in the mobility industry including i)
better utilization of vehicle capacity through leasing, sharing
and co-using programs [6] and ii) the development of smart
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) systems.
By being able to consult smart technology previous to the
journey, wayside and on board (e.g., while driving via
roadside information panels), integrated multi-modal
traveling and the easy changing of transport systems is
facilitated [6], [7].
Kley et al. [8] classify all these emerging trends in the
electric mobility sector in three segments: vehicle and
battery, infrastructure, and system services (or integration
into the energy system).
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Earlier studies, such as the EURELECTRIC concept
paper [19], and the report on Electric Vehicles in Urban
Europe [20] analyzed various market models, key players
and B2B cooperation in these segments. Thereby they define
the requirements for the expansion of an electric vehicle
market. However, there is no research on business model of
integrative Open Service Platforms (see below).
New technology (platforms) forms a logical next phase
by searching for ways to combining the three segments and
thereby supporting networked electric mobility patterns.
In Belgium, a personal card where individual
transportation contracts can be stored (called MOBIB card),
is one of the pioneers of offering a networked mobility
solution. It integrates multiple mobility services. However,
MOBIB is not focused on electric mobility [9].
Instead, it is the National Railway Company of Belgium
(NMBS/SNCB – Nationale Maatschappij der Belgische
Spoorwegen/Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Belges)
that moved forward by creating an Open Service Platform
(OSP) where various players from the (electric) mobility
industries are linked. This includes amongst others car
manufacturers, charging pole providers, energy providers
and –distributors or mobility data providers. The platform is
operated under the name “Olympus” and provides since
2012, services related to namely the sharing of electric cars,
scooters and bicycles in four cities of Flanders. Embedded in
a test bed, the project aims at generating insights into the
market throughout its operation period of three years [10].
Hence, NMBS/SNCB combines two strategic points that
are recommended by Shaheen et al. [11] to stimulate the
development of the vehicle sharing industry. These include i)
the coordination and linkage of several services from the
mobility and non-mobility sectors and ii) the incorporation of
superior
communication,
reservation,
and
billing
technologies [11].
The construction of such an Open Service Platform that
enables EV-sharing and coordination of shared (public) EVinfrastructure requires an adequate service offer to a wide
range of partners from all three segments defined before:
vehicle and battery, infrastructure and electricity sector. The
task that the Olympus platform performs, namely
coordination of EV-sharing and EV infrastructure sharing, is
here abbreviated by EV-I-sharing. Joining such a network
necessitates the restructuring of business models for (so far
independent) industries. Various options emerge that might
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result in the reallocation of control parameters and value
creation for the individual partners.
This paper will examine how the business models of
existing and new entities in the EV-I-sharing ecosystem
could look like. Within this paper, the focus will be on a
consumer-oriented approach. The obvious contact points for
consumers are either the mobility- or infrastructure sector.
Consequently, in this paper, we delimit ourselves from
analyzing the electricity or other relevant sectors.
By doing so we will be able to answer the question: How
can smart technology enable coordination of existing - and
facilitation of new business models in the EV-I-sharing
sector in order to provide multi-modal mobility alternatives
to end customers.
The paper will use the value network and business model
matrix developed by Ballon [12], elaborated in Section II.
On the basis of this framework, Section III develops the
value network. It will incorporate the actors, tasks or roles
and relationships of the mobility and infrastructure sector. It
will also introduce the dominant “As-is” business model, i.e.,
the one operated today by multiple EV-sharing providers and
which will serve as a starting point for the introduction of
further business model scenarios.
The business models are presented and analyzed in
Section IV. In Section V, we compare the different scenarios
and give suggestions of their ability of real-life
implementation. We end with a conclusion and suggestion
for further research in Section VI.
II.

METHODOLOGY

In this paper, preceding the description of various
business models, the value network of the EV-I-sharing
concept will be envisaged. The value network consists of
three building blocks: business actors (persons or
corporations mobilizing tangible or intangible resources),
business roles (business processes fulfilled by one or more
actors) and business relationships (the contractual exchanges
of products or services for financial payments or other
resources; represented through value chains). In this paper,
actors are described also as partners.
Based on this generic value network canvas, alternative
business model scenarios will be constructed and compared.
While there are many business model frameworks proposed
in the literature, notably Osterwalder [13] and Chesbrough
[14], these are usually more suited for aiding individual
firms and less suited for guiding collective innovation
processes. It is therefore necessary to consider a stream of
research that attempts to provide a more coherent treatment
of the most relevant business model parameters while at the
same time focusing mainly on the relationships between the
stakeholders involved.
Hence, we will follow the framework of Ballon [12],
displayed in TABLE I, which defines several parameters
upon which business networks can be analyzed. The
parameters encompass the value network, the functional
architecture and financial model, and value configuration
[12], [15].
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TABLE I.

BUSINESS MODEL MATRIX (SOURCE: [12])

CONTROL PARAMETERS

VALUE PARAMETERS

Value Network
Parameters

Functional
Architecture
Parameters

Financial model
Parameters

Combination of
Assets

Modularity

Cost (Sharing)
Model

Concentrated

Distributed

Vertical
Integration
Integrated

Integrated

Distribution of
Intelligence

Disintegrated

Customer
Ownership
Direct

Modular

Centralized

Distributed

Interoperability

Intermediated

Yes

No

Concentrated

Distributed

Revenue Model
Direct

Indirect

Value
Configuration
Parameters

Positioning
Complement

Substitute

User
Involvement
High

Low

Revenue Sharing Intended Value
Model
Yes

No

Price/Quality

Lock-in

From the given parameters, we chose five upon which
the succeeding business models are analyzed. These are the
Combination of Assets, Customer Ownership, Distribution
of Intelligence, Cost (Sharing) - and Revenue (Sharing)
Model.
The five parameters are defined as follows [12]:
Combination of assets is a value network parameter that
focuses on the input, usage and combination of resources
from all partners.
Customer ownership, also a value network parameter,
refers to the relationship with the end customer examining,
amongst others, the access to key information of the
customer, the type of contact (direct or intermediated), the
level of intensity and proximity to the customer.
Distribution of Intelligence belongs to the parameters
describing the functional architecture of business networks.
In ICT systems, this refers to the distribution of processing
power, control and (management of) functionality across the
system.
Cost (Sharing) Model and Revenue (Sharing) Model are
both financial model parameters. The former discusses how
costs (investment) for design, development and exploitation
of a product or service are shared in the business network. It
relates to sunk costs or up-front investment and marginal
costs. The latter examines the business model with regard to
income streams (direct/indirect) and whether and how
revenues are shared. Apart from distribution revenues over
several actors, it can also concentrate on one actor.
Considering the information made available by the
project partners, these were the parameters on which
empirical data could be collected during expert interviews
and interactive business modeling workshops. The
information gathered during these interactive moments were
extended with data gathered from desk research and
literature review.
III.

EV- AND EV-INFRASTRUCTURE-SHARING

A. Value Network Description
When illustrating the value network of EV-I-sharing, we
identified three industrial streams. Each stream focuses on
different vertical market segments and consists of the roles
that together build the value chains. For the Open Service
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Platform (OSP), we distinguished a mobility-, an
infrastructure-, and an interactivity- and data stream (Fig.1).
Further streams (e.g., electricity) are not considered within
the scope of this paper. The value chains of each stream will
be divided into three phases: the service development/
creation phase, the service delivery/distribution phase and
the service consumption/usage phase.
Firstly, the mobility stream comprises the provision of
an electric vehicle (e.g., electric cars, bicycles or scooters).
In the service delivery phase the “enabling” services
precedent to the usage of the EV are placed. They
encompass registration of customers, authentication-token
provision, reservation of mobility items, billing of
customers, clearing tasks and authentication of the token on
the spot. The actual usage of the mobility item is the contact
point for the customer and is placed in the service usage
phase. Roles only describe the task itself, not the specific
configuration. For example, “billing” includes all variations
and frequency of payment: flat rate fees prior to the usage,
during the times of membership (e.g., subscription) or after
the usage (e.g., pay-per-use) as well as combinations of
these.
Secondly, the interactivity and data stream focuses
mainly on data gathering and processing and thus represents
the application intelligence of a value chain. These data
processes actually exist in each of the other streams (and
even in each role itself). Since this is a layer of intersection,
it is however singled out and builds an own stream in this
value network. Hence is thus conducted here that data from
resources (i.e., vehicles and charging infrastructure
equipment), customers and events (i.e., changes in the status
of resources) are recorded, aggregated and encoded.
Encoded data is edited. Data sharing, extraction,
recombination and usage by all business partners happen in
the usage phase.
Third, the infrastructure stream focuses on EV
infrastructure supply, e.g., charging poles and parking
facilities. It comprises hardware and software development
in the service development phase. Infrastructure
deployment/maintenance follows in the service delivery
phase. In existing business models of charging pole/parking
lot providers, it is not uncommon to have similar procedures
in the service delivery phase of the infrastructure stream as
in the mobility stream. In public and semi-public
parking/charging facilities, EV owners can subscribe for the
usage of parking lots/charging poles whereby the parking
lot/charging pole providers take care of registration of
customers, authentication-token provision, reservation of
according items, billing of customers, (clearing tasks in the
B2B sector) and authentication of the token on the spot [16].
For simplicity, in our scenarios, the sole initial money
flow will come from the customer’s EV usage (mobility
stream).
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Figure 1. Generic EV- and EV-infrastructure-sharing value network

The costs of the infrastructure provider and other network
partners need to be covered by B2B clearing. Data
extraction/sharing and infrastructure usage will demand
revenue sharing. Along the value chains, data/services flow
down (indicated by a filled arrow) while money flows up
(indicated by a plain arrow). Fig. 1 illustrates the value
network of the EV-I-sharing ecosystem.
In what follows, multiple business models are outlined,
mapping various partners, and cooperation between them.
The term ‘infrastructure provider’ will be used for a
charging pole/parking lot provider and the term
‘infrastructure’ for charging/parking spots.
B. “As-is” business model
The initial model is applicable to existing EV-sharing
concepts (see for example Autolib’ [17] or Zen Car [18])
Tasks of the mobility stream are operated by the mobility
provider who registers its own customers, provides a token
or access code for the vehicle, handles the reservation
process, bills the customers and enables authentication at the
resources to unlock/start the vehicle. In this scenario, only
the development of infrastructure hardware and software
components is outsourced. The mobility provider deploys,
manages and maintains acquired charging and parking
infrastructure. The execution of enabling services for the
infrastructure usage is taken care of by the corresponding
ones of the mobility item usage. Data is aggregated in house
limited to the mobility provider’s data aggregation system.
For the customer, the procedures of the service delivery
phase need revision for each new mobility provider with
whom he/she signs a contract. The customer needs to
register separately for each mobility provider and can
charge the vehicles solely at the declared charging facilities.
Fig. 2 illustrates the “As-is” business model. The grey boxes
indicate the partners who conduct roles. They consist of the
mobility provider, infrastructure provider and customer.
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Figure 2. ‘As-is’ business model

Figure 3. Independent Partner Scenario

The “As-is” business model construe the chosen
parameters:
Combination of assets: The mobility provider integrates
all relevant assets for the EV-I-sharing process. It buys or
licenses charging equipment and parking facilities. Due to
the conjunction of vehicles and infrastructure, services in
the delivery phase (‘enabling services’) need to be
conducted only once. Assets are concentrated.
Customer ownership: Solely the mobility provider has
customer ownership.
Distribution of intelligence: Intelligence is concentrated
at the mobility provider.
Cost sharing model: There is no cost-sharing model, all
(up-front) investment and operating costs are borne by the
mobility provider.
Revenue (sharing) model: No revenue sharing model is
necessary in the single operator scenario; revenues are
concentrated with a single actor.

A. Independent Partner Scenario
This scenario assumes that the mobility provider
facilitates the usage of other public or semi-public
charging/parking spots; other than the own (home)
charging/parking spots.
The Independent Partner Scenario illustrated in Fig. 3,
shows the setup where two companies (mobility- and
infrastructure provider) cooperate, but independently
execute the roles of the own value chain. No OSP is
included.
The data of a registering customer is automatically or
on-demand (if the customer explicitly asks for the service)
forwarded to the infrastructure provider. After registering
the customer in the own database, the infrastructure provider
issues a separate token, enables the customer access to the
reservation process (if existent), and facilitates the
authentication at the charging pole.
Combination of assets: Resources as well as applications
necessary to fulfill the ‘enabling services’ in the service
delivery phase are properties of either the mobility provider
or infrastructure provider. Each partner aggregates data of
resources and events (changing in the status of resources)
separately in its system. Only the mobility provider
aggregates customer data.
Customer ownership: In this scenario, both partners
have customer ownership (the infrastructure provider, e.g.,
through the provision of the authentication token). The
difference is in the billing process; the mobility partner
includes this role exclusively in its customer relationship.
Distribution of intelligence: Both partners have their
own system of managing the roles along the value chains:
their data aggregation pools, processing power and control.
Intelligence is distributed in the value network.
Cost sharing model: Each partner is itself responsible
for (up-front) investment in design, development and
exploitation of products and services that are used in the
network. Investments are therefore distributed over various
partners.

IV.

BUSINESS MODEL SCENARIOS

The previous section introduced the value network of the
EV-I-sharing concept and the established business model of
mobility providers.
Taking into account the high of investment and potential
risk for each market entrant, business partners might look
for cooperation and joint ventures with other partners in the
electric mobility sector. Given the possibilities that emerge
from the development of smart ICT, this is becoming more
and more feasible. We will therefore introduce three
business model scenarios where various players are
included, namely mobility providers (including, e.g., EVsharing or -leasing companies), infrastructure providers
(parking spot and charging pole providers), the Open
Service Platform (OSP) and the customer. The scenarios
were selected because of their potential to illustrate
sufficiently contrasting industrial options and their coverage
of many aspects in the EV-I-sharing scheme.
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Revenue (sharing) model: Only the mobility provider is
in the position of billing the customer. In the business
cooperation, some form of clearing (i.e., revenue sharing)
will be necessary to pay the usage of charging poles/parking
spots. It is due to bilateral agreements.
While this scenario is suitable for two partners, the more
EV-I-sharing industries join the network, the more complex
it will become to handle business relationships through
bilateral agreements. The complexity rises also for the
customer who gets multiple access tokens for EVs and EVinfrastructure. For example he/she might need to swipe a
card over a reader for opening a car (provided by the
mobility provider) and a different one for stopping the
charging process and unplugging the car from the energy
system (provided by the infrastructure provider).
B. Intervening Partner Scenario
The following variation of the partner model shows how
one partner can expand its roles by taking over partner roles
in the service delivery phase, as portrayed in Fig. 4. The
scenario illustrates the provision of a shared token, meaning
that one token of the mobility provider gives access to all
infrastructure resources. This actor steers the authentication
at the resources.
At the same time the scenario shows a possible way of
how the OSP fits in the value network and how it can
possibly take over a role in one of the value chains, namely
the “registration” of customers for the infrastructure
providers. A probable use case should describe this: if a
customer registers at the mobility provider the OSP enables
that he/she is automatically registered for infrastructure
providers’ services.
Second, the OSP collects and passes on all event data in
the network. When a vehicle is reserved at the mobility
provider, the OSP can coordinate with all infrastructure
providers of where and when the vehicle is reserved, what
the battery status needs to be, where the vehicle can be
plugged at the final destination, etc.
Its main role however is to aggregate events or changes
in the status of resources. The OSP collects information
about the exact times of the usage of services and resources
and acts as a trusted party in the clearing process.
Combination of Assets: The assets are spread between
the partners in the system. Whereas the mobility provider
(and partly the infrastructure provider) has leading parts, the
OSP is mainly a supporting partner.
The mobility provider, apart from allocating resources,
has a system for registering new customers. The OSP then
collects this data from the initial registering partner
(mobility provider) and registers the new customer for
partner services. The requirements to make a positive new
registration of a customer at a partner service might be more
demanding however than the data that is provided by the
initial registering actor (e.g., more sophisticated data needed
or other registration forms in place). This problem needs to
be solved by arrangements between the partners.
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Figure 4. Intervening Partner Scenario

Customer Ownership: The takeover of the registration
process of new customers comes with the power over
customer data and its processing and forwarding
responsibly. In this scenario, solely the mobility provider
has direct customer ownership. However, the OSP
aggregates customer- and token data collected from all
partners.
Distribution of intelligence: Intelligent poles are placed
at two edges: the mobility provider that takes over token
provision for multiple partners and the OSP that registers
customers at partner services. Additionally the OSP collects
data of events taking place in the network. By ceding roles
to other partners, the infrastructure provider cedes a certain
amount of control over certain processes within its value
chain.
Cost sharing model: The mobility provider expands its
systems in terms of opening token provision system as well
as implementing the authentication system backend and on
the spot. It might require a large up-front investment. The
OSP at the same time needs to invest in a registration
system that meets all partner-requirements. Infrastructure
providers save costs by not having to develop and maintain
customer databases and authentication mechanisms.
Revenue (sharing) model: The income from the usage of
the vehicles has to cover the expenses of the infrastructure
provider (through bilateral billing agreements) and the Open
Service Platform. The mobility provider is the single contact
point for the customer; a revenue sharing model must be set
up.
Having only two partners in the scenario, an OSP might
not be necessary. However, the more partners the ecosystem
includes on both sides of the value network, the more
complex the scheme with bilateral agreements gets, and the
higher the value of a regulatory, coordinating system. When
workload and coordination tasks are growing, the OSP can
be consulted either for sole data pooling or for fulfilling
roles itself.
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C. Open Service Platform Scenario
The OSP scenario (Fig. 5) shows a model where the
OSP is responsible for fulfilling all roles of all partners in
the service delivery phase. This is possible due to data
exchange between the partners for customers and resources.
All data about customers and infrastructure resources (e.g.,
location, type, availability) is aggregated in the OSP. The
business model is depicted on the value network canvas in
Fig. 5.
Combination of assets: This model illustrates the
centralization of most assets at the OSP. The OSP has to
construct (administrative) systems, processes and
mechanisms that cover all requirements of the ‘enabling
services’ for both mobility- and infrastructure provider. This
raises many challenges. It might be that the applicant is only
interested in one or more services of the network but not all
that are offered (e.g., only electric bike sharing). It might be
that he/she is not entitled to use multiple services (e.g., no
driving license). This selection must result in an adjusted
registration and invoicing of the customer. The data needs to
be reflected on the authentication token. The right modules
need to be loaded on the tokens - modules that describe
which services are available to the token holder. If he/she
subscribed for electric bike sharing, the token shall not give
access to, e.g., electric cars.
The mobility provider solely provides EVs. The
infrastructure provider is responsible for development,
deployment and maintenance of charging poles/parking lots.
All other tasks are outsourced to the OSP.
Customer ownership: Neither the mobility- nor the
infrastructure provider have direct customer ownership. For
the customer, the Open Service Platform appears as the sole
service provider.
This can be seen as a form of indirect customer
ownership. Registration of new customers is done for all
partners in the network that can encompass multiple
mobility- and infrastructure providers. Tokens are handed
out by the OSP and are valid for all resources. Data from all
roles are aggregated by the OSP and can be extracted and
used by the partners in the network. Billing of customers
and clearing between the partners in the network is
conducted by the OSP based on self-generated data. This
scenario aims at a single-access-point strategy towards the
customer.
Distribution of intelligence: The scenario shows a
strongly centralized intelligence in the system architecture.
By the aggregation of data, the OSP is competent to control
and process most events in the system.
Cost sharing model: The OSP invests in the platform
solution for EV-I-sharing concepts regarding customer and
infrastructure resource management. Mobility- and
infrastructure provider need only to invest in and provide
the respective resources.
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Figure 5. Open Service Platform Scenario

Revenue (sharing) model: Payment for the vehicle usage
flows to the OSP instead of the actual service developer
(indirect revenue flow). A revenue sharing model must be
implemented between the partners.
In this scenario, the OSP is not exclusively a B2B
service enabling factor, but an entity in direct contact with
the customer. For the mobility- and infrastructure providers,
joining such network structure makes them dependent on
the performance of the platform. The mobility- and
infrastructure providers have no control over systems,
processes and mechanism of the customer relationship. For
this matter, as for the questions of clearing, a strong and
trusted partnership and a high level of transparency are
necessary. It is unlikely that partners agree to such a
structure where they have only a minimum of control. It
needs to be stated however that this represents an extreme
scenario and less extreme variations are possible.
Nevertheless, from joining such a centrally controlled
network, partners profit from the opening of service to a
broad customer base and thus a potentially higher usage.
V.

BUSINESS SCENARIO COMPARISON

In TABLE II, a contrasting comparison of the different
models that were presented in Section IV is given, rated on
the five Business model parameters. Some additional
dimensions that emerged in the analytical process are
included and rated at the end of the table. They can be
mainly affiliated to a dominant parameter that indicates their
probability and value in the network. This is expressed with
plus and minus.
First it is the suitability of integrating more partners in
the network. This mainly depends on the openness of the
network and the intelligence of the system. The integration
of the OSP is an indicator that systems are open and thus
capable to integrate and coordinate multiple network partners
and their technical standards. Contrary, if system intelligence
is centralized either at a mobility- or infrastructure provider,
new entrants will likely have to adapt and synchronize their
systems. This can be an entrance barrier.
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Independency of partners refers to the range of roles and
level of vertical integration one partner has to cede to other
network partners. The more roles are taken over by one
entity the more dependent are the others on its performance.
Ease/Simplicity for customers rates the level of difficulty
for the customer to understand the service infrastructure and
his/her possibilities of how and what to use it for. Issuing
multiple access tokens decreases for example the usability
contrary to using one access token for all resources. This
applies for all service deliveries towards the customer. The
more partners have direct customer ownership, the higher the
level of complexity.
Service offer towards customers rates the options for the
customer for each scenario. The more partners that are (or
can easily be integrated) in the network, the bigger the range
of service options for the customer.
VI.

roles for EV-sharing and the coordination of infrastructure,
the larger the need for an central intelligence system. A
coordinating Open Service Platform can therefore be
integrated either as a pure data hub or as a partner that takes
over roles itself in the value network. Dependent on the
level of control the partners are willing to cede and the
perceived value coming with this, an OSP scheme is
feasible that has the power to establish a smart sharing
network, open enough to include further players from the
sector. The authors infer that the more partners are to be
coordinated in the network, the higher the incentives to have
a centralized intelligence and data exchange system – thus
an OSP.
In conclusion, this paper serves as an approach of how
mobility and infrastructure provider can coordinate services
to enable a united, attractive multi-modal mobility offer to
the customer.
Further research is required when it comes to the
implementation of additional value streams, as for example,
the electricity sector as well as the outlining of further
business model scenarios. Such research should include also
investigations into the acceptance and usage of such EV-Isharing concept by the end-user. Second the aspect of
handling data is a topic for further research. It needs to be
stated that the OSP scheme requires the implementation of
data protection- and security standards. Appropriate
measures need to be implemented in the intelligence system.
It is thus a question of further analysis of who can
implement adequate technical systems to guarantee these
standards and which requirements these standards have to
fulfill.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper illustrated the value network and various
possible business models for EV-sharing and coordination
of shared EV infrastructure. On a generic value network
canvas, four business model scenarios were illustrated that
describe possible variations of the interplay between the
partners with the focus on mobility- and infrastructure
providers.
For each scenario we analysed the impact on five
different business model parameters: Combination of
Assets, Customer Ownership, Distribution of Intelligence,
Cost (Sharing) Model and Revenue (Sharing) Model.
Additionally each concept was analyzed upon the suitability
of integrating more partners, independency of partners,
ease/simplicity for customers and service offer towards
customers.
Following the comparison of the scenarios, we conclude
that the more partners in the network that conduct the same
TABLE II.

Mobility Provider Scenario
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BUSINESS MODEL COMPARISON
Business Model
Independent Partner
Intervening Partner
Scenario
Scenario

Combination of Assets

Concentrated (MPa.)

Distributed

Customer Ownership

Direct

Direct for both partners

Centralised at the MP, single
system
Concentrated, all investment
from the MP

Distributed, two separate
systems

Revenue (Sharing) Model

Direct revenue flow to MP,
no revenue sharing

Direct revenue flow to MP,
sharing with IP

Suitability of integrating
more partners

N/A

Independency of partners

Distribution of Intelligence
Cost (Sharing) Model

Ease/Simplicity for
Customer
Service Offer towards
Customer

OSP Scenario

Distributed

Distributed

Intermediated, only MP has
direct customer ownership
Distributed, tendency of
centralization at OSP
Distributed, investments
mainly MP and OSP
Direct revenue flow to the
MP, sharing with IP and
OSP

Intermediated, only OSP has
direct customer ownership

-

+

++

++

++

+

-

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

Distributed

Centralized (OSP)
Distributed
Indirect revenue flow to
OSP, sharing with MP and
IP

a. MP = Mobility Provider, IP = Infrastructure Provider, OSP = Open Service Platform, C = Customer
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Abstract— This paper introduces an innovative technology
based on secure microcontrollers, such as smartcards,
equipped with TLS stack. The secure microcontroller,
identified by its X509 certificate, is embedded in a triple
interfaces secure token (the TIST), supporting USB, NFC and
Mifare connectivity. The TIST secures OPENID and electronic
key delivery services and makes them available for multiple
terminals such as mobiles, laptops or tablets.

virtual machine (JVM), and therefore run software written in
javacard (a subset of the java language) such our TLS stack.
As a consequence an object equipped with a secure
microcontroller running a TLS stack (see figure 1), performs
strong mutual authentication with internet server, and
afterward establishes secure channel (i.e. the TLS Record
Layer) with cloud computing services. In this paper we
describe the integration of this TLS stack in a token that
offers three communication interfaces: USB for laptops,
NFC (Near Field Communication) for mobile phones, and
ISO 14443A (MIFARE) for physical access control.

Keywords- Security, smartcard, NFC, OPENID, TLS

I.

Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION

A TLS Stack for Secure Microcontroller

The Internet Of Things (IoT) is an architecture in which
billions of devices with computing capacities and
communication interfaces are connected to the internet and
perform collaborative tasks [4]. In this context security is a
major issue. In this paper we focus on access control services
to logical (OPENID) and physical (electronic key delivery)
resources, which are deployed in laptops, tablets, mobiles or
embedded systems such as electronic locks. In previous
works [1][2] we introduced a TLS stack with a small
memory footprint of about 20 KB, which works in most of
the secure microcontrollers of the market such as smartcards
(defined by the ISO 7816 standards). The TLS protocol
(RFC 2246) is the cornerstone of the internet security; the
server is usually identified by its X509 certificate; the client
is optionally authenticated with a certificate. Our TLS stack
always works with certificates for both client and server, and
therefore performs strong mutual authentication, based on
PKI, between these entities. Secure microcontrollers [7] (see
figure 1) are tamper resistant devices whose security is
enforced
by
multiple
hardware
and
software
countermeasures; they include CPU (8, 16, 32 bits),
nonvolatile memory (about 100 KB), ROM (about 200 KB)
and RAM (about 10 KB). Most of them comprise a java
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This paper is constructed according to the following
outline. Section 2 introduces the Triple Interfaces Secure
Token (or TIST) architecture, and details some services such
as OPENID (http://openid.net) authentication and electronic
keys delivery [5] available for mobiles phones and laptops.
Section 3 describes the concept of dual NFC interfaces, and
the logical architecture of applications dealing with this
concept. Section 4 details the services supported by the TLS
stack embedded in the TIST. Section 5 presents the APIs
dedicated to the TIST, available for laptops and smartphones
environments. Finally section 6 concludes this paper.
This work was funded by the FEDER OnDemand
project.
II.

TRIPLE INTERFACES SECURE TOKEN - TIST

TLS Stack
Figure 2. Triple Interface Secure Token (TIST) hardware architecture

The TIST architecture is depicted by figure 1, it
comprises four main components
- The system core is a 32 bits microprocessor, which
drives an USB port and an ISO7816 serial interface with the
secure microcontroller (i.e. a smartcard)
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- The USB port gives access to the smartcard, which
usually exchanges packets with the terminal thanks to the
well-known PC/SC API.
- The ISO 7816 interface is used for the contact mode,
i.e. when the key is plugged to an USB terminal. It transports
messages to/from the smartcard, over the ISO 7816 serial
link.
- The secure microcontroller (see figure 1) is a smartcard
equipped with two communication protocols, first is used in
contact mode according to the ISO 7816 standards, and
second in contactless mode. In this last case the chip is feed
by an electromagnetic field at the frequency of 13,56 MHz;
radio packets are exchanged according to the ISO14443
specifications, which have been endorsed by the NFC
consortium (http://www.nfc-forum.org).
The TLS stack delivers two main facilities. First it
established TLS sessions with remote TLS servers, via the
EAP-TLS protocol (RFC 5216) that transports TLS without
TCP/IP flavors. The session is transferred to the application
(handling the secure microcontroller) upon the reception of
the server finished message for TLS full mode, and after the
transmission of the client finished message for the resume
mode. The session transfer requires two parameters a set of
ephemeral keys (the KeysBlock) and the associated
cryptographic algorithms (the CipherSuite). According to a
mechanism called container [5], the terminal may push data
(such as keys values used by electronic locks) that are
ciphered with the secure microcontroller public key (found in
its certificate) and signed by a trusted authority. Containers
are checked and decrypted by the secure microcontroller.
In summary the two services of TLS stack are first TLS
session booting and second container delivery. The
following sections presents applications based on these
facilities such as OPENID [3][8] and key delivery [5][6],
which are available with three communication interfaces, i.e.
NFC, Mifare, and USB.
A. NFC Interface
The NFC technology covers an umbrella of standards
working with the 13,56 MHz frequency, with throughput
ranging from 106 Kbits/s to 424 Kbits/s. Android is an
operating system originally created by the Android Inc
company, bought in 2005 by Google. The gingerbread
version (v2.3) endorses the NFC technology; more precisely
the mobile may be used as a NFC reader that communicates
with external NFC devices feed by its electromagnetic field.
When the TIST is tapped against the mobile, an Android
application registered to the NFC service is started (see [5]
for more details). This application realizes four main
functionalities:
- It exchanges packets with the TLS stack running in the
secure microcontroller;
- It boots the TLS session and transfers its control back to
the mobile (via the Get-KeysBlock and Get-CipherSuite
commands)
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- It manages TCP/IP sockets resources, and realizes a
proxy server in order to establish the logical glue between
the browser, the external contactless smartcard and the
remote internet server.
- It pushes toward the NFC device, container received
over HTTPS session.
OPENID is a typical application for NFC services for
mobile in which the embedded TLS stack is used for mutual
authentication with the OPENID server (see [5][8] for more
details).
B. Mifare Interface
Mifare devices introduced in 1994 by the NXP Company
are very widely deployed for access control purposes, used
by transport infrastructures or electronic locks. For example
the “Mifare Classic S50” component is organized in sectors,
divided in 16 bytes blocks, whose reading and writing
operations are controlled by a couple of 48 bits keys (KeyA
and KeyB). Our contactless smartcard provides Mifare
emulation, and therefore is compatible with the Mifare
ecosystem. Furthermore the secure microcontroller has
access to Mifare blocks. As we demonstrated in [6] this
feature enables the secure delivery of keys, transported in
containers. TLS sessions with internet keys servers are
booted from the secure microcontroller. The user experience
is quite simple: the user taps the TIST against its mobile,
starts the Android application that collects a key which is
afterwards stored in the appropriate Mifare block.
C. USB Interface
The USB interface provides connectivity for laptops. The
TIST is accessed via the PC/SC API which is supported by
Windows and Linux operating systems. It works as a
smartcard reader to which is internally plugged the secure
microcontroller. A proxy server application (see section 2-A)
establishes the logical glue between the PC browser, the
secure microcontroller and a remote internet server. This
architecture was previously detailed in [2], and is used for
OPENID platform secured by EAP-TLS smartcard [1] It
should be noticed that the key delivery service described in
section 2-B is also provided for laptops.
III.

ABOUT DUAL NFC INTERFACES APLLICATIONS

The ISO 14443A standard specifies the boot sequence of
a NFC device, when it is feed by the electromagnetic field
(whose frequency is 13,56 Mhz) generated by a NFC reader,
providing a throughput of 106 Kbits/s. The reader uses an
ASK 100% modulation with for packet transmission, and a
subcarrier of 848 kHz for data reception. The booting
process is illustrated by the figure 3,
Initially the card powered by the RF field is in the
IDDLE state. The reader sends a REQA (Request Command
of Type A) packet and waits for an ATQA (Answer To
Request of Type A) message, whose two bytes content
indicates the protocol to be used for the anti-collision
process. Afterwards the reader performs an anti-collision
loop (based on SELECT and ANTICOLLISION commands)
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whose goal is to collect the UID (Unique Identifier), attribute
(4, 7 or 10 bytes). The anti-collision procedure ends by a
SAK packet (SELECT Acknowledge), which indicates if the
card works with the ISO7816-4 protocol or with the
MIFARE protocol. If the card is ISO7816-4 compliant the
reader sends the RATS (Request for Answer To Select),
which is acknowledged by an ATS (Answer To Select);
otherwise the reader and the card exchange MIFARE
messages.
The availability of both MIFARE and ISO7816-4
protocols is usually referred as a dual NFC interface. Despite
the fact that MIFARE protocols are proprietary (i.e. designed
by the NXP company), they are widely used for access
control and transport (about 70% of the transport market).

Figure 4.

Illustration of a dual interfaces apllication

The JCOP operating system, designed by the IBM
company and afterwards bought by the NXP company
supports a JAVACARD API (JZSystem.readWriteMifare)
that enables read and write operations in MIFARE blocks
from a JAVACARD application.
The Java Card Forum (JCF) API supports since the JC2.2
release a dedicated class (javacardx.external.Memory)
providing access to memory subsystems such as MIFARE.
The figure 4 illustrates the architecture of an electronic
key service dedicated to legacy MIFARE lock readers. A
TLS-Stack running in the javacard is used to securely
transfer a key value from a WEB server. This attribute is
afterwards written in the MIFARE memory.
IV.

Figure 3.

The ISO14443-A state machine (from the ISO14443 standard)

The ISO7816-4 standard provides a communication
interface both for contactless (NFC) and contact smartcards
that usually comprise a java virtual machine (JVM) and
therefore run programs written in the JAVACARD language
(a subset of JAVA).

THE TLS APLLICATION
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ISO7816-4 Interfcae for theEAP-TLS smartcard

The TLS embedded application is based on the EAP-TLS
smartcard IETF draft specification [1]. The software
interface is made of ten (Select, Verify-PIN, Set-Identity,
Reset, Process-EAP, Get-CipherSuite, Get-KeyBlock, Get-
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Result,
Fetch-Result,
Write-Container)
commands, illustrated by figure 5.

ISO7816-4

Select activates the EAP-TLS application, which is
according to the ISO7816 standard identified by a 16 bytes
number, the AID (application identifier).
Verify-PIN unlocks the application; two PINs are
available one for the user and the other for the administrator,
which are associated to different privileges. The
administrator manages all the application resources.
Set-Identity binds TLS sessions to a set of cryptographic
credentials that form the user’s identity. An identity is a set
of attributes such as the CA (Certification Authority)
certificate, the TLS client or server certificate, and a private
key; this collection of data is identified by an alias name that
may be a well-known value if the device only hold a unique
identity.
Reset resets the EAP-TLS state machine.
Process-EAP forwards EAP-TLS packets to the secure
microcontroller, which processes its contents according to
the current state machine and returns an EAP-TLS packet.
The EAP-TLS standard (see RFC 5126) specifies the
transport of TLS over the EAP framework (Extensible
Authentication Protocol, RFC 3748). A double
segmentation/reassembly procedure performed both for EAP
and ISO7816 messages, realizes the transfer of TLS packets
(up to 16384 bytes) to and from secure microcontrollers
whose (ISO7816) command size is limited to 256 bytes.
Get-CipherSuite collects the cipher suite (algorithms
used for cipher and HMAC purposes) negotiated during the
TLS session establishment; if available this command returns
also the Session-Id of the current TLS session.
Get-KeysBlock returns a couple (for data transmission
and reception) of cryptographic keys, needed by the record
layer entity for encryption and integrity procedures, Due to
performances issues (cryptographic operations performed by
secure microcontrollers are not fast), the TLS session may be
exported from the secure microcontroller if a great amount of
exchanged data is expected.
Get-Result and Fetch-Result are service commands used
to collect EAP packets that are produced by the secure
microcontroller.
Write-Container pushes a set of data (the container) that
are ciphered with the secure microcontroller public key
(found in its certificate) and signed by a trusted authority.
The TLS application is downloaded in the TIST token
during the manufacturing process. The administrator PIN is
set by default to eight zeros. It may be thereafter modified,
and its knowledge gives access to personalization operations,
which imply the generation of identity attributes and their
downloading in the secure microcontroller.
V.

USING TIST FROM APIS

The TIST works with two class of computing platforms,
laptops equipped with USB connectivity, and mobile phones
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supporting NFC interface. Two kinds of APIs are available
written in C language for PC running the Windows operating
system, and JAVA for Android smartphones.
A. APIs for C environment
The glue with PC/SC Windows environment is realized
by five functions performing smartcards detection and
ISO7816-4 commands exchanges.
- int DetectAllCard(char *Aid), returns the number of
detected TLS modules.
- int StartFirstCard(int index,char *aid), starts a session with
a smartcard identified by its index (first index is set to zero).
- int GetPtcol(int index), returns the T-Protocol (ISO7816
transport protocol) used by a smartcard identified by its
index.
- int CloseCard(int index) closes a session with a smartcard
identified by its index.
- int send_apdu(int index, char *request, int offset, int length,
char *response, int response_offset) sends an ISO7816
command to a smartcard.
TLS sessions are opened by secure microcontrollers.
Upon success, a set of ephemeral cryptographic keys (the
KeysBlock) and the list of negotiated algorithms (the
CipherSuite parameter) are read from the smartcard. They
are handled by six procedures.
- BOOLEAN OpenSSLClient(int index, SOCKET s), opens
a TLS session with a client EAP-TLS device identified by its
index and a TCP/IP socket.
- BOOLEAN OpenSSLServer(int index, SOCKET s), opens
a TLS session with a server EAP-TLS device identified by
its index and a TCP/IP socket.
- int GetKey(int index, short *cs, char *key), collects the
negotiated CipherSuite and the KeysBlock from a EAP-TLS
device identified by its index and returns the keys size.
- int recordlayer(short cs, char* keybloc,CTX* ctx, int
mode), creates a record layer (either CLIENT or SERVER
side), working with a CipherSuite (cs) and a KeysBlock.
- int SSLRead(SOCKET s, char *buf, CTX *ctx), reads
information over TLS associated to a TCP/IP socket and
returns the data size.
- int SSLWrite(SOCKET s, char *buf, int len, CTX *ctx),
writes information over TLS associated to a TCP/IP socket,
returns the number of sent bytes.
B. APIs for JAVA environment
Two main java objects are required, the tls-tandem class
building the core framework for the management of TLS
session with an EAP-TLS RFID, and the recordlayer class
created at the end of the TLS handshake, which performs all
encryption decryption/operations.
The tls-tandem class is made of three main methods:
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- public tls_tandem(int mode, ReaderSC reader, String aid,
String pin, String identity)

[3]

- public recordlayer OpenSession(String ServerName, short
Port)

[4]

- public void CloseSession(recordlayer RecordLayer)
The constructor of the tls-tandem class setups the
software environment for TLS operations with external
RFID, according to the following parameters,
- mode is the role of the RFID (either TLS CLIENT or TLS
SERVER)
- reader is an abstract representation of the RFID reader,
based on the NFC Android model. This object detects the
presence of an external RFID feed by the reader, and
provides support for IO operations.

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]

"An OpenID Provider based on SSL Smart Cards", Consumer
Communications and Networking Conference, IEEE CCNC 2010,
Best demonstration Award
IETF Workshop, "Interconnecting Smart Objects with the Internet
Workshop", Prague, March 2011.
Urien, P., Kiennert, C. "A new key delivering platform based on NFC
enabled Android phone and Dual Interfaces EAP-TLS contactless
smartcards", in proceedings of MOBICASE 2011.
Urien, P., Kiennert, C. "A New Keying System for RFID Lock Based
on SSL Dual Interface NFC Chips and Android Mobiles", IEEE
CCNC 2012
Jurgensen, T.M. ET. al., "Smart Cards: The Developer's Toolkit",
Prentice Hall PTR, 2002, ISBN 0130937304.
P.Urien, “Convergent Identity: Seamless OPENID services for 3G
dongles using SSL enabled USIM smart cards”, IEEE CCNC 2011.

- aid, is the Application Identifier for the application store in
the RFID. According to the ISO7816 standard, this identifier
size ranges between 5 to 16 bytes.
- pin is the optional PIN required for the RFID activation.
- identity is an optional alias that identifies the set of
parameters (client’s certificate, private key, CA Certificate)
to be used by the TLS stack.
The OpenSession method performs the handshake with a
remote TLS server identified by its name and its port
(usually 443). It returns a recordlayer object initialized with
the appropriate cryptographic parameters.
The CloseSession method deletes the TLS framework
and the associated resources.
The recordlayer object is created upon a successful TLS
handshake. It supports five main methods.
- public byte [] encrypt(byte[] msg). Perform encryption and
integrity operations, and return a TLS formatted packet.
- public byte[] send(). Transmit a TLS packet over the TCP
socket.
- public byte[] recv(). Receive a TLS packet from the TCP
socket.
- public byte [] decrypt(byte[] msg). Decrypt a TLS packet
and check its integrity.
- public void Close(). Close the TLS session.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a new technology dealing
with NFC, MIFARE and USB connectivity, which performs
identity and access control services, compatible with both the
OPENID standard and the MIFARE ecosystem deployed for
electronics locks.
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Abstract—The adoption of smart environments is becoming
more and more important in many applicative scenarios such
as healthcare, asset management, environmental monitoring,
and building automation. This last issue represents a very
attractive use-case because of several scientific challenges that
must be addressed in order to satisfy user requirements, which
are mainly focused on the management of home’s comfort
parameters. The main goal of this work is to develop and
validate an architecture, both hardware and software, able to
monitor and manage a Konnex-based home automation system
through an Android mobile device in an efficient and safe way.
In this perspective, an Android application is realized based on
a specific Java library, called Calimero, that provides several
methods for interaction with the Konnex implant.
Furthermore, a software system able to configure the Android
application consistently with the home automation implant is
designed and implemented. The proposed architecture was
tested from both functional and performance point of view and
the obtained results prove that it provides high performance in
comparison with other solutions already affirmed on the
market.
Keywords- KNX; Android; Smart Home; ETS; Test bed.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to sense environmental parameters is
becoming more and more important in many applicative
scenarios. This trend aims to spread smart environments able
to capture, in a pervasive way, all useful information from
the real world, contributing to assert the Internet of Things
(IoT) concept. It refers to the extension of the Internet to the
world of concrete objects and places, which can
communicate data about themselves and access aggregated
information from other objects or places. In this way, the
Human-to-Machine (H2M) paradigm is increasingly moving
toward the new Machine-to-Machine (M2M) paradigm, so
leading to an improvement of several aspects in everyday
life. In this context, cities management (Smart City), energy
saving (Smart Energy), buildings and homes automation
(Smart Building and Smart Home) are typical scenarios for
the use of such technologies. Among these potential
applications, home and building automation issues are
particularly important, since they represent the link among
the individual (city dweller, consumer) and abstraction layers
allowing the adoption of the IoT paradigm.
Smart Home & Building applications are wide and varied
since there are many fields where they can be applied. In
addition to well-established solutions, there are various
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projects in experimental stage, which mainly concern the
energy consumption and security management, implant
maintenance, and environment management.
Another technological component, closely related to the
automated home management, is represented by mobile
devices. They are becoming more and more important in
everyday life, since they are not only communication means,
but also technological tools for controlling other devices.
However, in the home automation field, the integration
among the mobile world and home automation systems
encounters several limits generally due to poorly userfriendly application, the inability to remotely control the
home automation system, and the low security level in the
data exchange between mobile device and home automation
system.
Therefore, the aim of this work is to propose an
automation system able to overcome these limits. The system
allows the user to monitor and manage a home automation
implant in a flexible, simple and safe way by providing a
high level of abstraction of real devices. For this purpose, an
architecture, able to combine the widespread Android
Operating System (OS) and Konnex (KNX) standard [1],
was designed and developed. The functional validation of the
proposed architecture was carried out in collaboration with
Gewiss S.p.A. company of Bergamo (Italy) [2], that is one of
the most important vendors for building automation
solutions. By exploiting this important industrial support, a
real KNX system was configured in order to test the
designed and implemented architecture. This functional
validation showed that, through the proposed solution, it is
possible to safely control each KNX device both locally and
remotely and to monitor implant status anytime and
anywhere thanks to the real-time feedbacks sent by the home
automation system to Android device. The peculiar feature
of the proposed application is that it can be downloaded from
the Android market as “generic application”, that means
without any customization. Then, after the installation of the
KNX implant, it can be consistently customized for the
specific home automation system by using the output file
provided by the Engineering Tool Software (ETS) [3].
Finally, a performance validation was carried out to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed architecture.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the state
of the art on KNX-based home automation systems and on
techniques used for their management is summarized. In
Section III, a technical overview of the main standards and
software libraries used in this work is presented. In Section
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IV, the proposed architecture is described and all its features
are presented. The test environment used to validate the
whole system is shown in Section V, whereas the functional
and performance validation results are discussed in Section
VI. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II.

RELATED WORK

In recent literature, the topic of smart environment is
widely discussed, and particular attention is given to Home
and Building Automation systems based on the KNX
standard. This topic is addressed according to three main
aspects: safety, congestion control, and energy saving in
domestic implants. From the safety point of view, in [4], a
technique to guarantee a secure data transmission for home
and building automation networks is proposed and
implemented in a KNX-based environment, which does not
natively provide any security mechanism.
The congestion problem is addressed in [5] and [6]. In
KNXnet/Internet Protocol (IP) systems this problem is due to
the presence of a particular device, called KNXnet/IP router,
that allows the integration of different KNX networks
through an IP network. Since the bandwidth of a KNX
network is limited, if the KNXnet/IP router receives more
messages than it is able to send, it can represent a bottleneck
in routing these messages to the KNX devices. For this
reason, in [6], authors recommend the adoption of efficient
forwarding rules in the implementation of KNXnet/IP
routers.
The home energy consumption is a topic of interest for
both researchers and consumers since it concerns the
reduction of power consumption and the protection of the
environment. In this context, in [7], a simulator of a
household was developed and a strategy for the energy
efficiency and user comfort based on neural networks was
proposed and tested by using an experimental KNX-bus
platform.
Beyond the aspects previously described, it is important
to note that smart environments based on KNX standard are
designed to improve the quality of people's lives by the
creation of new systems able to control comfort parameters.
To achieve this goal, the integration among wired and
wireless networks is increasingly used. In [8], for example,
the comfort into an office building is ensured by designing a
KNX-based system joined with Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) [9][10] components able to monitor and control the
lighting, heating and air ventilation. The use of a WSN
provides the system with information about environment
conditions allowing a better control of comfort parameters,
with minimum energy consumption [11].
Another example of integration between a wireless
technology and a KNX system is reported in [12], in which a
ZigBee network, well suited to home automation, is
integrated with the wired home automation system. A
KNX/ZigBee gateway is proposed as an interface between
KNX and ZigBee networks.
Finally, since the management of home automation
systems is more and more entrusted to mobile devices, in
[13], the design and implementation of an iPhone application
that allows the integration of mobile devices in an existing
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KNX home automation system are presented. Similarly to
this work, the Android market offers some applications, such
as [14] and [15], which allow the management of a KNXbased implant through an Android device. However, such
applications suffer some drawbacks particularly due to poor
usability and a poor abstraction of real devices.
III.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

In this section, the main technologies used in the present
work are briefly described.
A. KNX
KNX is the worldwide standard for home and building
control; it exploits a software tool, called ETS, for planning
and designing implant of KNX-certified devices and for
implementing interactions among these devices. Compared
to conventional electrical installations, a smart control and
automation system has clear benefits since all the different
subsystems are integrated into the building, optimizing
performance and energy efficiency by using the KNX bus.
The standard includes two different configuration modes
for the home automation devices:
• System Mode (S-Mode) for well-trained KNX
installers that want to realize sophisticated building
control functions;
• Easy Mode (E-Mode), that provides limited
functions compared to the S-Mode, and that it is
intended for installers with basic KNX training.
The KNX standard allows each manufacturer to select
the most ideal configuration mode and to choose the right
combination for the target market segment and application.
B. Android Operating System
Android is a mobile Operating System (OS) developed
by Google. It is based on the open Linux kernel and it is
open source, which means developers can modify and
customize the OS for each phone. Therefore, different
Android-based phones may have different Graphical User
Interfaces (GUIs) even though they use the same OS.
Android phones typically come with several built-in
applications and also support third-party programs.
Developers can create programs for Android (Apps) using
the free Android Software Developer Kit (SDK). Android
programs are written in Java and run through Google's
"Davlik" virtual machine, which is optimized for mobile
devices. Users can download Android applications from the
online Android Market.
C. Calimero
Calimero [16] is a Java library that enables the access to
KNX systems. It consists of a collection of Java Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) fundamental for workstationbased KNX/European Installation Bus (EIB) applications.
Still, these APIs can be used independently and their ease of
use enables client applications to communicate with KNX
devices hiding network protocol details. The development of
Calimero evolves constantly and when new features have to
be included, the developers try to add them maintaining both
ease of use and a compact footprint. Therefore, a
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considerable reorganization effort was undertaken, leading to
a redesign of the user API as well as internal architectural
aspects. The new Calimero Next Generation (NG) API now
supports additional connection protocols, management,
property access, high-level convenience methods for
common tasks, and more.
IV.

PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In Figure 1, the proposed system architecture is shown.
The KNX system is equipped with a special device, called
KNX/IP router, which links the KNX environment to the IP
network in order to exchange KNX messages with remote
devices. The KNX/IP router communicates through the
KNXnet/IP protocol and includes, in addition to the
tunneling function for the point-to-point connection, the line
coupler function (i.e. routing), which allows the IP router to
distribute and receive messages to other lines and areas.
Since in the considered scenario there is only one home
automation implant, the KNX/IP router is used in tunneling
mode in order to exchange messages with Android
smartphone across the IP network.
As mentioned in the previous section, the communication
between the Android application and the KNX system is
enabled by the Calimero library, whereas the local Wi-Fi
router features guarantee an adequate security level for the
home automation system management. In fact, in addition to
the local access guaranteed by the Wi-Fi access point, the
end-user can remotely control the home automation system
through the smartphone by using a Virtual Private Network
(VPN) tunnel between mobile device and local router. Once
this access occurred, whether local or remote, the end user
can act on her/his home automation system devices (e.g.,
switch, dimmer, heating, air conditioning) and monitor the
environment status at any time. Also a manual change on the
home automation system is shown on the smartphone display
in real-time.
It is important to note that the application downloaded
from the Android Market is a generic application: once
downloaded and started, the application asks the user for a
configuration file; this file is produced by a Java application,
called “App Configurator”, used by the technician in order to
configure the App in accordance with user requirements.
Relevant information for this configuration can be
automatically extracted from the output file exported by ETS
or they can be manually entered. These interactions are
summarized in Figure 2. The App Configurator helps the
technician to set up the access parameters, build the screens,

Figure 1. Proposed system architecture.
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Figure 2. Android App configuration.

and place the control/monitoring components.
V.

TEST ENVIRONMENT

The test environment used in the validation phase reflects
a simple scenario of a two-floor home (Figure 3). The
ground floor consists of a single room containing a light. The
first floor consist of three rooms: a living room containing
two lights and a thermostat; a bathroom containing a light
(managed through a dimmer) and a rolling shutter; and a hall
in which there are two controls that trigger two different
home scenarios. In particular, these scenarios are: morning
scenario (all lights are off and the rolling shutter is pulled up)
and night scenario (all lights are on and the rolling shutter is
lowered).
In order to reproduce the described environment, a
system consisting of the following KNX devices was
realized: actuators and push button panels for lighting, a
dimmer, a power supply and a KNX/IP router. In particular,
all electric devices used in the test are compliant with KNX
standard and made by Gewiss.
Two different types of user access were emulated: a local
Wi-Fi access, inside the home, and a 3G access for remote
control. In particular, if the access to the KNX network is
local, the wireless access point connected to the home router
assigns a private address to the Android device by using its
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server, so
that the mobile device can communicate with the KNX/IP

Figure 3. Test environment.
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router. Instead, if the access is remote, a VPN tunnel is
established between the smartphone and the home router. In
this way, the smartphone becomes a local network device
and it can communicate with the KNX/IP router as in the
previous case.
VI.

FUNCTIONAL VALIDATION AND SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE
In the functional validation phase, the application was
tested to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
architecture. In particular, each KNX device was
successfully managed by using the Android application
running on the smartphone. Furthermore, any status change
manually carried out on the home automation system was
displayed in the end-user interface.
In parallel to this test, another type of validation was
performed. Its purpose was to demonstrate the efficiency of
the proposed solution from the point of view of smartphone
resources usage. In particular, the application was deployed
on two different types of smartphone (i.e., Samsung Galaxy
SIII and Samsung Galaxy Nexus) and it was compared with
the two other applications already mentioned in Section II.
The comparison results, reported in Table I, demonstrate that
the proposed Android App is not only perfectly comparable
to the other two applications for both the memory usage and
CPU peak load, but it also shows to have higher
performance. In fact, during this performance validation, the
competitor applications were tested by managing only one or
two devices, whereas the devices managed by the proposed
application were eight. Similar results were obtained with
both smartphone models.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this work, the problem of the interaction between a
KNX-based home automation system and an Android mobile
device is afforded. More specifically, a complete hardware
and software architecture has been designed, implemented
and tested. The validation phase was carried out in laboratory
by reproducing a real KNX home automation system. The
proposed solution is able to guarantee an end-user secure
access to monitor and manage the home automation system,
both locally and remotely. The results obtained in both
functional and performance validations are substantial. In
fact, the proposed solution presents higher performance
compared to other consolidated solutions.
Ongoing and future works aim to extend the application
to the use of iOS mobile devices and to carry out a
performance validation by comparing an increasing number

of heterogeneous mobile devices. Finally, a more stressful
validation of the proposed solution in wider scenarios (e.g.
building automation) will be carried out, in order to further
appreciate its flexibility and scalability.
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Abstract — The recent developments in Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) and Internet of
Things (IoT) make several house devices cooperate to
each other to achieve higher energy performances and
offer new services. However, the increasing embedded
intelligence of smart devices is also generating a huge
quantity of data, which must be properly managed. In
fact, it is difficult to easily manage data to make certain
functions available and to define a strategy for results
maximization. This paper defines a methodology to
improve smart home information management based on
the selection, aggregation and classification of the
sensible data and the correlation with the device
typology, nature, and destination of use. Furthermore, a
case study focused on washing machine is presented to
demonstrate how this methodology can be implemented
to realize a supporting tool encouraging service ideation
to benefit the different subjects involved. The proposed
model represents a first step towards the creation of a
standard for smart house information management and
device interoperability.
Keywords - Smart houses; Smart information processing;
Smart energy and optimal consumption; Intelligence-based
service design; Device Interoperability.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The actual growing world energy demand and the high
attention to environmental impact reduction are generating a
strong convergence of scientific, industrialists and politicians
interests towards the use of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) tools to support a more efficient use of
the energy resources. In this regard, the concepts of "Smart
Grid" and "Internet of Things" push a radical technological
change where objects cooperate to achieve high-level
objectives. They create a continuous flow of information that
can be used to support real-time decisions, optimize the use
of resources and increase safety and quality of life. Their
application is particularly significant if considering that
actually the residential sector is responsible for about 20% of
total consumption and system usually operates without any
users’ cooperation.
Nowadays, the rising intelligence of smart devices can
make a large amount of information available every day
about personal actions as well as events taking place at home
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or outside. However, bad information management and
difficulties in capturing and effectively transmitting essential
data as well as interpreting such useful information for endusers, may drastically reduce the potential benefits and not
encourage the diffusion of smart homes [1]. Therefore, a
dedicated supporting tool must be designed and developed
aiming to efficiently manage information on the basis of the
users’ purposes and ensure all the connected devices to be
really interoperable. This scope is still an open issue in smart
home system design [2].
The paper proposes a methodology to generate an
innovative tool able to intelligently manage smart devices
information in order to make them interoperable and provide
tailored services to final users. It has been conceived for
domestic environments, but it could be translated also in
similar contexts. It provides to properly catalogue home
devices and all the generated information, and it suggests
how to realize an interoperable system able to implement
home devices interoperability based on the correlation
between system information categories and device classes.
Furthermore, the paper adopts the proposed methodology to
support a real use case focusing on washing machines: it
allows identifying how to properly manage information for
energy efficiency and how to provide a set of additional
services according to the specific user needs.
The remainder of the paper is organized in four sections.
Section II provides a quick overview on the state of the art of
information management in smart houses. Section III
describes the methodology steps and presents the
information devices classification. Section IV illustrates the
use case supporting the tool rationale definition for washing
machine smart energy management.
II.

BACKGROUND ON INFORMATION MANAGEMENT IN
SMART HOUSES

Over the years many definitions of smart home, also
called smart houses, have been proposed [3]. The basic
definition defines the smart home as a special home where
all the sub-systems (lighting, security, household appliance,
sensors, etc.) are interconnected allowing the homeowner to
save energy, to reduce operating costs and to improve safety,
comfort and multimedia services. In recent years, the
technological research has focused on sub-systems
integration, leading to the rapid growth of residential
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gateways [4]. Thanks to a gateway, domotic solutions have
the ability to manage all the devices connected to the home
area network.
A considerable amount of new solutions for the smart
home automation have been recently developed, i.e., several
systems with different communication protocols and
architectures. Existing systems can be classified into two
groups: open systems and proprietary systems. The former,
defined as "standard", are systems whose operating
specifications are public to give companies the possibility to
develop compatible devices. Well-known examples are:
Konnex [5], Lonworks [6], Zigbee [7]. Proprietary systems
are produced by software houses, which usually keep
technical information as reserved and make them not
available to third parties. Some examples are electrical and
home automation systems: SCS by Bticino [8], Vimar ByMe [9], C-BUS of Schneider Electric [10].
The availability of common rules is fundamental to make
devices interoperable when they are produced by different
manufacturers [11]. It is expected that in the future home
automation systems will be based on a single standard
facilitating smart home management. However the issue of
interoperability is particular challenging due to the huge
amount of data to manage and the level of complexity of the
devices’ integration in the home area network. The
introduction of smart appliances within a home network is
not a new idea. However, it requires a more deepen
investigation in respect with the actual strategies to achieve
an efficient energy management. In particular, it entails
understanding which functions a certain device is able to
perform when connected to the network, what information
can be sent and what for, and which commands must be
received. In this context, the project CHAIN by the European
Committee of Domestic Equipment Manufacturers (CECED)
faced device interoperability issues and established a
preliminary application profile for home connected,
promoting the standard European Committee for
Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) in 2007 [12]
[13]. However, the issue of interoperability between different
home appliances is still open. Although numerous researches
recently proposed different system architectures to obtain an
integrated interoperable system, the existing system do not
define an overall and unique standard data management tool,
that is still missing. Actually, the majority of projects are
focusing on the energy issue [14]. The most significant are:
Smart Energy 2.0 (USA) [15], Energy@home (Italy) [16],
EEBus/E-Energy (Germany) [17] [18]. All of them focus on
network energy management via data exchange with smart
grids and do not care about data elaboration and mining
addressing high-level services. Indeed, the existing systems
are finalized to provide a specific benefit or service such as
monitoring, analyzing and estimating the energy
consumption [19], even if they have great potentiality to be
exploited for several purposes. Therefore, they have the
advantage of introducing standard rules for the information
exchange between the users and the utilities.
In addition to energy information management, many
other services could be integrated thanks to the existing
technological infrastructures. However, there is a lack of an
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overall vision and a strategic roadmap for future
developments. Services related to devices remote control
have been proposed but there are some open issues regarding
their implementation on the white goods [20]. Also
appliances remote maintenance concept is studied to provide
benefits for both users and companies, but it has been
considered as a concept independently of any architecture
and available tools capabilities [21].
For this reason, the paper aims to identify and classify the
involved information and defines the tool rationale to support
service ideation satisfying the needs of the different subjects
involved and achieving bigger advantages. The classification
proposed aims to provide an overall vision of the smart
house as a whole, able to consider all information necessary
to include different services cited and encourage their
continuous improvement. The idea to create a smart
management tool supporting an integrated system also paves
the way for companies to carry out market analysis and
service tailoring, which are still ignored in this context.
Furthermore, a possible innovation is represented by the use
of the information generated by white goods for the elder
people assistance, which is currently not exploited for such
scope.
III.

RESEARCH APPROACH AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

By definition a smart home has a lot of smart devices
connected to the Home Area Network (HAN), which collect
and/or exchange information about some specific aspects.
The research approach aims to guarantee the classification,
aggregation and selection of all the information according to
the device typology, and identify a strategy to manage all the
involved information by an intelligence-based information
management tool. The proposed approach consists of five
main steps:
1)
Classification of smart home devices into a set
of homogenous classes (for typology, treated data, home
interaction modalities, etc.);
2)
Definition of a possible system architecture able
to effectively realize the desired information management
and device interoperability;
3)
Identification of a general information
management model characterized by information categories
that are significant for the smart home;
4)
Correlation between device classes and
information categories to match their specific funtioning
with the general information management model;
5)
Definition of a set of application rule, to be
impememented intelligence-based information management,
to design services on the basis of the users’ needs.
A. Smart home devices classification
The most popular devices in smart home have been
analyzed and classified into a set of homogeneous classes as
follows.
Meters: this class includes electricity, gas and water
meters, whose data are communicated through the home
network and the smart grid. Control and safety systems (e.g.
electrical safety, gas leaks, water leaks) are included in this
category. Indeed, it is possible to detect gas or water leak in
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real time and, consequently, shut off the corresponding meter
remotely.
Consumer electronics: it includes entertainment systems
(e.g., tv, game console, audio equipment and players) and
small household appliances (e.g., coffee makers, electronic
cutters or graters, toasters). They typically have low and
constant energy consumption and can be easily switched
off/on by a remote control without any preventative
measures. For this category the power consumption can be
simply monitored as well as its usage (e.g., when and how
long they are used; state of devices to allow a remote
control).
Household appliances: it includes the major household
appliances grouped as cooling (refrigerator and freezer),
cooking (oven, hob, and hood) and laundry (washer, dryer,
and dishwasher), enhanced by some items: to be
interoperable, they require a microcontroller [13] that
manages the processes during the automatic operation mode
as well as the remote control mode; to be connected to a
home network, they need a communication node that it can
be installed on board or located outside (e.g., a cheaper
solution has been developed by Indesit Company, called
"Ultra-Low cost Power-line” (ULP) [22]). The
communication node can also contain the energy control
technology (e.g., Dynamic Demand Control (DDC) [23]).
Lighting, doors/windows, and security: it comprehends
common classes of components such as lighting, doors,
windows, window curtains and shutters. All of them can be
controlled by similar functions (e.g. turn on/off, intensity
regulation, opening/closing control, opening regulation).
This category also includes the intrusion detection sensors
for doors and windows of a generic alarm system.
Information characterizing these devices is typically used for
remote control and interaction analysis. In particular, thanks
to motion sensors for automatic light switching, it also
allows users to be localized and abnormal behaviors to be
detected by recording the user’s movements. It may be
useful for Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) scopes to
improve safety and human health.
DHW and HVAC: it includes Domestic Hot Water
devices (DHW), Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
devices (HVAC), and all the devices and sensors related to
their functioning, even when located in different areas or on
other devices (e.g., sensors of indoor/outdoor temperature,
humidity sensors, etc.).
B. Smart home interoperable architecture
The creation of an interoperable system able to mutually
control all the devices and properly manage all the necessary
data requires: a) the physical device connection to an HAN
and b) the communication infrastructure. These items
guarantee to deliver all the collected data to a central
management tool and make data available for other systems
or services (e.g., data analysis and data mining applications,
user monitoring, remote control).
The existing physical connections have different
capabilities in terms of distance, speed and volume data
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transfer. The list below shows the physical media that can be
actually used in the smart home for interoperability purposes.
Power line: it can be realized by exploiting the existing
house wiring that supplies all the electrical devices and the
Power Line Communication (PLC) technology. Since every
home already has it, power line is convenient and does not
require any additional wiring. The most common
communication standards for power line are X10 [24],
HomePlug [25], and LonWorks [6]. However interference
and noise issues inherently occur [26].
Phone line and other wiring: it includes all the other
wirings of the smart home, such as twisted pair, coaxial
cable, fiber optic and others. They allow managing high
bandwidth and huge quantity of data, as required by
entertainment systems. Wired communication through these
connections is more stable than the wireless one, as it is less
subject to external interference; however it entails higher
costs. Some wired communication standards are Ethernet,
USB, and HomePNA.
Wireless network: it uses electromagnetic waves to
connect devices and send/receive information. It is practical
because it allows connecting numerous devices in an easy
way, also including devices not connectable by a physical
cable. However, there may cause some problems due to the
signal propagation (i.e., distance, presence of physical
barriers
and
interferences). Well-known
wireless
communication standards are ZigBee, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth.
As far as the creation of a unique communication
infrastructure is concerned, it is worth to consider that each
device has different requirements in terms of connections
and communication protocols and a residential gateway is
required. The gateway concentrates all data and serves as a
bridge between the HAN and the Internet to exploits other
systems or web services [27]. The user interface can be local
(e.g., system display) or remote (e.g., web application or
smartphone app). The user will monitor home conditions,
control the devices and be informed about specific.
Furthermore also utilities and companies can access some
data transmitted from the smart home, according to the
privacy policy, for specific services (e.g., remote assistance).
The described architecture represents a valid structure to
implement the methodology and tool proposed in this paper.
C. The system information management model
Such a complex architecture requires managing a large
amount of data derived from home devices, understanding
their explicit and tacit relationships, and identifying a set of
algorithms to realize functions and services. For these
purposes all relevant information has been classified and
algorithms investigated. In this context, several classification
criteria have been already proposed [28] [29]. However the
proposed model merges theoretical studies and industrial
experience and has been validated by practical cases to
satisfy the research goals. The model is based on four
information categories and their correlation with the devices
classes as presented in Table I. The selected categories are
described below.
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TABLE I.

CORRELATION MATRIX BETWEEN SYSTEM INFORMATION CATEGORIES AND DEVICE CLASSES

INFORMATION CATEGORIES

Meters
Ambient light level
Gas consumption
Outdoor temperature
Power consumption
Continuous
monitoring
Rooms humidity
Rooms temperature
Video surveillance
Water consumption
Interaction time
Scheduled on/off time
Scheduled open/close
Set extra function
Set light brightness
User interaction
Set program
Set speed
Set temperature
Shutting on/off time
User presence
Air quality
Air temperature
Burnt out bulb
Component parameters
Cycle time
Door lock
Control
Electrical overload
parameters
Flow rate
Intrusion detected
Noise level
Pressure
Short circuit
Water temperature
Cycle in progress
Light Brightness
Load presence
State parameters On/Off
Open/Close
Opening rate
Standby

Consumer electronics

x
x

x

Security

DHW and HVAC
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

Continuous monitoring category: it includes all the
information that is continuously monitored when the
appliances are turned on. They mainly consist of resources
consumption data (e.g., energy, water, etc.). They are used
to provide a direct feedback to final users, who are
encouraged to make a more efficient use of energy as
demonstrated by recent studies [30].
User interaction category: it refers to all the
information regarding the user-product interaction and
characterizing the users behaviors (e.g., selected options,
duration of use, time of use, frequency, etc.). Generally,
data are aggregated for statistic analysis to define
significant user profiles or frequently events as well as for
marketing analysis. Data are usually sent when required.
Control parameters category: it comprises all data
referring to the functional device parameters, which serve
for supervising the device function or the user security.
They are continuously analyzed and compare with a set of
target parameters to predict a problem or detect dangerous
conditions. Generally, they are forwarded to companies or
service providers when a specific threshold is exceed.
State parameters category: it refers to all information
regarding the device state in a particular scenario and
carrying out the remote control.
The classification can also include two extra
categories, which are not directly linked to the devices but
they are from other entities. They are:
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DEVICE CLASSES
Household appliances Lighting
Doors and windows
x
x
x
x
x
x
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x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

External data: they are generated by external entities
but provide useful information about the scenario (e.g.,
building typology, occupants’ characteristics, economic
indicators, fees of utilities, climatic conditions). Also
reference information (e.g., datasheets, standard
consumptions, etc.) about the smart appliances provided
by the manufactures can be included.
Derived data: they are obtained by other data
elaboration such as statistics analysis and post-processing
for realizing specific service functionalities (e.g., average
time of use, average expenditure over the time, use
frequency of a particular function).
IV.

USE CASE: WASHING MACHINE SMART ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

This section presents how the proposed approach can
be implemented and how an energy management tool can
be used for supporting washing machine use. The case
study focuses on household appliances that represent one
of the most challenging class since they combine
mechanical, electrical and IT parts and having a strong
interaction with the final user. As a consequence, the use
case allows testing the approach in a complex scenario by
using the proposed tool to manage a huge quantity of
information and to delivery some related services. Among
all white goods, the use case focuses on washing machines
that are probably the most common appliance.
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The first step was classifying all the information
provided by the washing machine item. The second step
was defining how to manage each specific data for each
information category. The model application to the use
case is shown in Figure 1.
Continuous monitoring data are monitored in real time
and their management is mainly finalized to improve the
use of energy resources and save money. Final users can
compare real consumptions with the target ones, view and
analyze historical trends, see how they evolve over time,
and receive useful advices by exploiting also External data
(e.g., how to use the washing machine to save energy or
when to use it to save money according to the energy fee
policy or providing interesting commercial offers on the
basis of the user’s needs). Furthermore, grid frequency
information is useful to implement the DDC technology
[23] and utilities could encourage this solution by
rewarding users with cost reduction.
User interaction data monitoring allow companies
analyzing how their customers act, which programs or
functions are more frequently selected, and whether a
specific product feature is successful as expected. The
analysis of the users’ habits can also support the definition
of new functions and product options. Indeed, household
appliances are generally optimized according to the
standards and the customer habits, but real data can
confirm or rebut such preliminary statements. Standard
market analyses do not always provide truthful and
accurate data because they depend on sample users’
collaboration and personal subjectivity. In the use case,
statistics will be based on the observation and direct
analysis of user-product interaction. Such information are
used by manufacturing companies and service providers:
the former can identify a set of user profiles and optimize

their products for each of them, and the latter can conceive
and propose services according to their effective needs.
Combining this information with External data (e.g.,
number of people, location, profession) allows
characterizing users according to different parameters to
improve the company strategies by low cost investments.
Data concerning user interaction can be also analyzed to
extract relevant information useful for elderly assistance to
evaluate their quality of life and ensure their
independence. For example, changes in user behavior or
loss of abilities (memory problems, oblivions, etc.) can be
detected by monitoring wrong actions and/or forgetfulness.
Furthermore, users may be guided to choose the best
washing program according to the clothes typology.
Control parameters allow directly interacting with
devices at work for different purposes. For instance,
corrective maintenance can be replaced by more accurate
preventive or predictive actions. Manufacturers and users
can agree to obtain mutual benefits: the company staff
monitors some specific parameters to prevent failures and
observe the appliance behavior to improve the product
itself; contemporarily users have a continuous assistance
and benefit from the reduction of product failure rate and
downtime, and from a lower product consumption. It can
support observing a malfunctioning, which is usually not
detected also for a long time while product consumptions
increase. In the use case, monitoring the selected
parameters allows analyzing cycle execution and verifying
if performances are good as desired. When real data
exceed the defined thresholds, the manufacturer (or the
technical assistance company) is noticed, predictive
maintenance actions are scheduled, and the user is
informed.

Figure 1. Tool rationale to schedule the washing machine start.
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The proposed tool also facilitates the implementation
of device remote control, which is a crucial aspect to
guarantee people safety and comfort. The customer can
visualize whether and how the machine is working at
home, and remotely start, stop or change the washing
program. The state parameters information is the basis to
realize such a service. In fact, to do the remote control, the
washing machine door has to be closed and system has to
know if there is a cycle in progress. Furthermore, it is
favorable to know if the load or detergent is not present in
the machine in order to the remote control is not activated
unnecessarily. Figure 1 presents the tool rationale and
shows how the proposed model has been implemented for
the use case. Identification of the user needs and system
goals represents the first step for the development of the
rationale behind the tool. For the proposed use case, the
goal is scheduling the machine start to minimize the cycle
energy cost according to the user’s preferences. The user
can select the set time to finish and the laundry cycle
settings directly on the washing machine control panel or
through the GUI. According to the information received
and read, grouped in the GET table, the tool performs the
actions described in the EXECUTE table to achieve the
expected purpose.
V.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presented a methodology to improve smart
home information management promoting device
interoperability. It allows classifying data originated by
different smart appliances and matching them with an
information management model to propose intelligencebased services. The research represents the first step to
create a standard for information management and system
interoperability, which can be applied also for other
applications. The use case focused on washing machines
and shown how to intelligently control data to save energy
and provide energy-based services. Future works will
consider a more detailed information asset, a wider
devices’ classification and will assess the achieved
benefits by Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Life Cycle
Costing (LCC). In this way, a more reliable methodology
will be defined and a more robust aggregation of data will
be managed. The proposed tool paves the way to the
creation of standard systems the future smart home.
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Abstract—In recent years, research on the Internet of Things
focused on wired or wireless information transport. Progress has
been made in energy-efficiency, reduction of bandwidth usage
and bringing standard Internet protocols to small resource constrained devices. Yet, an application level protocol that not only
aims at enabling such devices for remote control but at the same
time also offers semantic description features to human users is
not found. Based upon previous work, we introduce further semantic schema extensions, add event-based communication on
application level and compare our approach to existing work.
Keywords—Smart Home; Smart Grid; Smart Device; remote
control; Internet of Things; embedded system

I.

INTRODUCTION

In a previous work [1], we introduced a straightforward
concept aimed at tiny embedded devices to enable them for
remote control on application level via Internet standard protocols. We showed how to use the Extensible Markup Language
(XML) [2] to describe devices and their capabilities. Furthermore, we used two methods (GET and POST) from the ReSTful
hypertext transport protocol (HTTP) [3] to enable devices for
basic remote control by standard HTTP clients.
We also described briefly our implementation that was
written for the Atmel microcontroller unit (MCU) families
ATmega [4] and XMega [5] with at least 16 kByte of program
memory and 1 kByte of static RAM. The software features a
state machine based HTTP parser written in C to process messages in a byte-sequential manner. Thus, it was intended be
used over low-performance communication links that transmit
one byte at a time only, such as a universal asynchronous receiver / transmitter (USART) link.
To also achieve a reduced memory footprint, the parser will
process an HTTP message separated according to its components such as the method, the URL path, optionally its header
information and body values. It does not store the message
completely, but processes it on-the-fly instead.
In our concept we identified a few unresolved issues. First,
numeric XML elements in some cases may not carry enough
semantic information for a human user. Secondly, a Smart
Home setup will require sensors and actuators to communicate
upon certain conditions without a third party.
After recapitulating key elements of our concept in section
II, we describe the introduction of additional XML elements to
our schema and the extension of the control interface to also
support event driven communication between Smart Devices in
section III, and finally, compare our solution to existing protocols in section IV.
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II.

RELATED WORK

In our previous work [1], we proposed a hierarchical threelevel XML based description of devices, where the first level
offers device and meta information, the second level serves as a
container to group machine state information semantically, and
the third level carries said machine state information. We also
introduced a ReSTful control interface, the commands of which
are derived from a device’s XML description.
Principal goals with our new approach were to show that already proven internet standard protocols can be processed on
very resource constrained MCUs and to demonstrate the importance of communication layer separation. Within a Smart
Home, IP based communication between all devices cannot be
assumed; tasks such as addressing must be handled on application level alone, when only a broadcast message transport is
available.
To demonstrate the protocol efficiency, we implemented
our concept in C for Atmel AVR MCUs. By utilizing preprocessor macros, we ensure small code while at the same time
providing comfortable configuration options to the developer.
Modification of machinery state is done through callback functions which are implemented by the developer and registered
with our library; they are called whenever the HTTP parser has
determined a specific action from a received message.
An exemplary binary code, which utilizes our library, a
USART communication driver and basic get/set functions
consumes roughly 14 kByte of program memory space and
thus fits into our target MCU family. It simulates a combined
refrigerator / freezer device and serves as example in the subsequent sections, in which we will cover the ideas of the application level interface.
A. Service description
In general, we assume a Smart Device to be a black box
and unique; there is no schema to a device, since, in principle,
every vendor may choose to implement certain functionality in
their own way. Therefore, a device must be queried for its
capabilities, at least once before control operations are possible.
Any Smart Device that implements our application interface
and is queried for its features, will output an XML description
as given in Fig 1. As mentioned, we operate solely on application level and cannot make any assumptions as to how the
messages are relayed. In particular, we cannot assume IP based
communication.
Furthermore, a principal concept is our integration of both
semantic and machine-interpretable information into one single
description, as depicted in Fig. 1.
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<dev00010>
<meta type="deviceName">TUM Refridgerator</meta>
<meta type="manufacturerName">Chair F13, TUM</meta>
<meta type="manufacturerURL">http://www.os.in.tum.de/</meta>
<Fridge>
<Door type="string" access="readonly">closed</Door>
<CurrentTemperature type="float" access="readonly" @
unit="°C">8.6</CurrentTemperature>
<TargetTemperature type="float" access="readwrite" @
min="4.0" max="16.0" unit="°C">8.0</TargetTemperature>
</Fridge>
<Freezer>
<Door type="string" access="readonly">closed</Door>
<CurrentTemperature type="float" access="readonly" @
unit="°C">-17.6</CurrentTemperature>
<TargetTemperature type="float" access="readwrite" @
min="-30.0" max="-8.0" unit="°C">-18.0</TargetTemperature>
</Freezer>
</dev00010>

Figure 1. XML discovery message of a Smart Device

We use one single XML document generated on-the-fly by
the Smart Device to deliver both semantic information suited
for a human user and machine state information intended for
automated processing. Semantic information is given by naming XML elements appropriately, data relevant to machines is
provided through a node’s respective attributes and values.
Thus, element names differ from device to device and are chosen appropriately according to generic XML node naming rules
[6] by the developer. Node names are treated case-sensitive.
1) Device level
As denoted in the example, the first level node carries a
unique id for a device (dev00010) and may further contain
meta elements. Each of those consists of a designating type
attribute and a corresponding value. It has, by definition, no
meaning for machine-to-machine communication and is only
presented to help a human user understand the device’s purpose. Thus, it will be displayed unmodified to the user by the
application. We allow and encourage simple interpretation such
as displaying hyperlinks in a clickable manner.
2) Service level
The service level offers a way of displaying separate hardware parts within a Smart Device to a user. As shown in Fig. 1,
both the refrigerator and the freezer can be described in a similar fashion; simply by naming the service nodes differently and
semantically plausible, a human user is able to distinguish and
interpret contained data more easily.
3) Data point level
The actual machine state information is contained in nodes
on this level. Each service has at least one data point, where a
data point represents a single value of one of three types: integer, floating point number and string. Each value will be derived from internal machine state by a callback function when
queried and will be modified by a different callback function
when written to.
Our library also features the definition of other attributes
such as min and max boundaries for numerical data points,
access restrictions to allow for readonly or writeonly data
points and a unit string helping human users interpret a data
point’s value. When set, restrictions will automatically be enforced upon modification of data points before they are passed
to the respective callback function.
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>>> GET /dev00010/ HTTP/1.0
>>> GET / HTTP/1.0
Host: dev00010
>>> GET /*/ HTTP/1.0
>>> GET / HTTP/1.0
Host: *

Figure 2. A single or all devices are addressed via HTTP.

B. Control interface
In this subsection, we describe the ReSTful command interface for a Smart Device. The importance of a ReSTful interface
for resource constrained devices has been discussed in [8].
Control messages follow the HTTP message specification. We
allow GET to retrieve one or more data points and POST to modify machine states. Other verbs are not supported.
1) Device addressing
The message transportation layer is not required to feature
device addressing on hardware or protocol level. Instead, addressing is done in software on application level with HTTP
alone.
To address one single or all devices connected to the same
medium, a regular HTTP request is used with the first part of
the URI being the target device id or the asterisk, meaning
‘any’, as shown in Fig. 2.
>>> GET /
Host:
Host:
Host:

HTTP/1.1
dev00010
anotherDevice0293
technicsStereo10023

Figure 3. Several devices are addressed in a multicast manner.

When communication with several devices in a single (application level) multicast request is required, we utilize HTTP’s
Host:-header to address those devices by their respective id.
As allowed by the specification [3], the Host:-header is set
several times in this case. Fig. 3 gives an example. Note that
the host values could also be sent as comma separated values in
one single line; however, this would increase parser complexity
and is not supported by our code.
<?xml version="1.0">
<bus>
<dev00010><!-- […] --></dev00010>
<anotherDevice0293><!-- […] --></anotherDevice0293>
</bus>

Figure 4. The enclosing bus element is displayed.

Each well-formed XML document must have exactly one
root element. Therefore, the first device to respond will output
the XML header and an enclosing XML root element named
bus, when more than one device is addressed, as shown in Fig.
4. It will be ignored in all requests to the devices; its purpose is
merely to fulfill XML document specification.
2) Service discovery
Previous example requests already depicted the Smart Devices’ service discovery procedure: The command GET / is
used query all connected devices for their complete XML description, which includes any meta information and data point
attributes. The resulting document is generated on-the-fly each
time a discovery procedure is initiated. Note that reliability and
security issues are handled on underlying levels according to
application requirements.
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>>> GET /dev00010/*/Door HTTP/1.1
<<< <dev00010>
<Fridge><Door>closed</Door></Fridge>
<Freezer><Door>closed</Door></Freezer>
</dev00010>

Figure 5. Machine state information is retrieved by specifying an XPath
selector in the URL path.

3) Retrieving data point values
We utilize a reduced XPath [7] implementation to retrieve
machine state stored in data point values. To that end, the URL
path is used as XPath selector of the virtual document of the
discovery output of devices. The asterisk character may be
used on any of the three hierarchical levels to select all instances on that level, as depicted in Fig. 5.
As shown, no meta information and no attributes are output
when not in discovery mode; it is assumed that a client already
completed the discovery procedure and stored its result for
subsequent requests. Thus, a retransmission serves no purpose.
4) Modifying data point values
The HTTP method POST is used to modify machine state.
>>> POST /dev00010/Freezer/TargetTemperature HTTP/1.1
-18.5

Figure 6. A single value is modified through a POST request.

To set a single data point on a single Smart Device, the
URL can be used in the same manner as in II.B.3). The value to
be written is transmitted in the message’s body (Fig. 6).
>>> POST /dev00010/ HTTP/1.1
Fridge.TargetTemperature=6.0&Freezer.TargetTemperature=-18.5
>>> POST /*/ HTTP/1.1
*.TargetTemperature=0.0

Figure 7. Several values are changed in a single message.

In order to achieve application level manycast, several or
all values within a single device or even several devices can be
changed through one single broadcast message, as depicted in
Fig. 7.
Note that the separating character in the HTTP body is the
decimal instead the forward slash. Thus, we achieve compatibility with hypertext markup language (HTML) forms and can
offer a simple web interface that is automatically generated
from the service and data point definition.
III.

CONCEPT EXTENSION

In our research, we came across certain use cases where the
current schema does not suffice. In this section, we extend the
description schema and the protocol.
A. Data point labels
Numeric data points can not only be used to represent sensor readouts, they may also represent discreet machine states. A
door for instance may either be locked or unlocked; instead of
using a string representation, in this case a Boolean value suffices.
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In general, a numeric data point with its name alone may
not offer sufficient semantic information to a human user for
interpretation. We give examples within a Smart Home:
· A window handle sensor may for instance only take on
values of 0, 1 and 2; where one could guess a semantic
meaning for 0 (closed) it would be feasible to describe 1
as flipped and 2 as open during discovery.
· A laundry machine that features a static program list
may encode the currently selected program only in a
numeric value. However, also a human interpretable
text representation is required for a consumer.
· A Smart Radio receiver may output a station list derived
from an auto tune process or decoded radio data system
messages to be displayed in a remote control application.
<radio00295>
<meta type="deviceName">Smart Radio</meta>
<Tuner>
<Frequency type="float" access="readwrite" @
min="87.5" max="108.0" unit="MHz">
96.3
<Label from="96.3" >Bell 96,3</Label>
<Label from="97.5" >Antenna Bavaria</Label>
<Label from="107.2">Antenna Bavaria</Label>
</Frequency>
</Tuner>
</radio00295>

Figure 8. The Label element with its attributes “from” and “to” is introduced.

We therefore introduce the <Label> element for data point
elements with two attributes, describing a label’s valid range:
from and to. The attributes’ restriction base is equal to the parenting data point’s data type, i.e., from and to may carry floating point values only if the parent data point is of the type float.
In case a label is only valid for a single data point value and
thus both attributes would show the same value, to may be
omitted (Fig. 8).
<sensor20912>
<Brightness>
<Value type="int" access="readonly" @
min="0" max="120000" unit="lx">
1050
<Label from="0" to="2000">darkness</Label>
<Label from="60000" to="120000">daylight</Label>
<Label from="80000" to="90000" >bright sunlight</Label>
<Label from="90001" to="120000">bright sunlight</Label>
</Value>
</Brightness>
</radio00295>

Figure 9. Overlapping ranges for Label elements are displayed.

To specify a range, to must be given. Both boundaries can
also take on INF or -INF within float data points. Ranges of
different labels may overlap (Fig. 9). In this case, the client
presents all suitable Label element values for a given data point
value to the user. Label values that are valid for more than one
data point value are given as many times as required (third
Label element servers as demonstration).
Note that the specified element has no impact on the HTTP
parser complexity on the MCU; it is output in discovery mode
only.
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B. Event initiated communication
Our concept, so far, only supports communication for retrieval or modification of machine state initiated by control
software through GET or POST. We extend it to also support
event driven notifications sent by Smart Devices upon certain
conditions. To signal an event, we introduce a new HTTP verb
and define the message format in the following subsections.
1) HTTP message format
An event message can be sent for any data point. All event
messages will be broadcast by the Smart Device generating it,
thus being received by all other Smart Devices on the same
logical message transport segment. Also, it may be forwarded
into other networks by different protocols such as UDP/IP.
>>> EVENT /dev00010/Fridge/Door HTTP/1.1
>>>
>>> open

Figure 10. An exemplary Event message by the Smart Fridge device is shown.

Event messages have the same structure as HTTP messages; the verb designates an operation concerning a specified
resource designated by the URL path and the body contains the
new value.
To that end, we introduce the method EVENT. As opposed to
regular HTTP messages and in compliance with our previous
statement however, the URI path designates the path to the
originating (and not the destination) data point as shown in Fig.
10.
Furthermore, each EVENT message carries exactly one data
point value in its body. In case there are several changed data
points, the respective amount of messages is required. As already mentioned, we rely on lower layers to implement reliability and security.
The advantage of keeping event notifications in an HTTP
format and allowing only singular values within the body is,
that only little modification to the HTTP parser is necessary.
We still do not require XML parsing capabilities, but can rather
utilize already present code to process an event.
Since there is no publish/subscribe mechanism with our
concept, EVENT messages are not being replied to.
2) Implementation overview
To achieve described functionality we extend the HTTP
parser: in case of an EVENT notification, a hash table stored on
the device is queried to find a suitable mapping of the event’s
URL path and an internal data point address. The hash table
stores every such path as a mapping between a zero-terminated
character string and an unsigned integer containing the program memory address of the respective data point.
If a mapping is found at least once, the event’s body value
is passed to the registered callback function for each such
match. Restrictions and other data type mapping apply in the
same way as with a regular POST message.
Event notifications usually do not generate a response.
However, when a data point is modified through an event, it
may be configured to in turn broadcast an event to confirm the
change. This is particularly useful for monitoring machine
state: a light for instance may have been turned on by a hard-
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ware button, an event message or a POST request – in all three
cases events may be generated and could displayed on a monitoring instance, regardless of the source of the modification.
We make no assumption as to when an event message
needs to be sent; it ultimately depends on the application. The
Smart Light controller for instance may send events for each
light affected as soon as there is no change for a certain period
of time; in this case, dimming the light would not result in
event message flooding.
For efficient implementation we recommend placing the
hash table into the MCU’s EEPROM with a static limit on its
size. Thus, a Smart Device may offer only a limited number of
such direct connections with other Smart Devices.
We are aware that ReSTful interfaces were designed for request / response operation only and that it may seem inappropriate to encode origination information in a resource locator at
first. However, ReST can also be viewed as a concept where
the method operates on the resource specified, with no actual
locations or addresses given.
<smartLight>
<Bulb>
<State type="int" access="readwrite" min="0" max="1">1</State>
<Toggle type="int" access="writeonly" min="1" max="1" />
</Bulb>
</smartLight>

Figure 11. An exemplary service description for a Smart Light controller is
displayed.

3) Example
Consider a Smart Light controller that features two data
points (Fig. 11). The first one, “State”, turns the light on and
off, according to the values 1 and 0 written to it, respectively.
The second one, “Toggle”, negates the current switch’s state in
case a “1” is written to it.
Secondly, consider a Smart Switch (“sw2013”) with a single button (service “Button”), which in turn contains one data
point names “Pressed”. It broadcasts an Event on two occasions: a 1 when pressed, and a 0 when released.
We configure the Toggle data point on the light controller
to accept event messages from /sw2013/Button/Pressed.
Since Toggle only accepts a 1 value, all release events are
ignored. Therefore, this configuration results in push button
functionality.
IV.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROTOCOLS

In this section, we compare our approach with existing application level protocols with regards to functionality, features,
message size and –if possible– implementation details. Note
that no assumptions over message transport or underlying protocols can be made, i.e., the Internet Protocol in particular and
other well-known protocols like TCP / UDP or the DNS are not
available.
A. XML protocols
There are already some protocols available to be used within a Smart Home scenario, mostly based on XML. Yazar and
Dunkels compared a ReSTful control interface with a SOAP
[9] based approach; they found SOAP to have a significantly
larger memory footprint, execution time and message size [10].
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Also, SOAP based protocols rely on a service schema description written in the Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) which must be stored and processed separately.

browsers, for instance, use the much shorter GET command GET /.
· Parser complexity: While CoAP was designed specifically to reduce parser complexity on application level,
this is negated with the CoRE approach. According to
[14], complex query search and filtering tasks can optionally be supported by Smart Devices with query filtering. All optional parts introduce uncertainty and unreliability into a concept; moreover, it is not evaluated
which filtering options are required in the first place on
resource constrained devices.

Even with a limited subset of SOAP functionality, e.g., the
devices profile for web services [11] (DPWS), we are restricted
to SAX like parsing on the target embedded hardware, since a
request may not fit into the device’s memory as a whole. Thus,
essential features such as name spaces, message integrity
checks or verification against a given WSDL schema may not
be available and limit compatibility with standard clients.
Lastly, SOAP makes heavy use of DNS and IP for message
routing. As stated, those may not be available on a Smart Device network. Therefore, a SOAP based approach for message
exchange seems not feasible for the Smart Home Scenario.
B. Constrained Application Protocol
Mainly designed as a binary replacement for HTTP, the
constrained application protocol [12] (CoAP) aims at enabling
resource constrained embedded devices for internet communications. It introduces application level reliability, offers simplified parsing through binary header representation instead of a
text based one and remains largely compatible with HTTP
through standardized command mappings.
CoAP achieves a reduced message size compared to HTTP.
We can easily confirm this by counting octets, e.g., for the
message in Fig. 6: while HTTP results in 58 octets, we achieve
a significantly smaller size for the CoAP equivalent, 47 octets
(4 header, URI-Path 1+8, URI-Path 1+8, URI-Path 2+17, 1
octet separator, 5 octets payload).
However, major disadvantages, as we noted in [1], include
the limitation to only four methods, the duplication of TCP’s
features of reliability on application level (where this should
remain on the transport layer) and the tight integration with
IP/UDP respectively. Also, the code size of a commonly used
reference implementation is about ~25 kByte of program
memory space, and additionally, CoAP does not cover service
description or discovery procedures.
C. Constrained restful environments link format
To overcome the latter, Shelby et al. [14] also proposed application layer schemata for service consumption, service directories and caches [13], the Constrained ReSTful Environments link format (CoRE). While in principle the CoRE can be
run over any ReSTful interface, it was designed to specifically
work over CoAP, since it relies on CoAP’s request and response code mapping and requires it to handle all machine
addressing tasks.
In the current version of the RFC, we can identify weaknesses in the text based protocol:
· Use of angle brackets (“<>”): Both characters are used
in markup languages to denote descriptive information.
Within CoRE, an actual resource location is designated
between those characters, which may confuse both designers and restrictive firewall software; moreover, as
the forward slash (“/”) is explicitly allowed.
· Discovery entry point: It is not clear why a /.wellknown/core URI is used for discovery. Common web
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Although CoAP is routed over UDP links and supports delayed responses, neither CoRE nor CoAP specify event based
broadcast messages. A Smart Device would therefore always
have to have routing and IP address information about desired
recipients. Particularly in scenarios with dynamic IP addresses
(met constantly within a Smart Home), CoAP message links
may become cumbersome to maintain.
While we acknowledge that Smart Home functionality, i.e.,
retrieving and modifying machinery state, can be achieved by a
CoRE protocol design, the authors fail to clarify the advantages
of their concept over regular XML and XPATH expressions; a
reference implementation enabling a comparison of both approaches under similar circumstances is not yet available.
Lastly, both CoAP and CoRE have a strong disadvantage in
common: They both need to be implemented again for each
programming language and type of network equipment (such
as firewalls and application level gateways) that is to feature
the protocol. This is not necessary with HTTP and XML.
V.

CONCLUSION AND OULOOK

With the extension of our concept targeted at tiny embedded Smart Devices, we resolved the issues occurring with some
use cases on application level.
Furthermore, with the introduction of the HTTP method
we demonstrated how Smart Devices can initiate communication and how this approach can be leveraged to enable
vendor-independent application level communication between
Smart Devices without application level translation.
EVENT

In future work, we address repeated transmission of event
messages in case a certain condition persists and demonstrate
an application level message routing software that allows third
parties, such as a power utility, to influence machine behavior
on occasion (e.g., emergencies or power overproduction).
Also, we evaluate our implementation against CoRE in
more detail, once a properly maintained implementation becomes available.
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Abstract— Resident of a smart home, who may be an
Alzheimer patient needing permanent assistance behaves nonlinearly to achieve the intended goals. He actuates the world by
realizing actions, activities which can be observed through the
embedded sensors of the smart home. To assist him
automatically and live independently at home, it is needed to
capture information and knowledge from world to reason if
the world state is normal and to evaluate how much the
intelligent system succeeds; therefore, for recognizing the
activities and their correct realizations, we propose to consider
the activities as a sort of fuzzy temporal concepts that can be
formalized as a multivariable function. Perceiving the world,
an Activity Recognition System makes hypotheses and
concepts about the observations. These hypotheses are
resumed in a smoothing line and at the recognition time, the
activities functions check how much the observations are close
to their smoothing line. Finally, the activities are ranked based
on the inferred similarities to the observations. All the
introduced processes are data-driven and a case study that
deals with recognition of simultaneous activities based on the
proposed modeling approach is presented.

Keywords- fuzzy logic; temporal data mining; smoothing;
activity recognition

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently proposed works on activity recognition show
effective but unreliable results. They are still dependent on
the expert’s knowledge in both learning and recognition
steps; on one hand they presume activities are realized in
ambient environment, but on the other hand they recognize
each activity by consideration of only a few especial
attributes. Therefore, they do not propose a totalitarian
supervisor system that is capable to reason in all of the
possible events that may occur every time and everywhere
of the ambient environment. The result is that they cannot
verify correct realization of activities.
One more major reason that made these approaches
impractical is that their reasoning system is not flexible
enough to handle existing uncertainty in input data;
especially they are not capable to distinguish for what
context, which inputs may play more important roles in
activity recognition. In other words, they expect that the
activities are performed in standard and rigid structures in
order to be recognized.
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In order to contribute in activity recognition, in the
current work, we propose an approach that not only deals
with data-driven activity recognition, but also proposes how
to recognize correct realization of activities. Furthermore,
we propose an extension of an event-driven approach, which
is published in [2] and [9]. In that approach, we formalized
an activity as a dynamic entity that can be recognized
through recognitions of the fuzzy events caused by the
activity realization (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Activity of “coffee making” modeled as chain of fuzzy events

In order to perform a data-driven process to discover the
fuzzy-events, we proposed to divide the world into two
general parts, one of them representing the static
characteristics of the activities (fuzzy context [12]) and the
other representing the characteristics that dynamically
change while the activities are realized (activities fuzzy
states [13]). As a consequence, it is proposed to perform
classification process to group the common fuzzy states of
all activities in order to provide shortly all the learnt
knowledge in a decision tree format. By this modeling
approach, we could estimate the intention of the resident
and predict the events that may occur in the future when a
few elementary actions of a known plan or activity are seen
[9].
The mentioned approach includes some limitations that
are the subject of the current work: (i) The reasoning in
recognition of activities can be done only when an action is
performed in the world, so it does not reason in normality of
the current momentum observations. Therefore, we desire
the ability to do real-time reasoning. (ii) If more than one
activity is realized (simultaneous activities), it does not
recognize these correct activities as the normal world states.
Moreover, interruption of activities cannot be surveyed.
In this paper, we propose to consider the activities as
fuzzy temporal concepts that can be formalized as
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multivariable mathematical problems such as the following
equation:

y  1 x11   2 x22  ...   n xnn

(1)

in Table II) and the sixth variable indicates the fuzzy
context of this activity (symbolized by © in Table II).
TABLE II.

SOME POSSIBLE HYPOTHESES AROUND THE OBSERVATIONS

Here, “y” represents the activity function, “x” represents
the variable that activity depends on, and “α” and “β” are
the variables’ factors in activity model. In order to achieve
this model, we calculate the fuzzy contexts of the activities,
then, the hypotheses around the observations taken from the
activities realizations are generated and formalized as the
fuzzy states of the activity. Each fuzzy state is represented
with a fuzzy cluster center. In the next step, by performing
smoothing techniques, all the mentioned fuzzy cluster
centers are traversed through a line or curve in order to
collect all possible activity states so that we calculate the
activity’s function (“y”).
The reasoning for activity recognition will be done
based on the discovered similarity between the observation
and the activity formula. Then, the activities are ranked
based on the inferred similarities to the observations. For
instance, in Table I, we have illustrated twenty observations
from a typical activity through six sensors (activity’s
variables), in which one of them is time and the other ones
are the distances of the objects to special points in the
environments.
TABLE I.

OBSERVATION OF THE SIX WORLD ATTRIBUTES IN TWENTY
STAGES (SYNTHETIC DATA)

In order to break the world observations into two groups
of context and activity states, we apply the subtractive
clustering method [3]. The cluster estimation process is
performed based on the similarities discovered between the
data points. In Table II, we illustrated how the world is
perceived. We presented several hypotheses in order to
explain the observations if different cluster sizes (Influence
Range) are desired. For example, one hypothesis is that
activity transits four fuzzy states (coded as 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4
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Each cluster can be represented by a cluster center.
Therefore, instead of direct consideration of the
observations in modeling process, we can take the
explanative hypotheses (cluster centers). At the next step,
we will calculate a function that represents the behavior of
the sensors (variables) during the activity’s realization
through a smoothing process. Finally, a function
representing the activities characteristics is estimated.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
some preliminary theories about the proposed approach and
justifies the choice of multivariable learning. Section III
describes the formalizations and definitions concerning this
framework which serves as foundation for modeling the
recognition process. Section IV explains the process to
estimate the activity function as an important step for
recognition. Section V presents our method to survey the
simultaneous activities by using the estimation of the
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activity function model. In Section VI, a case study is
presented in order to show experimental results and
validation of the proposed approach. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper and outlines the future developments of
this work.
II.

ACTIVITY AS A FUZZY CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM

In this paper, we regard the “activity” as a type of fuzzy
dynamic conceptual system. In fact, it is presumed that an
intelligent system directs realization of the activity concepts
in the virtual world of temporal datasets. In order to explain
better this viewpoint we refer to the system theory [14],
where, a system is defined as a set of interrelated objects
that collaborate together in order to achieve a goal. A
system has a boundary with its environment. It takes input
from its environment, it processes it, it gives output to its
environment, and it directs this output according to the
taken feedback from the environment. For a system, we can
imagine machine states and a hierarchy of subsystems.
Here, the term “conceptual system” refers to a system that is
composed of non-physical entities, i.e., ideas or concepts
and concept is an abstract idea or a mental symbol, typically
associated with a corresponding representation in language
or symbology [15]. In conclusion, a conceptual system is
simply a conceptual model [16].
An activity is a conceptual system because it respects the
systems’ specifications: (i) it consists of a set of interrelated
variables which represent the world attributes, especially,
the object’s locations; (ii) it is realized to achieve a goal
(especially the world state); (iii) it has a boundary with its
environment, which is defined through fuzzy state and fuzzy
context; (iv) it takes input from its environment by
performing observation, it processes it, and it gives output
to its environment by accomplishing an action in order to
change the world attribute. For an activity we can define
fuzzy states [13] and a hierarchy of concepts such as actions
[4]. An activity is a dynamic conceptual system because its
state depends on time [16] and since fuzzy set operators are
applied to model it, an activity is regarded as a sort of fuzzy
dynamic conceptual system.
A. Fuzzy contexts of the activities
Contexts are the surrounding conditions where activities
are realized [12]. The fuzzy context refers to a set of
variables in which they would keep a stable interrelation
while the activities are realized. At the recognition time, any
change in the context is interpreted as abnormality of the
world state. For example, if a human wakes up at 6 o’clock,
then it indicates a normal world state for the activity
recognition problem, but if he wakes up at 2 PM, then it can
be inferred that he is sick and there is an anomaly.
One other benefit of the consideration of contexts is that
it helps with the identification of similar activities. When
similar activities are performed in different contexts, they
represent different concepts and in this way we can
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distinguish these different concepts. For example, if a
human eats in the morning, it means that he is having his
“breakfast”, but the same activity (eating) at 12 o’clock
means that he is having “lunch”. In the next part we will
deal with formalization of the fuzzy context.
In our view, context is a fuzzy term and it can be applied
to multi-variable problems such as ambient environments,
where multiple features of scenarios are observed. In the
real world problems, any sensor data may vary (even
partially) while the activities are realized. Sometimes these
changes should be taken into account because this variation
could be significant, but sometimes they should not be taken
into account because the variations of sensor data are not
significant to recognize the activity. We apply a fuzzy logic
based clustering approach in order to survey different levels
of details of occurring events in different levels of certainty
and survey the activity models in their own contexts. The
benefit of fuzzy context estimation is that it reduces the
process complexity and focuses the calculations of the
modeling on the role-playing variables.
B. Fuzzy states of the activities
Fuzzy state represents a general and brief description
about the current status of the world. When an activity is
realized, the world would transit a chain of fuzzy states (see
Table II). However, this transition would be done in a
special fuzzy context. Each activity is regarded as a
sequence of fuzzy states (see Figure 1). In fact, when an
activity is performed, the world would transit a chain of
fuzzy states and the system achieves its goal while the
activities are realized.
An intelligent system is assigned to direct the realization
of an activity. Then, the perception of fuzzy states and fuzzy
contexts would indicate how to repeat realization of this
activity. For this system, the fuzzy context represents the
system environmental and external conditions for realization
of the activity, but the fuzzy states represent the procedures
or the actions that should be performed by the system in
order to realize the activity. In fact, the fuzzy states
represent the internal states of this system and the events
that would occur inside this system (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Fuzzy state and fuzzy context for realization of an activity

In Figure 2, we can see that although the types of the
fuzzy contexts and fuzzy states are similar, the objective of
their consideration is different. In fact, one represents the
conditions for a scenario to be realized by an intelligent
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system, and the other represents the way that the scenario
can be realized in the world. Therefore, it is presumed that
in order to realize an activity the world is divided into two
sections, which are system intern and system extern. The
world features that should be unvaried during the activity
realization are considered as the fuzzy context members and
the attributes that would be varied (played) for activity
realization would be taken into account as the fuzzy state
elements. The boundary between a system intern and system
extern is not a fixed, stable or definitive border. This logical
boundary can dynamically change and new attributes can
join the system environment (fuzzy context) after a few
steps in activity completion.
III.

FORMALIZATIONS

Here, we introduce a modeling process to learn the
activities. The main function of activity modeling is to
recognize them and to reason in the correct realization of the
activities. Moreover, we would be able to judge if the world
state is normal, or if the smart home resident needs
assistance [10].
The “world” of the proposed learning problem is
observed through a set of applied sensors “S”. “si”
represents sensor “i” from the set of applied sensors; “n”
refers to the number of sensors or variables and “a” refers to
a typical activity. Goal “G” is achieved when “a” is realized,
so, in rather most of the cases, we can imagine that a goal
achievement is equivalent to an activity realization.
Presuming that the reality is the state of the world attributes
as they actually are, the world is the collection of attributes
that are observed from the world accompanying their
observed values. In ambient environment the world is
observed through a set of embedded sensors “S” where “si”
observes the i’th attribute of the real world out of the “n”
observed features. We refer to “si” at time “t” by “vi,t”; “T”
is the number of times that observation is done.
Definition 3.1 (world). The virtual world is formalized
World  {( si , t , vi ,t ) | ( s i , t , vi ,t )  S    {0,1}  T ,
as set
| S | n , vi ,t  val ( si , t )}
where “si” is the i’th sensor of the observing sensor, the
val() function captures the value of the sensor “si” at time
t  T . The observations are done through “n” sensors for
“T” times. RFID sensors or generally, any kind or sensors
that generate any amount of values v  or the ones that
generate 0-1 values are the data types that are accepted.
Because activities are realized and observed in an
ambient environment, we expect the observed world is
affected by no event occurring out of the ambient
environment. Moreover, we presume that all possible world
states are observed within “T” observations. Therefore, in
this paper, the Activity Recognition Reasoning System
(ARRS) supposes the world is closed or in other words it
benefits from the Closed World Assumption (CWA), which
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is a presumption that what is not currently known to be true
is false [17]. So, it is presumed that if no explanation for an
observation is found, then we infer that the world is
abnormal or an erroneous activity is realized.
Definition 3.2 (momentum observation). This is the set
of digitized numeric values taken from each sensor and
registered into a temporal dataset, which indicates the world
quality at once. In other words, an observation is a line of
data-record inside of a temporal dataset which registers
frequently the measured world qualities. It is presumed that
per observation, the world attributes are observed
simultaneously and synchronously, so that at a record of
observation we can find all the measured attributes refering
to a unique world state. For example, we will not have the
world temperature at time 12:00 with the world light at time
13:00 within a single data record. That is to say every
attribute of an observation refers to a single reality or each
attribute explains a property of a single object (observation)
A temporal dataset would indicate a set of observations.
If the observations concern an activity realization then a
temporal
dataset
consisting
from
multi-attribute
observations is formed. We represent the set of observations
in a matrix format, where the consisting elements are the
values that indicate the quantified world’s qualities. It may
be sorted by a world attribute such as time:

Definition 3.3 (variable state). Each variable of the
observation matrix represents a value concerning an
observed world attribute or an activity feature. This value is
given to the variable according to the measurement that a
sensor does from the concerning attribute.
For example, in Table I, in each column we can see
twenty states per each variable. Here, a set of variable state
is defined as the values that a sensor generates. The
important point in here is that the definition of a variable or
sensor state is dependent on the time, so by elapse of time
new data records are created and new variables states can be
created. Considering the role of time, we face two groups of
variable states. The first group of states refers to the values
that in several moments the variable stops and causes a
relatively stable state within that value. For the other group,
there are also transition states that demonstrate transition of
a variable from a stable state to other stable states. In order
to distinguish these two transition and stable states in a
data-driven manner, we consider the time factor, so when a
variable stays at a definitive value for a relatively long time,
then this value is a sensor (variable) state and if a variable
stays relatively short on a definitive value, then it is a
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transition state. In this paper, by the world state we refer to
the
stable
state
Here, “Ɛ” is the minimum delay for stay of a value in order
to be recognized as a stable state. In the following parts of
this paper when we talk about variable state, we refer to the
stable variable state.
For each action that a smart home resident performs (in
order to complete realization of an activity), the state of one
or more sensors may be actuated, so their monitoring digital
numeric value may be changed.
Therefore, the
accomplishment of simple actions in smart home is mapped
as a time series of events in the temporal datasets. During
the realization of activities, we can see each sensor stay
temporary or permanently at definitive values. This stability
at definitive values causes consideration of a world state.
Definition 3.4 (world state). Each record of the
observation matrix represents a schema concerning an
observed world. We define the variable state as a set
world state  {Vi ,t | Vi ,t  OS ,G .t and  i
in which “t” refers
 Vi ,t  Vi ,t 1  Vi ,t  2  ...  Vi ,t  }
to the time of observation and indicates all observed
attributes at time “t”.
World state represents a short estimation from the world
quality. The world quality is estimated depending on the
observed attributes. If more attributes from the world are
observed, then a better estimation from the world state is
provided and the difference between similar world states is
better distinguishable. For example, in Table II, considering
the world is observed frequently, each record of the
gathered temporal data represents an instantaneous
estimation from the world quality. In other words, each
record of the observation matrix represents a momentum
world state at the concerning moment.
The important point here is that the definition of world
state is dependent on the time, so by the lapse of time new
data records are created and new world states can be
created. Considering the role of time, we face two main
groups of world states. The first sort of states refers to the
moments that entire variables stop in their old values and
cause a relatively stable world state. There are also
transition states that demonstrate transition of a world state
from a stable state to other stable states. In order to
distinguish these two transition and stable states in a datadriven manner, we consider the time factor, so when the
world stays at a definitive sets of values for a relatively long
time then it causes a world state and if the world stays
relatively short on a definitive sets of values then it is a
transition state.
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In the following parts of this paper when we talk about
“world state” or “home state”, we refer to the stable world
state. With the exception of the expression of the world state
per moment of observation, there are several other ways to
express the world states; we can view the world regarding
other variables’ states in order to estimate the world state.
For example, we can view the world represented in Table II
by this expression:
“The world state in which the distance of sugar to RFID
antenna 2 is high and the distance of glass to the RFID
antenna 2 is high.”
In this statement, we pointed out to the second and
fourth record of the observation matrix. Therefore, world
state is a record or a group of records from the observation
matrix which are subjected to variable limitations.
Definition 3.5 (cluster center). It is a set of observations
representing groups of observations that are similar to each
other CCi ,t  subtract (Oi ,t ) , where “CCi,t” are the cluster
centers that represent their own group of similar data points.
In temporal subtractive clustering process, the cluster
centers are discovered based on two parameters: (i) the first
one is a cluster of similar observations of a single sensor.
For each cluster (containing similar data points), a cluster
center is discovered in order to represent its concerning
cluster members; (ii) the second one is a cluster of similar
momentum observations, which are a row in “Oi,t”. For each
cluster (containing similar observations), a n-dimensional
cluster center is discovered in order to represent its
concerning cluster members. The symbol “n” represents the
number of observing sensors or the variables: {1<i<n}. For
detailed information about the cluster center estimation
using subtractive clustering approach, which is not the main
focus of this work, please refer to [3]. Through the process
of cluster center estimation we can calculate the fuzzy
sensors state and fuzzy world state.
Definition 3.6 (fuzzy sensor state). It is a set of
observations concerning a single sensor, which represent a
group
of
similar
observations
series

, in which a sensor state is simply indicated as a couple
combined from value and time representing the cluster
members.
One important point here is that the selection of different
influence ranges in cluster center estimation would lead to
different interpretations from the sensor observations; so,
different data points with different quantity of the cluster
centers are proposed as the sensor states. In order to take
this parameter into account and point to a special sensor
state, we would have:
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Sa ,i , IR , k  {(Vi , t ) | (Vi , t )  OS ,G a ,
i  1, 2,..., n, s  S , V  CC .V ,
i

i

i ,t

i

t  CCi ,t .t , 0  IR  1, k   ,1  k  T }

In here, “a” refers to the activity that is realized to
achieve the goal “G”, IR is the desired detail/generality
from the data and “k” points to k’th cluster center ordered
by t . “IR” is the influence range or the cluster radius rate,
which defines the clusters’ sizes; therefore, the cluster
centers would represent similar data points, where the
similarity criterion is the cluster radius. Influence range
factor is a relative factor and it depends on the range of the
data points. It should be mentioned that depending on the
cluster radius, different cluster centers may be discovered.
Therefore, for each temporal dataset, different sets of data
records representing the total dataset may be discovered.
In the next part we will discuss that combinations of
fuzzy sensors’ states would lead to creation of fuzzy world
states.
Definition 3.7 (fuzzy world state). It is a set of
observations concerning all applied sensors, which
represents one group of similar observations. It represents
an approximate evaluation of a world state and during this
state the world is seen as stable. Fuzzy state is formed from
groups of similar world states. It is calculated as a result of
comparison process between all of the world states and it is
indicated to other world states.
The formalization of the fuzzy state is presented in the
following:
FS a , IR , k  {( si , vi , t ) | i  1, 2,.., n ,
si  S , Vi  O S ,G  a , Vi  CC i ,t .Vi ,
t  CC i ,t .t , 0  IR  1, 1  k  T }

where “a” refers to the followed activity; “IR” refers to the
range of influence or the relative similarity degree, and “k”
refers to the k’th (out of “T” possible fuzzy classes) data
point that absorbs similar data points around at the influence
range of IR; “k” also represents the number of fuzzy states
that are transited, so that activity “a” is realized. A fuzzy
state may include (subsume) one or more rows of the OS,G
matrix. For example, on the data of the Table I we can apply
fuzzy clustering process on the data points in order to
extract the points (cluster centers) that the data is
concentrated around them, so they represent different
existing qualities of the data points, which are similar to the
majority of the data points. The result of this process is
demonstrated in Table II. In there, we have shown that if at
cluster radius is selected as IR =0.7, then the world would
be divided into seven fuzzy states. If at running time a
relatively high similarity between the current observations
and the learned fuzzy cluster centers is observed, then it can
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Definition 3.8 (fuzzy activity). It is a set of observations
concerning all applied sensors, which represents groups of
similar observations. It represents an approximate
evaluation from the fuzzy world states that are transited
when an activity is realized.
The

fuzzy

activity

is

formalized

as

a

set

where “a” refers to the followed activity; “IR” refers to the
considered range of influence or the relative similarity
degree, and “m” refers to the number of fuzzy states that the
world is transited in realization of “a”, so we have:
0  k  m  T and FS a , IR ,k  FAa , IR .
In order to calculate the “FAa,IR” in matrix format, we
perform the subtractive clustering process on the
observations matrix:

FAa , IR

Si



.
.
.   FSa , IR ,1
 t1 CC1,1 .
.
.
.
.
.
. 

.
. CCi ,k .
.   FS a , IR, k
 subtract (OS ,G )  subtract (OS ,G )   tk


.
.
.
.
. 
.
tm
.
.
.
. CCn ,m   FSa , IR , m


“FAa,IR” represents the points (cluster centers) that each
variable (data of a column) regarding to itself or regarding
to other variables (data of other columns) would have a
meaningful concentration around. Each row of the “FAa,IR”
matrix is in fact a fuzzy world state. In this definition, ‘n’ is
the number of columns (variables or sensors), then it can be
inferred that activity “a” would ‘m’ times change the world
state to achieve the goal “G”.
Definition 3.9 (Fuzzy context). Fuzzy context is referred
to as “ C ” and it is the set of variables that do not play any
significant role in both realization and recognition of the
activity
“a”
such
as
.
The variable “si” during the time of the activity “a”
realization does not vary significantly and it is fixed to value
“ vi ”; this value is calculated through the cluster center
discovery process. Fuzzy context indicates the surrounding
circumstances that scenarios or activities are realized in. The
fuzzy contexts of the activities indicate the conditions in
which the activities models are valid. A change in the fuzzy
context may cause invalidity of the system’s perception of
the activities; so, it will be taken into account as a new
activity model. Therefore, any knowledge extracted from
the observations is valid only if the similar context is met.
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IV.

ACTIVITY FUNCTION ESTIMATION

As it was mentioned earlier, one of our contributions in
this paper is to propose a multivariable function in order to
recognize it. The goal of this function is to recognize the
activities and in order to do that, it transfers the observations
to the model space, which is the activity space. This
function is represented by “ya”, in which “a” refers to the
surveyed activity. For instance, if we consider the positions
of the “glass” and “sugar” objects in realization of the
“coffee making” activity, then the “ycoffee making” transfers the
observations of the concerning sensors to the activity space
in order to verify how much it is similar to the coffee
making activity (see Figure 3).

values can be written as a linear transformation of the
observed values, the smoothing operation is known as a
linear smoother; the matrix representing the transformation
is known as a “smoother” matrix or hat matrix.
There are several ways to smooth the data points and
each of them can be customized according to the problem.
Here, we suffice to introduce some famous smoothing
methods, which are moving average, Local regression using
weighted linear least squares with a polynomial model,
Savitzky-Golay filter, and Kalman filtering [19]. Generally,
these methods are different in the way they treat the existing
noise of the data and in the linearity of the smoothing curve.
For example, in Figure 4, it is graphically illustrated how a
smoothing line resumes the observations of a sensor
(location of the glass) using a linear smoother.

Figure 4. Smoothing of the sensors’ observations

In Figure 4, we have presented that the sensors
observations can be described by a line calculated by a
linear smoothing technique such as linear regression [20].

Figure 3. Activity function

The way that this function works is based on the
discovered similarities between observations and the
activity structure. Therefore, it is expected that this function
reasons in both momentum observations and the series of
observations to recognize the ongoing activity. In order to
discover this function, we calculate equivalent of a curve or
a line that traverses the activities’ cluster centers. When an
observation is recognized as similar to at least one of the
activity’s fuzzy state, then it can be inferred that it may
possibly justify the realization of the activity. The sensors
are the variables that the activity function depends on and
based on their generated numerical values we can model or
recognize the activities. Presuming that we intend to
calculate a line that traverses the cluster centers of the
Fuzzy Activity (FA), the resultant line is reported in the
following equation:

ya  1s1   2 s2  ...   n sn   0

(2)

Here, “ya” indicates the similarity degree to the activity
model and “a” is the activity.
A. Sensor data smoothing
Dataset smoothing is a creation of an approximating
function that attempts to capture important patterns in the
data points [18]. The resultant smoothing line, traverses
normally the data points otherwise it passes near with
relatively closed distance. In the case that the smoothed
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B. Temporal behavior of the sensors
Behavior of the sensors in realization of the activities
can be estimated and model through application of
smoothing technique.
Definition 4.1 (Sensor’s linear Temporal Behavior).
Applying linear regression, we can calculate the sensors’
data trend while the activity “a” is realized. Performing this
process, the observations of the sensor “i” will be calculated
in the following equation:

sa ,i ,t   j ,i t   j ,i
Here,

(3)

sa ,i ,t represents the average value of the “si” at

time “t” in realization of activity “a”. “β” and “τ” are the
smoothing line factors calculated from the linear smoothing
process obtained by the equation:
i 

1
T

T

v
t 1

i ,t

.t ,  i  vi ,t   i

(4)

The calculations are done per each activity in the set of
activities “A”. The “T” is the activity duration. Because
there are several smoothing methods and for each method
different factors for data trend are proposed, from here, we
refer to the “β” and “τ” by the term “smoothing factors”.
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Each sensor during different activities may present
different behavior. Therefore, by verifying the sensors’
behaviors, we can find which activity is the most possible
ongoing activity. Matrix containing all the sensors’
smoothing factors in realizations of all activities is estimated
by the equation:
(5)
    j ,i  .si   j ,i 
The symbol “j” refers to the j’th activity out of “m”
activities and “γ” represents the matrix of activities. In order
to recognize an activity, the current (live) observations are
compared to the “γ” and the activities are ranked from small
to big deviations to the sensors’ temporal behaviors in order
to explain the current observations.
C. Integrating temporal behaviors of the sensors in
activities realizations
Behavior of all sensors in realization of the activities can
be integrated and modeled through a curve or line that
traverses the fuzzy states of the activities (which are
multidimensional data points).
Definition 4.2 (Activities Linear Temporal Behavior). It
is the collection of data points representing the behavior of
the sensors per each activity in smart home. This matrix is
represented by “γ” and for the recognition objectives, the
most similar behavior would be inferred as the most
possible ongoing activity. This concept is formalized as set
where “aj” refers to the j’th activity of the set “A”.
  {x j | x j  sa j ,i ,t , a j  A, j  1, 2,..., m,
i  1, 2,..., n, t  1, 2,..., T }

In order to apply the “γ” matrix for activity recognition,
we would calculate the distance of the current (live)
observations. Out of the “m” activities, the one which tells
the most similarity in activity trend will be selected as the
most possible ongoing activity. The activities may be sorted
according to this criterion. In order to calculate the
similarity distance between a typical data point (“vi,t”) and a
sensor trend line, we would apply the following equation:

d a ,i ,t 

(vi ,t .sa ,i ,t )  (t. j ,i t )   j ,i

(6)

(  j ,i ) 2  ( j ,i ) 2

In this formula, “da,i,t” is the Euclidian distance of the
point (“vi,t”) to the activity trend line and it represents the
similarity measure of the mentioned point to the sensor’s
behavior in realization of the activity “a”. Generally, each
sensor can generate numerical values in range from its max
to min. Therefore, max (“di”) and min (“di”) are the values
that may be calculated manually or by the expert’s idea.
Therefore, we can normalize the similarities using this
equation:
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Nd a ,i ,t 

d a ,i ,t
max(di )

,

(7)

min(di )  d a ,i ,t  max(di )

In order to take similarity between the observation and
the total activity trend, we may apply several methods in
order to calculate the similarity degree. In here, because our
objective is to demonstrate only a general schema from this
process, we would suffice to the average similarity method
given by the following equation:
n

 (vi ,t  a) 

1

 Nd
i 1

a ,i , t

(8)

n

Here, the “ya” refers to the possibility that “vi,t” belongs
to realization of the goal “a”. In order to recognize the
activities at a glance and to calculate the linear activity
multivariable function, we can perform a multiple
regression on the output and input of the activity’s formula
given by the following equation:
n

ya  regression (

1

 Nd
i 1

n

a ,i ,t

, Nda ,i ,t .vi ,t )

(9)

The symbol “ya” represents the activity function and it is
resulted as the result of some linear operations on the
observations.
In this section, we discussed that an activity may be
recognized using linear statistical analysis methods. A big
problem of the application of this method is that it does not
help with the recognition of correct realization of an
activity. If two or more activities are different in just a few
actions (one or a few more sensors), they will not be
recognizable because the calculation of their portion in
similarity degree would not be noticeable,. Moreover, if an
activity is realized fast or slowly, then it will cause
noticeable differences in ߨ( )ܽ∈ݐ݅ݒ. Experimentally, two
different activities may cause very similar trends, so we
cannot rely well on the results. The weight of every data
point is equal; hence a noise may cause an undesirable high
similarity degree. Finally, it can be mentioned that
generally, calculation of the similarity degree would depend
on three factors: quantity of the training data records or the
time of activity realization, domain of the sensors’ generated
numerical values, and quantity of the observing sensors. In
order to improve this method, we would perform the
smoothing process on the fuzzy cluster centers of the
activities. We calculate fuzzy states of the sensors and
perform the smoothing on the cluster centers (see Figure 5).
Some advantages of this process are that we would be able
to eliminate the transition states and also eliminate the data
points that point continuously to a repetitive point.
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Moreover, the amount of the smoothing data points would
be significantly decreased.

Figure 5. Smoothing fuzzy sensor states

In Figure 5, it is illustrated that the process of smoothing
can be performed on the points that are the most similar to
their neighbors. This way we can redirect the similarity
degrees to the best representing data points rather than to
probable noise or transition states; therefore, we can
distinguish better the activities. In the next section we will
discuss this issue.
V.

SIMULTANEOUS ACTIVITIES

In order to realize an activity, several actions get
accomplished simultaneously, which are directed by smart
home resident. For each action, two more sensors may
observe the consequences of the action; therefore, even a
simple action can be interpreted as a set of simultaneous
operations. For example, when an object is moved two
sensors may observe this movement and two operations (in
direction to each sensor) can result.
Using the set theory, we can combine or analyze the
constituting elements of the concepts and as the result we
can recognize high or low level concepts rather than
individual activities. The application of this contribution is
data-driven recognition of simultaneous activities and also
lower-level concepts such as actions; therefore, we can
reason for the activities interferences.
The recognition of simultaneous activities requires to
analyze the fuzzy-world states in order to discover
realization of which activities may possibly cause the world
state. By using traditional set theory, we would apply the
union (U) operation to find the constituting elements. When
two singular activities (“ak” and “au”) are realized together
then we would have  ݇ܽܣܨ ∪ݑܽܣܨ=ݏܣܨin which “FAs”
refers to the simultaneous activity. In here, we would treat
the fuzzy entities (fuzzy clusters) with the traditional set
theory. The result is analyze/combine of the learnt concepts.
In order to analyze the “FAs” based on the known activities
we apply the set theory algebra, which indicates
ݑܽܣܨ=ݏܣܨ+݇ܽܣܨ−()݇ܽܣܨ∙ݑܽܣܨ.
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Therefore, “ak” refers to the known activity and “au”
refers to the unknown activity. A key point in here is that
the fuzzy context of both activities should be respected in
order for both activity models to be validated. Therefore, the
resultant world state should be subjected to ݇ܽ̃ܥ ∩ݑܽ̃ܥ=ݏܽ̃ܥ. .
Definition 5.1 (simultaneous activities). Simultaneous
activities are the sequence of fuzzy events that follow
achievement of two or more goals. Each fuzzy state
concerning the realization of a social activity should be
valid for both of the activity patterns. In other words,
combination of individual activities is called simultaneous
activities. The concept of “simultaneous activity” refers to
the perception of the activities and the learned models from
them. Regardless of the quantity of activity performers,
when combination of two or more concepts is inferred, then
a simultaneous activity is recognized. The simultaneous
activity can be represented as  ݇ܽܣܨ ∪ݑܽܣܨ=ݏܣܨsubject to
݇ܽ̃ܥ∩ݑܽ̃ܥ=ݏܽ̃ܥ. Constraints of each of the running
simultaneous activities should be realized in a space that
satisfies all of the known goals. This space is made using
fuzzy logic in a way that each activity saves its general
structure and has partial flexibility if it faces the deviations
from its previously learned structure.
VI.

CASE STUDY

In order to validate the proposed approach, we
implemented a series of activities in both singular and
simultaneous manners in the LIARA laboratory [11]. More
than 500 activity features were observed during realization
of these activities. Singular realization of the coffee making
and hand washing activity was modeled. The simultaneous
realization of them was also modeled and we calculated the
simultaneous realization of these singular realizations. We
verified the similarity of these activities to their models and
finally, in Figure 6 we have represented the inferred
similarity in the range of [0-10].

Figure 6. Similarity degrees in recognition of activities

In our experiments, we saw that the calculated
simultaneous activity could approximately replace the real
simultaneous model. Other experiments proposed in [10]
confirmed reliable results, too. The important point here is
that we could achieve this result through application of the
activities multivariable function that could explain the
activities’ dynamicity at a glance.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed how to model the activities as
multivariable problems and proposed to apply fuzzy logic,
especially the fuzzy time concept in order to model the
dynamicity of an activity in a mathematical function. This
function draws a fuzzy space for realization of the activities.
One benefit of this method is the modeling the simultaneous
activities. On one hand, the uncertainty in human behavior
is considered, and on the other hand, the imprecision of the
sensors is handled. However, the current solution needs
improvements. For example, the proposed approach learns
the activity models at first. Then, it uses the learnt
knowledge at the runtime. We did not propose an online
learning technique because we cannot distinguish between
anomaly and a new manner of correct activity realization. A
possible solution for this limitation is to make a border and
definition for tolerable anomalies, then any unfamiliar
patterns, which do not cross that border could be taken into
account as a new correct activity. This task would need new
definition on normality.
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Abstract—This paper describes an approach to balance loads
in smart power grids using a solution based on Next
Generation Network (NGN) components, Smart Home
appliances based on the KNX bus, and a secure and trustful
interaction between intelligent home control managers and the
energy suppliers of the smart power grid. The NGN
components are applied as a communication and integration
platform between the smartphone of the facility managers, the
home automation and building control system, as well as the
energy suppliers of the smart power grid. The Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) and the Presence Service are used to
build a well performing and scalable system based on open
source software. The idea is to publish data of actual power
consumption and power reserves of selected Smart Home
appliances by use of the Presence Service to the outside world.
In a second step, the corresponding energy supplier could
subscribe to this data of actual energy consumption and
reserves. Based on this data, the energy supplier is enabled to
send specialized offers towards the Smart Home owners
reflecting possible benefits to the power grid. This solution
respects the right to property and the right to selfdetermination of the Smart Home and facility control
managers, because they have to agree to the energy
management offer made by the energy supplier. It is a trustful
solution because the relevant data could by easily
pseudonymized before being published by the Presence
Service. An approach to ensure secure communication against
attackers from outside is presented and evaluated as well.
Keywords—Home Automation; Smart Power Grid; Load
Balancing, NGN, Presence Service.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The current trend is to make the human environment
smarter, using ubiquitous IT-technologies. This leads to
smart cities, buildings, energy management, cars and phones.
Every part of our environment will be connected to each
other and can be controlled, with the given rights, from
central points.
In such a world, security and trust are of essential
importance. Confidentiality, integrity, availability and
authenticity have to be given. In this paper, we describe the
security of a remotely controllable KNX-based home and
building control solution. The owner or facility manager of
such a home can remotely monitor and control his house or
facility wherever and whenever they like. A Smart Home
shall enable interaction with its users, including the ability to
monitor the status and control of building appliances and
devices remotely from anywhere in the world. Such devices
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may consist of alarm systems, keyless access control, smoke
detectors, light and heat control, medical devices, and all
types of sensors (e.g., room, door, window or security
surveillance, monitoring and control, statistics and remote
metering).
A. Purpose and Relevance
The purpose of this paper is to present a new approach
for a well performing, scalable, secure and trustful
interaction between intelligent home control managers and
the energy suppliers of the smart power grid. The novelty of
the presented approach is to make use of an NGN Presence
Service for the interaction between the smart home control
and the energy supplier, and not only between the smart
home and the house owner, as already described in [2,3,4].
The mobile ubiquitous home and facility control solution is
based on SIP and the Presence Service. The described
solution uses the advantages of a NGN to remotely monitor
and control home automation systems via a mobile device
using open source software.
The global carrier VoIP and IP Multimedia Subsystem
(IMS) market for NGN-based services and infrastructures
has reached US$ 658 million in the second quarter of 2012,
according to Infonetics Research. Furthermore, the market
drivers are intact and the numbers of VoIP and IMS
subscribers are growing [1]. This forecast shows the business
opportunity and relevance of the proposed solution for
ubiquitous home control services.
B. Structure of the Paper
Following the introduction, Section II shows related
work and other projects comparable to our solution. In
Section III, the general concept is outlined and important use
cases are presented. The overall system design is described
in Section IV, differentiating three levels of interaction. The
components used to build the system are presented in Section
V. The security approach is discussed and evaluated in
Section VI. Section VII describes the status of our prototype.
Section VII concludes the paper and gives an outlook of
future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Smart Home is not a new topic. Many companies and
institutions are working on solutions for Smart Homes. But
only a few are working on a complete solution that relies
solely on open standards. Most systems focus on the inside
(e.g., KNX) or outside (e.g., IP) system of the building only.
This means that their goal is to build a solution either for the
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management of actors and sensors, or to develop a
communication solution for existing bus systems.
In our previous work [2, 3, 4, 5], we created a signaling
gateway between the KNX home automation and building
control system [6] and SIP, allowing communication of
mobile devices with KNX sensors/actors using existing SIP
infrastructure. The idea of our solution was to connect the
technology of NGNs to Smart Home Control Systems.
The HomeSIP project is a similar approach, allowing
home control only using SIP [7, 8, 9]. The important parts of
the system are the SIP proxy and the SIP sensor network
gateways. The SIP proxy is the central component for
communication. The sensor network gateways are embedded
Linux systems, which are used to control the sensor
networks and connect them to the SIP proxy. So, SIP is used
for communication between the sensor networks, the SIP
proxy and the mobile controlling devices, like smartphones.
All information from and to the sensor networks is
transported via SIP. The paper “Security for KNXnet/IP”
[10] evaluates different approaches to grant security in an IP
network, which is coupled to KNX. In contrast, we are using
SIP as a bridge to the NGN world.
III.

USE CASES OF SMART ENERGY MANAGEMENT

In this section, two typical business cases respectively
use cases of smart energy management and electric load
balancing and regulating are discussed.
A. Use case (UC1): Surplus or excess of renewable energy
Let us assume for use case (UC1) that the power
consumption and load in the city reaches its lowest level.
During the same time frame, the renewable energy is fed into
the power grid at maximum because of strong winds or
strong sun radiation. This surplus or excess of electric power
shall be used by the intelligent buildings of the city. In order
to do that, the surplus of energy is signaled by the energy
suppliers towards the owners of intelligent buildings in the
city by means of usual communication technologies. In our
case, a smartphone app is used. The house owners can then
react by turning on additional power loads such as domestic
appliances (e.g., white goods, air conditioning units or heat
pumps), as well as electric cars and vehicles. By that, the
energy supply within the city could be balanced in a better
way by the swarm behavior of the intelligent consumers by
activating additional power loads.
B. Use case (UC2): Insufficient or lack of renewable
energy
Let us assume for use case (UC2) that the power
consumption and load in the city reaches its maximum level.
During the same time frame, the feed-in of renewable energy
is diminishing at minimum because of wind calm or the lack
of sun radiation (e.g., at night). This lack of electric power
shall be balanced, at least partly, by the intelligent buildings
of the city. In order to do that, the lack of energy is signaled
by the power providers towards the owners of intelligent
buildings in the city by means of usual communication
technologies. The house owners can then react by switching
off domestic appliances (e.g., white goods), set air
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conditioning units, or heat pumps into eco-mode and
deactivate charging stations for electric cars and vehicles.
Therefore, the energy supply within the city could be
balanced in a better way by the swarm behavior of the
intelligent consumers by de-activating power loads.
IV.

CONCEPT AND OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN

The core concept is to balance loads in power grids by
using KNX-enabled Smart Homes and a communication
infrastructure based on NGN technologies and the Presence
Service. The essential idea of this approach is to publish data
of actual power consumption and power reserves of selected
Smart Home appliances by use of the NGN Presence Service
to the outside world. In a second step, the corresponding
energy supplier could subscribe to this data of actual energy
consumption and reserves. Based on this data, the energy
supplier is enabled to send specialized offers towards the
Smart Home owners in order to manage a surplus or lack of
renewable energy, enabling a feedback control and power
regulation within the smart grid.
NGN technologies are used to build an integration
platform between mobile devices and intelligent buildings
with a home automation solution. As depicted in Fig. 1, a
Signaling Gateway interconnects the NGN core network and
the Smart Home.
To interconnect the two architectures, a special gateway
is needed. The gateway manages connections between the
SIP-based NGN and the single appliances of the Smart
Home solution. In this system, the NGN infrastructure
consists of an IMS [11].
The IMS is a control architecture based on the
standardized SIP [12] designed by the wireless standards
body 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). It aims to
standardize access to different networks. Therefore, all
communication is based on the Internet Protocol (IP).
An important functionality of the IMS is the Presence
Service, which enables to represent different home
automation appliances as users to the outside world. Each
appliance can set its own current status. Thus it is possible to
register a mobile device at the SIP network, and in this way
at the Presence Server. Hence, the status information of the
different home automation appliances can be viewed on a
mobile device.

Figure 1. System overview.
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Figure 2. Basic system functionality and interaction between customer,
energy supplier and Presence Server.

The Signaling Gateway is responsible for updating the
status information at the Presence Server. For example, any
time a sensor in the home automation system changes its
status, an update has to be sent by the gateway.
At the energy supplier, the software component
Communication Manager is the core component that
contains all business logic to assess load data from the power
grid, organized by the Power Grid Data Manager, and data
collected from the Presence Service. A Message Gateway is
used to send messages to the Smart Home owner's
smartphone.
V.

COMPONENTS

In the following section, we describe the components that
are used to build our system. The description is divided into
three subsections, each presenting different levels of
interaction within the whole system.
Basically, this approach extends the core technology
mentioned in our previously published work by
implementing a push service [2, 3, 4, 5]. Additional
components have been integrated to accomplish the task
defined in this paper. Subsections A and B describe these
new components. Subsection C provides an overview of the
core system that has been continually refined.
A. Interaction between Energy Supplier and Smart Home
The corresponding Energy Supplier system registers
itself at the Presence Server (see Fig. 2). In a second step, the
energy supplier subscribes to the data sets of actual energy
consumption and reserves. Status data from all Smart Homes
connected to the Presence Server is continuously monitored
by the Communication Manager component (see Fig. 1).
Status data from the power grid is collected through the
Power Grid Data Manager component. Comparing these two
data sources, the system is able to detect situations in the
power grid as described in use cases UC1 or UC2 (see
Section III). Then, offers are calculated that match the
specific capabilities of the relevant Smart Homes in a given
area and sent out via the Message Gateway component.
B. Interaction between Energy Supplier and Smart Home
Manager
At the Energy Supplier, a core component encapsulates
the system’s business logic (Communication Manager, see
Fig. 1). Communication to the Smart Home Customer's
smartphone is set up and controlled by the Message Gateway
component. At the mobile device, the EnergySaver App is
implemented as an extension of our Android SIP client
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described in Subsection C. A web service is implemented at
the Message Gateway that interacts with the smartphone
communication component by means of push notification
[21].
The EnergySaver App receives and displays messages
from the Energy Supplier containing offers to the Smart
Home customer as described above. The customer then is
able to accept or decline a specific offer. If the offer is
accepted, the customer's Smart Home appliances are set up
accordingly, communication being done through the
infrastructure described in Subsection C. For example, power
reserves of specific appliances can be released into the public
network after accepting a suitable offer.
C. Interaction between House Manager and Smart Home
In this subsection, the core system that provides
interaction between the House Manager and the Smart Home
is described.
1) Next Generation Network Core
To set up the NGN Core networks, we evaluated two
solutions to guarantee that the signaling gateway is able to
work with different NGN platforms.
As a lightweight solution to realize the NGN Core, a SIP
server with a Registrar and a Presence Service is used. This
common SIP server also provides all the functionality that is
needed to set up a SIP-based communication and integration
platform. SIP is a signaling protocol for controlling
multimedia communication. It can be used to create, modify
or terminate a multimedia session, which can exist between
two parties or multiple parties.
The Session Description Protocol (SDP) [13] describes
properties of multimedia sessions. SDP is used by SIP for
negotiation regarding media codecs, transport protocols and
transport addresses. SIP for Instant Messaging and Presence
Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE) [14] describes a presence
and instant messaging protocol suite based on SIP.
Instant messaging enables users to communicate by text.
For the Presence Service, a User Agent (UA) has to register
at a Presence Server. The server acts as a Presence Agent. It
stores the status of the UA. Other users (subscribers) can
subscribe to the UA’s presence information. Every time the
UA changes its status, the subscribers will be notified by the
Presence Agent.
2) Mobile Device
We chose Android 2.2 [15] as the development platform
for the mobile device prototype. After we evaluated different
SIP APIs for Android, we chose CSipSimple [16], because
only CSipSimple is able to send SIP messages conforming to
the RFC3428 standard. CSipSimple is an open source VoIP
application for Android using SIP. Based on CSipSimple, we
built our own Android SIP client prototype including our
own GUI and the functionality to display and change
presence states.
3) KNX
The KNX system [17] is the only worldwide standard for
home automation and intelligent building control.
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KNX was invented in response to the following
shortcomings: In conventional home installations, the control
line and the power line are not independent from each other.
For example, lights are controlled by turning their power on
or off. Complex control mechanisms are hard to implement,
and to change a wire-bound energy-controlled system after
its installation is very complex. Therefore, power and control
lines in the KNX standard are independent from each other.
The KNX standard supports the following
communication media: Twisted pair (TP) wiring, power line
(PL) networking, radio frequency (RF) and Internet Protocol
over Ethernet (KNX/IP or KNXnet/IP).
4) Signaling Gateway
The signaling gateway, depicted in Fig. 3, is the central
component of this concept. This software service connects
the KNX bus to the NGN components.
Every sensor and actor that is connected to the KNX bus
gets its own address (SIP URI) to log on to the service.
Registering each KNX device in the Presence Service,
allows storing the current status of the device, like “on” or
“off”. Each device update received from KNX is converted
to a SIP request and sent to the Presence Server. Now the
user of the mobile device can monitor and even change the
current status for each KNX device. Every change is then
transmitted back to the KNX bus.
With a KNXnet/IP (interface between KNX and
Ethernet) device, KNX telegrams can be transferred to the IP
network. The whole telegram is transmitted over the network
as payload of an IP packet. Thus, one functionality of the
signaling gateway is to receive these IP packets sent by the
KNXnet/IP device. Furthermore, the information in the
telegram has to be extracted. This could consist of sensor
values or other status messages of different home automation
appliances.
The KNXnet/IP device is also able to receive IP packets
sent via the IMS from the IP network and forward the
containing telegram to the KNX bus. Thus, in order to
control appliances that are associated with the bus
installation, the signaling gateway has to have the ability to
generate KNX telegrams.
The framework Calimero 2.0 is a collection of Java APIs
that form a high level framework for communication with a
KNX installation with the use of KNXnet/IP [18].

Figure 3. Connection interfaces of the Signaling Gateway
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Figure 4. Complete message flow, ranging from registration of the KNX
devices to the control of the KNX devices.

The framework aids in building high level applications
that need to communicate with the KNX bus system for
remote access and control. It can receive and decode KNX
messages as well as send and encode its own KNX
messages. This framework is used in the signaling gateway
to handle communication with the KNX bus.
Once the information of the telegram has been filtered,
the status change must be transmitted to the Presence Server
located in the IMS. This leads to the second main
functionality of the signaling gateway: The connection to the
IMS. To accomplish this, the Jain-SIP (JSIP) framework [19]
for Java is being used. The signaling gateway registers every
appliance of the KNX bus installation as a "user" at the
Presence Server. To set the status of a user, a SIP message
must be sent through the IMS network. This message flow is
depicted in Fig. 3. To view the current status of a part of the
home automation system, the mobile device only has to
subscribe to the Presence Server.
If a user wants to control an appliance of the home
automation system, a SIP message is sent from the mobile
device to the signaling gateway. Furthermore, the
information in the SIP message body must be converted to a
KNX telegram. This body is optional and can include
messages written in SDP, SOAP, XML or ASCII.
Furthermore, status data of energy-related appliances in
the Smart Home are published to the Presence service. This
includes type of appliance (see use case description in
Section III), power source/power sink, load characteristics
and capacity as well as other parameters. Not every
appliance in the Smart Home is reflected in this data set, but
only the most important ones with the largest impact on load
balancing, e.g., powerful car batteries or freezers.
This data is pseudonymized by means of a hash function,
meaning that regular customer identifiers are replaced by
other identifiers that only allow the energy supplier to
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reconstruct the customer's identity. Therefore, no personal
data is transmitted via the Presence Service. Because of this,
the proposed system is in accordance to national legal
regulations,
for
example
the
German
“Bundesdatenschutzgesetz” (Federal Data Protection Act)
[20].
VI.

SYSTEM SECURITY

Without an implementation of suitable security measures,
the system could be compromised by attackers. Therefore, it
is necessary to ensure a secure connection to the mobile
device and a secure authentication for the user. In this
section, a security approach is introduced that will be used to
secure the end-to-end network communication of the system
as shown in Fig. 1. At the current development stage of the
system, only a basic security model is assumed that primarily
considers attackers from outside.
A. SIPS Introduction
SIP Security (SIPS) is using Transport Layer Security
(TLS) and the Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP).
SRTP are used for secure Voice- and Video-Data
connections, TLS is used for exchanging signaling messages
(e.g., authentication and registration).
TLS is a hybrid encryption protocol for secure data
connections over the internet. In the OSI reference model
(Fig. 4), TLS is acting at the transport layer. In SIPS, TLS
takes care of the following security tasks:
•
Bidirectional authentication of communication
endpoints
•
Exchanging a shared secret
•
Cryptographic encoding of data to be transferred
•
Securing integrity of transferred SIP messages
To prevent possible man in the middle attacks, TLS can
be extended with digital certificate authentication [22].
B. Evaluation of system security
We measure the security of the selected approach
according to the four pillars of information security [23]:
•
•
•
•

Confidentiality
Integrity
Availability
Authenticity

As described above, SIPS is using the protocols TLS and
SRTP for secure communication. TLS uses a high security
encoding and grants therefore high confidentiality. The
TCP/IP protocol ensures integrity by adding a checksum to
each message. Authenticity is granted by authentication with
credentials. The SIPS availability is given as long as the SIP
server is connected to the internet.
Furthermore, software aspects like performance,
scalability, manageability and cost have been evaluated.
Compared to an unsecured and connectionless UDP
connection, a TLS connection is less performant. The reason
for this is that SIPS is based on connection oriented TCP,
which needs significantly more resources. Encryption is also
costly. This fact also reduces the scalability of such a system.
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Because of the wide-spread use of SIPS, there are many
frameworks and libraries, which make SIPS easily
manageable and implementable.
If a certificate is used to ensure the identity of the
communication partners, a disadvantage of TLS are the costs
to buy trusted certificates from a Certificate Authority [24].
Other security models have also been considered for the
system. A Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a possible
approach, but would not be feasible [25]. The VPN needs to
be set up before using the mobile client and to be closed after
using the mobile client. Closing it in between will disconnect
the mobile client from the SIP server. An active VPN
connection uses additional internet bandwidth and battery
power, because it needs to stay active as long as the
application is running.
We also don’t recommend the use of an ID Token [26],
because of the implementation effort, the low performance
and the extra cost for an ID Token reader/writer.
We choose SIPS for this system, as it is easy to
implement (because TLS is supported by all software used
for the prototype) and ensures a high level of security. Still,
loss of the mobile device is a security risk to be prevented.
This could be done in combination with a password for
authentication with the system, or even an ID Token could
be used (as a password). Now, after the loss of the device,
only the password needs to be changed or disabled, to
prevent unauthorized access.
VII. ACTUAL STATUS OF THE PROTOTYPE
The prototype consists of a fully addressed and
configured KNX TP bus system with different kinds of
sensors and actors like weather station, dimmers and
digital/analog switches for lighting and power outlets. The
signaling gateway is implemented as a Java application using
the Calimero 2.0 framework and the JSIP framework. The
Calimero framework is used for communication with the
KNX bus via the KNXnet/IP interface. Every KNX device
gets translated as a SIP UA and therefore can be accessed
individually.
The Presence server is implemented as a servlet using the
Sailfin framework for SIP on a GlassFish-Server. Sailfin
offers a full featured Presence service and SIP call control
functions.
The mobile client is implemented as an Android
application based on a modification of the open source
software called CSipSimple for Android. The mobile client
can get a list of all UAs for the KNX devices by sending a
message to a specialized UA in the signaling gateway, which
sends back the SIP URIs for the devices. With this list, the
mobile client can subscribe to each device at the Presence
server. Direct messages to the KNX devices can change the
status of the device. The devices themselves can publish their
status to each subscribed user.
The communication between each party is secured by
using the TLS protocol. The Sailfin, JSIP and the
CSipSimple framework all support TLS and authentication,
no own implementation of TLS is needed.
The EnergySaver App has been implemented as a
prototype.
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The presented solution enables a secure and trustful
interaction between intelligent home control managers and
the energy suppliers of the smart power grid.
The interaction between house manager and smart home
is implemented as mobile, ubiquitous, two-way home control
solution based on SIP and the Presence Service. Hereby, the
house manager could control all smart home appliances (e.g.,
actors and sensors) in real-time via his Android-based
smartphone. It is realized as secure TLS connection based on
SIP Security from the smartphone towards the signaling
gateway, which is typically located inside the smart home.
The interaction between energy supplier and smart home
is mainly effected by the Presence Service, which publishes
the data of actual power consumption and power reserves of
selected smart home appliances to the outside world. The
Presence Service is a well performing, scalable, field-proven,
near-real-time push-solution of the energy data sets towards
the corresponding energy supplier. The described solution is
trustful, because data privacy protection could be fulfilled
easily by pseudonymization or anonymization of the energy
data sets on the presence server side. By that, our solution
respects the right to data privacy protection of the smart
home owners.
The interaction between energy supplier and smart home
manager is characterized by a half-automated energy load
management solution. Our solution respects the rights of
property and self-determination (autonomy) of the smart
home owners, because they have to agree to the energy
management offer made by the energy supplier.
It has to be noted that this kind of interaction is limited to
day-time use only. Appropriate automatisms should be
applied for the time users are sleeping or are “off-line”. This
will be addressed in future work. Furthermore, another point
is to make the mobile client platform independent and to
introduce a security model that exceeds the basic
considerations described herein.
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Abstract – The use of emerging mobility systems in the city is a
critical issue, and we propose in this paper a methodological
framework, which is lived experience-centered, to study it. The
methodology is illustrated with two studies: the first is about
the way drivers deal with the limited autonomy of electric cars,
and the second is about the use of dynamic car-pooling. We
propose three steps: (1) studying a situation of reference, with
interviews focused on the lived experience of specific situations
of use, (2) studying the lived experience of a limited population
in the emerging situation, with video recording and interviews
based on the video and on diaries (3) generalizing some of the
processes observed with quantitative data. We then discuss the
pros and cons of this methodological approach, and we explain
the resources it provides for designing technologies and
services adapted to the users’ activities and feelings in natural
settings.
Key words : methodology; natural use; lived experience; electric
cars; dynamic car-pooling; interviews; reference situation

I.

INTRODUCTION: STUDIYING THE EMERGING USES

Mobility in the future cities is a crucial social issue
because of the ecological, economical and traffic congestion
impacts of the design of multi-modality systems. New
modalities of mobility must be experimented to be adapted to
the users’ expectations, reluctances, and practical
organization of their daily life.
We can find mostly global and statistical approaches
looking at the flow of travels, at the profiles of the persons
using new modalities of transport and macro description of
the users’ behaviour and motivations [1]; [2]; [3]; [4]; [5];
[6].
The approach that we present here is focused on
analyzing how people deal effectively with the use of new
mobility systems in their daily life (and not only on what
they say about what they generally do or will do). It is
focused on the situated activity [7] and on the lived
experience of the users in specific contexts [8], [9]. We adopt
a psycho-ergonomic perspective:
A psychological perspective : exploring precisely the
user experience with the new technology and service
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: their actions but also what they think during the use
and how they feel [10];
And an ergonomic perspective: proposing
orientations for designing tools and services adapted
to the user’s situated activity.
The difficulty is that these new services and technologies
are not developed yet in the city and we cannot really
experiment them in the real context of the future city. It is
then a matter of “prospective ergonomics” [11], of
anticipating the future situation and the activities deployed in
this context. We could base our study on the projective
imagination of the future users, like it is often done in
creativity sessions. But there is a potential gap between the
intentions and the actions actually developed. We then prefer
to study how people behave in a real situation. If this
situation does not exist so far, maybe we can find an existing
one, which is a reference (also for the users), and then
develop a situation, which is similar to the future one, but on
a smaller scale.
Our conception of User Experience is based on an indepth analysis of the situated activity and lived experience,
i.e., on what happens during the contextual use and how the
user lives it: what are their actions and focus of attention;
their mental activities for evaluating, reasoning, taking
decisions; their sensorial perceptions and their affective
feelings [8].
As examples of this methodological process, we will
present two studies:
The first study is about the initial use of an electric
car and the specific issue of its limited autonomy
[12], [13]; how do users deal with this new situation
where the risk of breaking down is more important?
(about 150 km of autonomy). Are they taking some
risk with unpredictable routes or are they limiting
their travels? How do they feel with the risk of
running out of car energy, and how do they manage
it when driving or before driving?
The second study, which began recently, is about the
use of dynamic car-pooling with service applications
on smartphones. How do the users find another user
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to share a personal car during a travel? Is the
application satisfying? What is the relevant
information about the other? Are they trusting the
others or not, especially when they are strangers:
their way of driving, their punctuality, their social
behaviour? What type of social relation do they
build during the travel?
We proceed in three steps:
Studying a situation of reference;
Studying the lived experience of a limited population
in the emerging situation (with the new service or
technology);
Generalising some of the processes observed with
quantitative data.
II.

EXPERIENCE-CENTERED METHODOLOGY AND
RESULTS

Our methodological framework is inscribed in the
disciplines of psychology and ergonomics. It allows us to
study the human lived experience and activity with its
cognitive, emotional and sensorial aspects, with the
ergonomic objective to design instruments and
environments, which are adapted to the human needs.
A. Step 1: studying a situation of reference
In a first phase we study an existing situation of
reference. This situation must be the most similar to the
future situation that we aim at.
1) Situation of reference for the EV autonomy
management
For studying the issue of how people act and feel
regarding the limited range of the electric vehicle (EV), we
first studied how people act and feel regarding the autonomy
of their traditional thermal vehicle; we had no idea about
this specific activity, which is adjacent to the driving activity
but becomes very important with the EV.
14 in-depth interviews (half men/women, 23 to 63 years
old) have been performed. After a general description of how
they tend to manage the autonomy, we asked them to try to
remember and describe the lived experiences of specific
situations.
We then analyzed the interviews, and from this analysis
we constructed a short questionnaire of 7 items to get
quantitative data on specific points, which appeared to be
relevant, filled by 344 drivers (21 to 65 years old).
We will not develop here all the results but only the main
ones.
First of all, concerning the way people deal with the
autonomy of their traditional thermal vehicle, the interviews
and questionnaires allowed us to highlight different styles
[12]: some drivers are more or less worried about running
out of gasoline and consequently they anticipate and
calculate more their refilling. The styles (anticipators,
moderate anticipators, reactive to the signal, late refillers),
which are a global tendency to act in a certain way, depend
on personal determinant, but this global tendency can also be
transformed by contextual determinants:
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Personal determinants are: (1) the affective relation
to the risk of breaking down, some being anxious of
breaking down and others being rather indifferent to
this possibility; (2) the affective relation to the
stations, some delaying the refilling because they
feel the stations as disgusting and unpleasant places
that they avoid.
Contextual determinants are (1) the temporal
priorities of the driver at that moment (refilling may
be considered as less important as being on time at a
meeting); (2) the trust in the reflexive instruments of
their own cars indicate the remaining autonomy
(such as the gauge); (3) the familiarity with the
journey and station sites (for long and unknown
trips, there is more anticipation); (4) the collective
influence (when sharing a car with someone else, the
refilling can be more systematic).
The more surprising results are the variety of reactions
towards the uncertainty of the autonomy, and the diversity in
terms of tolerance to uncertainty [14]. Also the emotional
relation to the risk of running out of gasoline appears to be
clearly linked to the proactive/reactive conduct, but models
of risks surprisingly ignore this emotional dimension [15].
We also observed that, for dealing with the autonomy,
drivers use instruments [13] of two types : (a) to anticipate
and calculate in advance the risk, such as websites, and it is
mainly done by those of the “anticipator” or “moderate
anticipator” style (b) they also use reflexive instruments,
which give them a dynamic feedback on their situation state
(the gauge, the remaining kilometers, the econometer); some
“late refillers”, who are used to breakdown, can even have a
can in the trunk and a pipe in order to cope with (and not
anymore to avoid) the breakdown.
2) Situation of reference for the dynamic car-pooling
Car-pooling is defined as the sharing of a private vehicle
between persons who may or may not know each other in
advance, and who can meet by using a service on the web
allowing them to find other persons to share a ride.
Nowadays in France, this mapping is always performed in
advance (we call it “planned” car-pooling); the planned carpooling is mostly used for long trips (in Europe, the average
is 200 km, [16]. The “dynamic” car-pooling implies that a
system geolocates the potential users, identifying
dynamically where they are. The matching between users is
based on this geolocation. Consequently a person can go out
of a meeting at anytime for instance, look on his smartphone
at who is in the neighborhood and going in the same
direction as himself. The mapping is then dynamic and users
do not need any more to plan their ride in advance. Dynamic
car-pooling services are not already functional in France, but
some applications are used elsewhere, such as Avego Driver
in Ireland.
We first studied the present services of car-pooling to
have a clearer idea of why people do not use this type of
service and if they do, how do they do. Some studies have
already been conducted on this issue but with a more global
perspective [17]; [18]; [5]; [19]; [20]. They indicate that, in
France, car-pooling is occasionally used for holidays or for a
special event, mainly by young users (60% are under 30
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years) living in urban environment. The drivers are a
majority of men (69%) and 34% of them are more than 40
years old; the passengers are rather women and 26% of them
are less than 23 years old. Users say that the positive points
are economic (low price of their travel), ecologic (reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions) and social (meeting new
people and creation of a social link). The negative points are
the lack of flexibility in scheduling and journey [21], but
dynamic car-pooling should respond to this problem.

Figure 1 : Searching a travel and a driver/passenger on BlaBlaCar!
(application of “planned” car-pooling available on App Store and Google
play : [22])

Firstly, 25 interviews have been conducted with people
who never used any car-pooling systems to know their
motivations for not using it.
Then 25 in-depth interviews have been conducted (with
descriptions of real uses cases) with people using planned
car-pooling. The objective was to specify the sources of
reticence and appreciation but also the difficult or positive
experiences they have had with this mode of mobility. The
issue of trust/mistrust is particularly important: how do users
construct a trust or mistrust in this service? Do they choose
the persons with whom they share a car and how? What type
of interactions do they have once in the car? What is the
nature of the social interactions built in these circumstances?
Do they feel a risk or not and which type of risk? This study
is then questioning and completing the theories of risk-taking
and trust [23]; [24]; [15]; [25]. The analyses of these data are
in progress.
3) Interviews focused on the lived experience of specific
situations
The in-depth interviews that we conduct for studying the
situation of reference are based on a specific technique,
called “explicitation” (or “elicitation”) interviews, which has
been developed by Vermersch [26]; [9]; [27]; [28]. First of
all, the interview is focused on the description of real use
cases, of effectively lived experiences.
The typical risks when getting verbalizations from
subjects describing their activity are the rationalizations and
re-construction. The more we take care of the recall process
of the subjects, the more we limit this risk. The
“explicitation/elicitation”
interview
aims
at
the
phenomenological experience of the subject [29], and is very
cautious on the recall process. One principle is to help the
subject to get a vivid memory of the activity by asking
questions about the sensorial context. Then, we ask questions
always linked to the situation to avoid generalizations, and
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taking care of their non-indicative format for not influencing
the response of the subject. These techniques keep the
subject in a position of talk which is focused on what he was
living cognitively, perceptively and affectively during the
past experience. It does not orient the subject to provide
rational comments and explanations about it. The interviewer
follows the temporal course of experience described by the
subject and helps him to give more information about what
happened in a specific situational context. With this
interview technique, the subject has a vivid recall of the
situation he describes (if not, he is invited to tell it) and can
give more details about it and limit the rationalizations.
4) Transfer from the reference situation to the future
situation
The situation of reference is a first basis to think about
the emerging situation and to have indications and intuitions
about how this future situation will probably be lived and
acted by the users.
For instance, we observed different styles for dealing
with the autonomy of the vehicle: some drivers being more
worried and anticipating more than others who wait for the
signal of energy stock or even far after it. These styles are
tendencies to act in a certain way, more or less anticipative
or reactive, more or less worried about a certain risk or
indifferent to this risk. They could not totally change because
the vehicle becomes electric, except if the infrastructure
totally transforms the activity and the nature of the risk (if
there is for instance plenty of electric charging points
everywhere, or if we could exchange the battery
everywhere). But it is not the case yet, and even then, the
user will need to wait for the service (the charge will take
some time) and will plan it (or not) in the course of his/her
activity. Then these profiles will remain relevant for
anticipating the lived experience in the future.
For the case of the ‘planned’ car-pooling, we intend to
extract a lot of relevant information for the emerging
‘dynamic’ car-pooling; the situation is very similar except
that the activity becomes more opportunistic and reactive
than with the planned car-pooling, and may unable the users
to get as much information about the car-pooler to build trust
through his profile and the opinions posted.
B. Step 2: studying the lived experience of a limited
population in the new situation
The second step is, according to us, the most important
one; it is the core of the user experience research, the phase
of analysis of the users’ actions, perceptions, cognitive
activities and feelings when using the new technology or
mobility service.
1) Studying the lived experience with electric vehicles
For studying how people dealt with the limited autonomy
of electric vehicles, electric cars have been lend to 9 subjects
(7 men, 2 women, 24 to 55 years old, of the four styles). The
lend cars are of three different types and trends, their official
electric range is from 150 km to 160 km and the time needed
to fully charge the battery is 7-8 hours. They used them
during two weeks as they wished, without any constraint.
The activity and user experience were studied by:
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Observing via video recording (3 cameras) the
emerging use with the new technology in ecological
settings (cf. fig.1);
Asking the 9 users to fill a diary every day about (1)
The journeys: destination, planification, unexpected
events, renunciations and motivations; (2) The
recharge: mode, place, impressions and others remarks
(3) Others impressions or specific events with the EV;
Interviewing the users, with explicitation interviews
(after days 1, 8 and 14) based also on the video
recordings and on the diaries (self-confrontation
interviews) in order to know the subjective experience
when using the new mode of mobility.
Camera
(driving
scene)

Camera
(face)
Camera
(dashboard)

Three shots during the
driving

A video-based
interview

Figure 2 .Illustration of the use of the video recordings

The main results are:
Most of the subjects limit the risky journeys and use the
electric vehicle (EV) for well-known journeys such as from
home to work. Only two subjects with the profile “late
refillers” have taken the risk of driving the EV with very
limited autonomy. This indicates that the styles of reactions
with traditional cars are similar with EV and that we find
again this differentiated styles of dealing with the autonomy
issue.
The study indicates how the EV driving experience is
situated and anchored in the context, and how it is
emotionally embodied [12]. We showed how the activity and
feelings of the driver depend on:
The reflexive instruments available and their
interpretation (gauge, econometer, other signals) ;
the construction of their meaning depends on the
style of anticipation and worry;
The geographic context (hills, proximity of the
arrival); the driver constructs a representation of it to
anticipate the evolution of his autonomy, since some
electric energy can be gained when going down hills
and using the motor brake;
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It also depends on the co-drivers’ reactions. When
the car is shared by a couple for instance, the actions
taking place are negotiated.
The use of the different “reflexive” instruments (gauge,
econometer, remaining kilometers) have been studied in
details, including the evolution of the use during the two
weeks. For instance the econometer is often ignored at the
beginning but finally used when critical situations arise.
Finally, we proposed two prototypes of instruments
(developed by Renault) to the 9 subjects who had used the
EV during two weeks. The prototypes proposed innovative
applications for geolocating the places for charging, the
distance and time to these places (from the present place of
the driver), but also visualizations of their remaining charge
and other information, which is relevant for the autonomy.
We asked them about what would fit them and which other
expectations they would have, projecting them in the future
possibilities.
2) Studying the lived experience of the dynamic carpooling
For studying how people act and feel with the dynamic
car-pooling, we will soon disseminate an application with
geolocation, which is not used in France but is developed in
Ireland (Avego Driver) and a very new application, which is
developed by a French start-up. We disseminate it in a zone
of the south suburb of Paris, in several companies and
engineer schools.
When a sufficient number of persons will use the service,
we will ask some volunteers to videotape (using small
wearable cameras like “glasses-camera”) some moments of
their natural activity, like the search of an adequate partner
for the car-pooling, the arrangement of the meeting and the
encounter. We will also put a video camera in the cars of
some car-poolers to analyze the social interactions taking
place with strangers.
Users will also fill in diaries and some volunteers will be
interviewed with the techniques described above
(explicitation interviews and interviews based on the video
records and on the diaries).

Figure 3: Searching and matching on Avego Driver (application of
dynamic car-pooling available on App Store and Google play : [30])

C. Step 3: generalising some of the processes observed with
quantitative data
Our approach of the user’s activity and experience is
globally qualitative. Nevertheless it is interesting to quantify
on a larger scale of population some of the processes put into
light during the first two steps.
That was the case for the EV autonomy study. With a
short questionnaire and 344 participants we could for
instance specify the quantitative repartition of the styles
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found in the qualitative interviews, and looked more
precisely at the link between the anticipation tendency and
the worry concerning the limited range of the vehicle.
The “anticipators” represented 17,4% of our population.
To the question of the questionnaire “In general, in your
daily life, you go and take some gasoline...”, they responds
“far before the signal of energy stock”. 48,3% of them are
“rather worried” or “very worried” “when the stock signal
comes on”. They are pro-active to avoid the stress of the
failure risk.
The “moderate anticipators” represented 36,6% of the
population; they tend to re-supply the vehicle “just before the
stock signal”. The autonomy management is more serene
since 22,2% of them are “rather worried” or “very worried”
when the stock signal lights on.
The drivers who are “reactive to the signal” represented
29,9% of the population; they generally wait “right after the
stock signal (1 to 15 km)” for re-supplying. Only 6,9 %
declare to be “rather worried” or “very worried” when it
lights on.
The “late refillers” (16,3%) who get some energy “far
after the signal (more than 15 km)” are also only 7,1%
feeling “rather worried” or “very worried” when the signal
lights on. They run out of gasoline sometimes.
It was actually interesting to know how these profiles are
distributed in a larger population and to confirm the covariation between the anticipative-reactive behavior and the
affective relation to the risk of running out of energy.
The quantitative analysis is following the qualitative
studies and completes the information on some specific
processes. The in-depth qualitative analysis of the processes
is a resource to build a relevant questionnaire.
III.

DISCUSSION

Innovative modes of mobility such as the use of electric
cars and car-pooling can be very efficient ways to build
ecologic cities with less traffic and a better quality of life.
Sharing cars is also a way of improving the economy of the
households and of developing social conviviality. It is
necessary to know how users deal with these new services
and technologies, and our psycho-ergonomic approach is
complementary to more macroscopic economical or
sociological studies.
The perspective that we propose is focused on the real
activity of the user during situations of use and their lived
experience. Taking into account their lived experience of
these new situations means that we are interested not only in
their rational and strategic conduct but also in their
emotional reactions and in their affective motivations to act.
For instance the users’ affective relation to a specific risk,
their emotional tolerance to uncertainty, or their feeling of
trust/mistrust built towards the instruments, services, and coactors of the use, are very important phenomena, which
impact their decisions and actions during the use, but they
are not enough taken into account.
The methodology is mainly based on specific techniques
of interviews (also based on video recordings and diaries)
and may be completed by some questionnaires focused on
the most interesting processes. There is a limit to these
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interview methodologies which are the core of our research:
they are time-consuming (because of in-depth analysis of the
psychological processes of use) and focused on a limited
number of subjects. Nevertheless they are very useful for
orienting the design; for instance the in-depth analysis of
how drivers react to the various instruments helping them to
control the car autonomy during the driving situations allows
us to re-orient the design adequately. It is not the case
through questionnaires for instance; we could not ask
precisely how people react in such or such situation. With
diaries we can ask people to describe specific use cases but
generally they do it quickly and without many details. It is
much more complete when an interviewer helps the subject
to describe a specific situation of use. The global objective is
actually to understand better the user lived experience in
order to develop adapted services and technologies.
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Abstract — Transitioning to a more automated grid requires
changes and enhancements to grid operations, to the network
structure and to end-user interaction. Concurrently, a desire to
integrate renewable power sources into the grid imposes
significant strains on existing electricity infrastructures and can
lead to critical volatility in the grid frequency as a result of these
unreliable supply sources. Of all the elements of frequency
control available to a Transmission Systems Operator (TSO), by
far the most valuable is the availability of an autonomous 5-15
second response window. In this paper, we demonstrate the
feasibility of using future internet technologies to balance the
load on the grid in cases where unplanned events e.g., a drop in
Renewable Energy Supply (RES), has caused fluctuations in grid
frequency. This is done by, but not limited to, remotely
controlling the load drawn by the domestic Electric Vehicle (EV)
charge points.

infrastructures. Figure 2 illustrates that short term fluctuations
in wind energy supply are random, frequent and, though
weather modeling plays a crucial role in predicting wind
patterns and movements, it is still extremely difficult to
accurately forecast this supply.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The European Commission outlines ambitious targets for
“raising the share of EU energy consumption produced from
renewable resources to 20%” [1]. In Ireland, this is even more
ambitious, with a target of “40% electricity consumption from
renewable sources by 2020” [2]. Due to the abundance of wind
in Ireland (see Figure 1, where dark grey indicates high wind
speeds), this will be the predominant source of renewable
energy to meet these targets [3].
However, this desire to integrate renewable power sources

Figure 1. On/Offshore Wind Availability in Ireland

(other proposed sources include solar, tidal) into the grid
imposes significant strains on existing electricity
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Figure 2. Wind Power Ireland - Jan 2012

A continuous balance between power generated and power
consumed is required to maintain a constant, synchronous grid
frequency (in Europe this is 50Hz). Any imbalance in power
(generated or consumed) can result in a deviation in this
frequency which, in turn, can adversely affect the transmission
and distribution of electricity around the grid. Frequency
control can ensure that the system remains within acceptable
limits, and one such element of frequency control is Demand
Side Management (DSM), which involves controlling the
power demand so that it tracks the power supply.
Electric Vehicles (EVs) are suitable candidates for DSM
due to their charging power demand of 3.6 kW (single phase at
16A) on a standard residential plug. For every 1000 Electric
Vehicles (EV) charging on the grid, the load drawn is
approximately 2.5-3.5MW. By reducing the charge rates of
EV’s on the grid by just 50% during the initial minutes of the
disturbance, a grid can be stabilized while spinning reserve is
ramped up to take up the slack. Here, generators are available
to provide power typically within 10 minutes. These reserves
are used when another generator on the system goes down or
deactivates unexpectedly [4]. The effect on EV charging is
negligible over the course of a 6-8 hour night-time charging
period.
Charging independent of external EV requirements (i.e.,
non-battery related) is known as smart or intelligent charging.
Several investigations have been conducted with respect to
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different external requirements. Most of these investigations
focus on charging in dependence of availability of Renewable
Energy Supply (RES) in the grid [5][6], others investigate
coherence with driving profiles [7][8]. External requirements
such as local or global grid parameters (frequency, voltage) are
mainly considered under the umbrella of the potentially bidirectional power flows called Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) [9-12] or
by simulations [13]. Therefore, the following scenario focuses
on uni-directional power-flows in dependence of grid
parameters. It leverages Future Internet (FI) technologies and
uses a testbed approach instead of pure simulations.
In order to allow for a scenario where EVs support grid
stability as part of DSM, several general requirements are to be
fulfilled, such as secure and fast communication, sufficient
availability of EV (time and place) as well as effective market
integration. These requirements where considered when
defining the scenario (section II) and designing the testbed
(section III).
Section II describes the DSM scenario and provides further
background details about the issues that have given rise to this
work; Section III details the connectivity requirements, the
critical response requirements of the scenario and testbed
architecture; Section IV describes technical implementation of
a future internet frequency response framework; Section V
outlines some of the challenges that are yet to be addressed;
and finally, Section VI offers some conclusions.
II.

SCENARIO

In day-to-day operations, generating stations can
experience protective load shedding events. These events are
protection actions which de-rate the generated power of a
turbine until a stable operating condition is reached. The load
shedding takes place under a pre-determined ramp rate
(typically 3MW/sec). As generation is lost, this requires a
balancing of the load in order to stabilize the grid.
The speed of reaction in applying this load balancing is
crucial. Direct Unit Trips (DUT) are available which can drop
generation by hundreds of MW instantly – for example, wind
turbines can shut down in blocks due to gusting winds,
dropping 10’s of MW generation from the grid instantly.
Generators who experience protective load shedding send
signals to the grid controller. These signals notify of imminent
events. Instantaneous disturbances will first be identified by a
frequency drop.

frequency deviates from 50Hz to 49.8Hz, then the system will
continue to operate as normal.

Figure 3. Frequency control phases

The response to more critical frequency deviations can be
considered in a stepwise manner. Table I presents the nominal
sliding scale of response to frequency fluctuations (this was
defined for the purposes of testing, though can be considered as
indicative of a step-wise response to frequency fluctuations).
TABLE I.
Frequency
50 to 49.8 Hz
49.8 to 49.5 Hz
49.5 to 49.3 Hz
Below 49.3 Hz
Post-Stability

•
•
•
•
•

SLIDING SCALE OF RESPONSE

Reaction
No reaction
Reduce current 25 % (5 min)
Reduce current 50 % (5 min)
Stop charging (10 min)
Ramp back for 15 minutes

The scenario presented here uses Future Internet (FI) ICT
to provide a smarter, more efficient, autonomous Demand Side
Management system. This system empowers operators to
manage the demand for energy across the network – in this
case, by limiting or stopping the load drawn by EVs. This is
done by remotely controlling the Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment (EVSE) i.e., the EV charge point. EVs represent a
special type of load in this case, whereas DSM is not limited to
controlling a particular demand, but may utilize additional
controllable loads, e.g., air conditioning systems. In doing this,

Of all the elements of frequency control available to a
Transmission Systems Operator (TSO) (apart from DUTs), by
far the most valuable is the availability of an autonomous 5s15s response which constitutes Primary frequency control.
Following that, a secondary (15s-900s) and tertiary (900s+)
response period provides the operator with an opportunity to
control additional resources in order to restore stability to the
grid as well as to react to changes in the anticipated load
pattern. Figure 3 shows the system frequency profile as it is
restored through these periods.
The grid is designed to absorb limited frequency
fluctuations (positive and negative). For example, if the
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Figure 4. DSM of EV charge points using Future Internet
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TSOs can offset decreases in energy supply, and any
corresponding grid frequency fluctuations, by regulating the
load being drawn down by, e.g., EVs as they are charging.
Figure 4 is a storyboard that illustrates the basic setup of
the scenario – (from top left to right) the Energy Supplier has
ever-increasing volumes of RES to be supported on the grid.
RES generation can vary dramatically thus causing fluctuations
in the overall energy supply and, as a consequence, cause grid
frequency instability. The grid frequency is continuously
monitored via a high-capacity management system. If the grid
frequency fluctuates, then the Operator can use the energy
management system to offset the drop in supply by controlling
the load drawn down by the EVSE via the home energy
manager (HEM), say, in a similar fashion to those reactions
outlined in Table I (these are illustrative responses, rather than
standard).
III.

SCENARIO ARCHITECTURE

Once the grid frequency simulation is initiated, it is
assumed the grid frequency is becoming unstable. A Grid
Event is then recognized and acted upon by the TSO.
Following that, real-world management and control of the load
on the network (e.g., electric vehicles) demonstrates the
feasibility of the use case by allowing the TSO to stabilize the
grid.

•

HEM: monitors and manages the energy consumption
with the Home Area Network (HAN). The EVSE is
an element of the HAN and, as a result, can be
remotely controlled and managed via the HEM.

•

Network Control Server: establishes network paths,
subject to specific requirements, between the TSO
and the HEM

As illustrated in Figure 5, this scenario makes use of VPNs
and network API’s to dynamically configure links, thus
ensuring that end-to-end connectivity is available. The main
interfaces are:
A.
From the ESCO to the TSO – a bi-directional
interface that allows frequency notifications to be sent from
TSO to ESCO, and tradable power information from ESCO to
TSO.
B. & C. From the TSO to Network Control Server – the
TSO instructs the Network Control Server to initialize the
process to establish links between the TSO and HEM. The
Network Control Server then uses the Network API to
dynamically configure the various interfaces i.e., to the TSO
and HEM.
D. & E. From the TSO to the HEM – connectivity is
verified so that an end-to-end connection is available between
the TSO and the HEM. This enables the TSO to remotely
control the load being drawn down EVSE via HEM.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

The overall operation of the end-to-end scenario is captured
in Figure 6, where the different stakeholders (ESCO, TSO,
HEM and EVSE) are encapsulated in an Autonomous
Frequency Response Framework.
This figure illustrates the interaction between the different
components that, together, help deliver an end-to-end demand
side management solution. The framework is comprised of
both simulated and real-world elements and the algorithm is
designed so that, as the frequency breaches the thresholds
defined by Table I, a proportional response is implemented to
reflect the severity of the respective breach.
Figure 5. Connectivity diagram for testbed

The three main entities involved in this scenario are:
•

•

Energy Supply Company (ESCO): trades on the
Energy Market. Expected to be included in this
trading is the sale of spinning reserve, a reserve that
is very quickly available (this is currently not
possible however is likely to be possible in future
dynamic markets). The quantity of spinning reserve
available is dynamic and regularly sent to the
Transmission System Operator (TSO).
Transmission Systems Operator (TSO): operates the
transmission grid.
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(1) The Device Communication Layer is a bi-directional
component that takes in the data from various sources
e.g., from the grid, electric vehicle or from the user, while
at the same time it can affect change by communicating
the required response commands to the end-user devices
i.e., EV charge point
(2) The Service Management component receives all of the
necessary information from the various sources in the
system, models the service in order to determine whether
it is behaving appropriately or not, and makes the
decisions to affect change by defining the correct
responses to be implemented.
Following that, the development environment and related
testbed was configured as in Figure 7. The EVSE was
connected to a WIFI access point. The WIFI network is
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managed by a HEM and this allows the TSO to instruct the
HEM to stop / start / control the load of the EVSE.

status of the CP and the frequency is sent from the TSO to the
ESCO. This information is then added to the.

Figure 6. Autonomous frequency response framework

When the frequency is above 49.3 Hz, the same process as
above takes place where the HEM sends an “on” command to
the CP which will turn the CP on again. The new status of the
CP and the frequency will be recorded as a log entry.

Figure 7. Testbed infrastructure

The TSO supports a service that provides the frequency
data and a timestamp from the ESCO. When the TSO receives
this request, it checks to see if the timestamp is greater than the
previous timestamp. This is to ensure that the TSO has
received a new frequency value. If the timestamp is greater, it
proceeds with its work and, if it is not, it informs the user of
this.

Slider to simulate
frequency
fluctuations

The TSO checks the received frequency value as according
to thresholds outlined in Table I.
So if, for example, the frequency is in the 49.8-50Hz range,
the TSO contacts the Home Energy Manager (HEM) to find
out the current status of the charge point (on/off).
For the HEM to get this status information it has to
communicate with the charge point (CP) through a Telnet
session. Telnet is a network protocol that can be used to enable
devices in separate locations to remotely connect. Initially,
when the TSO sends a request to the HEM, it opens up a telnet
session to the charge point. The HEM parses the data that it
receives from the CP so that it can see the current status of the
CP. The status information is then returned from the HEM to
the TSO. If the CP is currently on it sends a message from the
TSO to the ESCO stating that the CP is on. This information is
then displayed as the log entry (see Figure 8).
When the frequency is below 49.3Hz, the TSO sends a
request to the HEM for an updated status message. If the HEM
sends a response to the TSO stating that the CP status is on, the
TSO will send a request to the HEM to turn off the CP. The
HEM will open up a session with the CP and send a command
to turn the CP off. The HEM will then send a response back to
the TSO stating the current status (off) of the CP. This current
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Video of car
dashboard

Log of EVSE status,
events and updates
Figure 8. DSM demo interface

V.

CHALLENGES

A.
Scalability
With a target of 10% of all Irish vehicles on the road to be
electric by 2020 [2], the demand side management application
would potentially have cater for up to 250,000 electric cars.
Web services may not be a solution that scales efficiently
for a large scale deployment of a management solution such as
this and, though using web services has provided valuable
insights to the design and engineering of the solution, further
investigations are required to evaluate the most effective
technology. Potential alternative technologies may include the
use of FI-WARE [14] platform and technologies to deliver
generic capabilities (e.g., QoS, connectivity, security), upon
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which specific components (e.g., smart chargers) can be
developed and integrated.
B.
Extendibility
As well as EVs, other controllable loads ought to be
considered for this application – for example, smart public
street-lighting, televisions and fridge-freezers within the HEM,
etc. Furthermore, it may be useful to consider the aggregation
of these loads e.g., by towns, cities, regions, so that the TSO is
able to apply a regional demand side solution to a regional
supply problem.
C.
Speed of Response
Due to the severe impact of a frequency drop on the energy
grid, communications to the cars must be prioritized over delay
tolerant Internet applications. In this case, the telecoms
network should support contractual service level agreements
with smart grid applications and should have interfaces to the
network to actively manage its capacities and services in real
time.
D.
Security
There are a number of security considerations to this
research - consideration for user identification and verification,
anonimization of information, identity management and secure
data handling will need to be considered. Secure
communication tunnels between endpoints (e.g., TSO and
HEM) will encrypt the data, ensure privacy and prevent
snooping and spoofing.
E.
User incentivisation
It is envisaged this scenario can deliver dual benefits to
both the consumer and the grid operator. For the former, an
incentivisation scheme could ensure that users who subscribe
to the event scheme could partake of a loyalty system and avail
of having potential kWh credits or reduced kWh tariffs while
interruptible. Operators could benefit from increased
acceptance of renewables on the grid and could additionally
offset grid penalties and reward loyal customers who opt-in to
allow them to control their charge points to ensure grid
stability.
Not all users will be able to participate in this scenario – for
example, an on-call doctor would not like to have the charging
of their car interrupted. However, it is important to get users to
opt-in to this scheme and one way to do this is through
incentivisation e.g., if a user partakes in this scheme and their
charge is interrupted, say, twice in 3 months then the energy
provider could compensate them through reduced tariffs on
their next bill.
The transfer of benefit data and loyalty benefits will need to
be exchanged and redeemable. All quantities such as kW’s and
credits will require to be validated for audit and transparency
purposes.
VI.

Providing grid operators with the real-time ability to
stabilize the grid frequency by controlling the demand can
become a critical tool for the future energy consumption of EV
in the smart grid.
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Abstract—Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a pervasive computing technology that can be used to improve waste
management by providing early automatic identification of waste
at bin level. In this paper, we propose a smart bin application
based on information self-contained in tags associated to each
waste item. The wastes are tracked by smart bins using a
RFID-based system without requiring the support of an external
information system. Two crucial features of the selective sorting
process can be improved using this approach. First, the user is
helped in the application of selective sorting. Second, the smart
bin knows its content and can report back to the rest of the
recycling chain.
Keywords-green IT; waste management; recycling chain; RFID;
NFC; QR code.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Waste management is an important requirement for ecologically sustainable development in many countries. Efficient
sorting of waste is a major issue in today’s society. In Europe,
the consumer society has led to an ever increasing production
of waste [1]. This is a consequence of the consumer’s behavior,
and worsened by packaging. In [2], it is shown, that the
production of waste reaches almost 1.2 kg/day/inhabitant in
western Europe. Paradoxically, the same consumers who are
very sensitive to environmental protection are often reluctant
when it comes to have more land-filing or more incinerators.
Therefore, waste should be disposed and treated properly to
reduce environmental impact.
Waste management services are becoming an important
market, for which the waste collection process is a critical
aspect for the service providers [3], [4]. The main goals are
the following :
1) Reducing waste production
2) Ensuring that wastes are properly disposed
3) Recycling and re-using disposed products
To achieve these goals, regulations and taxes are being implemented to favor virtuous behaviors. In particular, to reduce
the production of waste, there is an increasing trend towards
individual billing, where people are charged depending on
waste quantity disposed.
Selective sorting is another approach, which is often implemented to improve recycling and reduce the environment
impact. The importance of resources and energy saving is
another argument to manufacture recyclable materials.
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The sorting of wastes must be implemented as early as possible in the chain to increase the quantity of valuable recyclable
materials. The use of pervasive computing technology such as
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), and sensor networks
offer a new way to optimize the waste management systems.
In recent years, we have seen increasing adoption of the
radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology in many
application domains, such as logistic, inventory, public transportation and security. Essentially, RFID makes it possible to
read digital information from one or several objects using a
reader at proximity of the objects, enabling automatic identification, tracking, checking of properties, etc. It is predicated
that RFID could replace barcode and attached to most products
by manufacturers and/or retailers. In this perspective, RFID
would be an important opportunity for waste management, as
RFID tags could be used to improve current waste management processes.
This paper proposes a method to improve the quality of
selective sorting. This approach is based on local interactions
to track the waste flow of a city. Each waste is detected by
information properties stored in a RFID tag associated to it. At
each step where wastes are to be processed the RFID tags are
read in order to provide the relevant information. This process
improves the sorting quality of recyclable products. We assume
organic wastes products are not recycled and hence RFID tags
are not attached to it.
Without using an external information system, RFID can
improve the selective sorting quality. The information stored
in each tag associated to a waste can be used to help the user
in the sorting process, and to analyze the content of a bin.
This article is organized as follows. The next section
outlines the architecture used to process the waste flow in
our waste management system. The third section presents
a tagged (or self “describing”) waste approach. The fourth
section details our RFID system to help the individual sorting
of the wastes, while the fifth section discusses some related
works. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. WASTE FLOW AND GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE OF THE
WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The waste management architecture we consider is built
around several elements: waste items, domestic bin, trash bags,
collective containers and collecting vehicules. The waste flow
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starts from the waste items and the domestic bin to end in
the collecting vehicules. We now describe each of step in the
waste flow and how elements interact.
A. Wastes description
The presented management system is based on a selfdescribing approach of each waste. We propose to associate
digital information to each waste to ensure an appropriate
treatment of each item. This is a key point of this approach.
In the selective sorting process, the type of a waste item
is identified by its main component. For example, a plastic
bottle is identified as a plastic waste, and a cardboard box
is identified as a cardboard waste. In the presented approach,
each self-describing waste carried digital information about
its type. Other properties of the waste are interesting for the
collection process of the wastes. For example, the weight of
each wastes can be used to estimate if a bin is full, or empty.
Without using measurement sensors, the weight data of a waste
item can be stored in digital information attached to it, making
itself describing.

it a smart bin. When a new trash bag is added in a collective
container, the analysis report is read.
Considering the type of wastes contained in a trash bag,
a collective container determines whether it could accept a
trash bag or not. For example, a collective container collecting
only plastic wastes can stay closed when a user brings a
trash bag containing the cardboard objects: it would only be
opened for a bag of plastic wastes. If the trash bag is accepted,
the smart bin stores some information about the content and
about the owner of each trash bag. Then, the content of a
collective container is iteratively updated as a new trash bag
is added. The information stored by the collective container is
transmitted to the truck during the collection by using a local
connection, as it is presented on the bottom of Figure 1. At
this step, the errors of the selective process can get transmitted.
Among the collection of wastes, the highly polluting wastes
which are not placed in the appropriate container, are detected:
for example, it becomes possible to detect a battery placed in
the container dedicated to plastic waste.

B. Wastes identification
The user is the principal element of the selective sorting
process. Based on this observation, our waste management
system proposes some pervasive assistance for the selective
sorting process. Then, the waste flow presented in Figure 1,
begins at the user level where the trash is generated. As it is
shown on the top of Figure 1, we propose to favor a behavior
of the users: by indicating the appropriate bin for a waste, or
more directly, by opening the lid of the bin corresponding to
the type of the waste.
C. Trash bag
To ensure an appropiate treatment, the knowledge of the
type of wastes contained in a trash bag is crucial. As for the
wastes, it is also possible to associate several properties of
each trash bag: for example, the owner of the trash bag, and
the number of items in the trash bag can also be considered.
In the prototype presented in the next sections, some digital
information about the total weight of the trash bag, its content
and the number of items contained in the trash bag are
physically associated to each trash bag. In this prototype, some
digital information is also associated to identify the owner of
a trash bag: the interest is to identify the waste production
of each consumer. This information defines an analysis report
associated to each trash bag.
The analysis report stores some important information for
the selective sorting process. The information stored in the
analysis report is to determine whether the trash bag could be
accepted. In Figure 1, this analysis report is transmitted to the
collective container, when a user brings a new trash bag.
D. Collective container
In our waste management system, each collective container
is associated to an embedded computing system which processes the data of the analysis report of each trash bag, making
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Figure 1.

Waste flow and global architecture of the system.
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Considering this waste flow, we now present a system based
on RFID technology to implement this waste sorting process.
III. A SMART WASTE APPROACH
The smart waste approach consists of associating a physical
waste with digital information. In our approach, information
associated to a waste can be stored in a QR code or in a
RFID tag memory. Using QR codes does not introduce an
additional cost. However, QR code requires the object to be
in line of sight. Unlike this technology, the RFID tags can
be read without requiring a precise position relative to the
reader during the reading operation. The UHF tags, are used
increasingly in the supply chain management and can be easily
read at a distance of five meters from the reader antenna. In
this context it is easy to envisage a widespread deployement
of the RFID tags on each manufactured product. This is an
important advantage for using RFID technology in the waste
management domain.
The tagged waste concept uses the data banks memory of
a tag to store information about each waste associated to the
tag. The tag memory is not used to store an identifer of the
waste in an external database, but the information describing
the associated waste is directly stored in the associated tag. A
connection to an external database is not required to have some
information about the smarte wastes. Only a RFID reader is
required to read the information of a smart waste. Figure 2
presents a smart waste composed of a plastic bottle associated
to a RFID tag which stores the data describing the bottle as a
plastic object.

In [5], the classification of type of wastes is proposed.
In this classification, each type of waste is associated to an
identification number. Taking examples from everyday life:
• the cardboard is associated to the reference 200101,
• the glass is associated to the reference 200102,
• the plastic is associated to the reference 200139.
The smart waste concept proposes to use the classification [5],
to store the reference number representing the type of the
waste in memory blocks of each tag associated to a waste.
As it is shown in Figure 4, our prototype also saves in the
tag memory of each smart waste, the weight (represented by
a measure in grams, encoded in hexadecimal) of the waste
associated to the tag.

Figure 4.

Representation of the information in the tag memory.

The weight encryption presented in Figure 4 is a way to
store directly the description of each waste directly in the
associated tag.
IV. A RFID WASTE SORTING SYSTEM
In this section, we describe the step of the domestic collection of the wastes. The presented approach proposed a
smart bin which produces smart trash bags. At the end of
this waste flow, the collective smart bin is presented.
A. Individual smart bins

Figure 2.

An example of a smart waste.

A RFID tag contains data banks for the users applications.
The memory size of data banks is limited. For example, an
UHF tag ALIEN ALN-9640 Squiggle shown in Figure 3 can
store 512 bits of information.

Figure 3.

The ALN-9640 Squiggle Alien tag.
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At the first step of our waste sorting system, the information
contained in the RFID tag associated to each smart waste is
used to help the people discarding an object in the appropriate
container. Here, the main goal is to reduce the sorting errors
when someone does not know which is the right container, or
mistakenly discards the object in the wrong one. It is also help
people to learn the selective sorting rules applied locally. The
smart bin system uses the self-describing approach of smart
wastes to improve the selective sorting quality.
The description of smart wastes is stored in a RFID tag
physically associated to each smart waste. Using a RFID
reader, the smart bin reads the RFID tag attached to each smart
waste to determine the appropiate treatment. Let’s consider the
example of someone who wants to discard a plastic bottle in
a bin. He puts the bottle near a smart bin as it is shown on
Figure 5. When the plastic bottle is in the antenna area, the
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tag associated to the bottle is detected. The data stored in the
tag is read to determine the appropriate procedure to discard
the bottle. If the bin accepts plastic objects, then the system
opens the lid of the bin. Otherwise, the system keeps closed
the lid of the bin.
Note that it is also possible to control the opening of several
containers using a single RFID reader. Figure 5 presents a
prototype of a selective bin. In this approach, a management
system connected to a RFID reader uses the data stored on
waste tags to open the correct containers. In this example,
when someone want to discard a pastic bottle, the container
for the plastic wastes is opened by the management system.
On Figure 5, only the lid of plastic container will be opened,
all other lids will remain closed.

Figure 6.

An individual bin using the RFID technology.

UHF RFID technology is already used in the supply chain
management systems. In this context, a UHF tag is placed on
the packaging of each product at the begining of its lifecycle.
Since the UHF tag is already attached on the packaging of
each product for the supply chain management process, we
are interested to reuse the tag and its technology in our smart
bin approach.
Figure 5.

A RFID based selective bin.

B. Use of QR codes technology for a cheaper approach

This approach assumes that the management system tracks
the information of the wastes that are discarded in each
container of a selective bin. When a waste is discarded in
the container, the management system updates the memory
inventory for this type of waste. In this way, undesirable wastes
for a given container are either rejected or tracked, depending
on the choosen policy for handling undesirable wastes.
The scanning of products is done itemwise to ensure a
complete reliable reading process.
Figure 6 presents a prototype of a smart bin based on UHF
RFID tags and a UHF RFID reader which implements this
approach.
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The passive UHF RFID tags are very cheap, ranging from
$0.25 to $0.40 per tag. However, the price of a UHF RFID
reader is still expensive (around $2000). The current cost of
the RFID reader can be a important issue for widespread
deployment of the RFID technology in the smart bins of
the households. We introduce here a cheaper solution using
QR codes technology that would allow an early adoption of
some of the concepts and applications presented previously.
This approach is based on the NFC sensor embedded in the
smartphone of the users.
This alternative approach assumes that every waste is associated to a QR code describing its type. The mobile application
maintains in its memory the current inventory for each type
of collected wastes (for example, 3 inventories if there are 3
types of collected waste). Waste disposal would require users
to scan each item, allowing the mobile application to update
the current inventory for this type of waste in phone’s memory.
Some other waste properties, such as weight, could also be
collected at this step.
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A smartphone is a small, low-cost, mobile computer. Moreover, most smartphones now embedd a camera enabling them
to read bar codes or 2-dimensional QR codes (also known as
“flash codes”). A first step in the solution would consist to
scan a QR code (or bar code) associated to a product, and
to use this information for giving a sorting instruction to the
smartphone of the user. As in the approach of the individual
RFID bin presented in section IV-A, it is also important to
report the actions of the user to the waste collecting chain.
On figure 7, a user wants to drop a plastic bottle. He scans
the QR code associated to bottle. The properties associated to
the bottle are added to the inventory of the plastic container
that is stored in the smartphone’s memory.

C. Smart trash bag
In the individual selective sorting point like a smart bin in
the kitchen of a user, the wastes are not directly deposited in
the container of the bin. Every user uses a trash bag, which
will be dropped to a collective container, or put at the entry of
every households for being collected by the service provider.
The smart trash bag concept is smart in the sense that the
waste management infrastructure (bin, truck) will be able to
check its contents. A smart trash bag is a trash bag associated
to a RFID tag, as it is shown in Figure 8. The tag associated
to a smart trash bag, offers a memory space to store some
information about the contents of the trash bag: type of wastes,
number of items. The RFID tag associated to the smart trash
bag also stores some information about its owner: name,
adress, etc.

Figure 8.

Figure 7.

Reading of a QR code associated to a waste.

Obviously, reading QR code is less convenient than RFID
reading. In addition, in this approach the opening of the lid
is also not controlled by an automatic system. However, this
approach allows the deployment of the rest of the chain without requiring the smart bins presented in secion IV-A inside
each home. Beside being cheaper, the mobile application also
provides helpful support to the user regarding the selective
sorting rules in application.
Like the individual bin presented in section IV-A, the management system of the collective bin tracks wastes properties
as they are disposed. When a smart trash bag associated
to a RFID tag is dropped in the collective container, the
management system updates the collective inventory according
to the new bag’s content. Prevention of sorting errors is also
possible, provided that the user actually fills his trash bags
according to what he scans.
We don’t rely a network connection on the bin instead it is
the waste bag itself which will store the waste inventory. As
we will see in next section.
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A smart trash bag.

Writing data in the tag associated to the smart trash bag
about its content is very simple: for each new waste added,
it is identified by reading the waste tag; then, the trash bag
content is updated by writing in the trash bag’s tag with the
updated information about its content. This approach enables
the tracking of trash bag content. Various information can be
reported: the type and quantity of wastes contained in the bag,
total weight of the content, and the interactions between the
wastes. In this approach, it is assumed that the management
system ensures that all the wastes of a container belong to
the same type. Then, it is just necessary to store the expected
type of wastes in the analysis report. The weight of the smart
bag is estimated by considering the weight of each smart waste
contained in it. When a smart waste is added, its weight is read
in the tag memory of the smart waste. The weight of the smart
trash bag is refreshed by adding the weight of this smart waste
to its current weight. The weight is computed when a smart
waste is added. This iterative process uses the information
stored in the tag associated to each smart waste. This approach
is totally autonomous and based on the information stored
in the tags associated to each smart waste. A connection to
an external information system is not required to obtain the
information associated to each waste.
As it is illustred in Figure 9, the information stored in
the tag associated to the smart trash bag, are encoded by a
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sequence of bytes. The storage of the identifier of the owner
uses three bytes. Using the classification of wastes [5], the type
of wastes is stored on six hexadecimal digit: three bytes. The
number of waste items is stored on one byte. The weight (in
gram) of the content is stored on two bytes. Without require
to an external database, the description of trash bags content
is direcly carried by the tag associated to the trash bag.

When the bag for a given type is full, the mobile application
is used to write the inventory in the RFID tag attached
to the trash bag (figure 10). The smartphone uses its NFC
reader/writer for this operation. Then the user closes his
trash bag of plastic wastes. Now, he uses his smartphones
application to write the inventory of the trash bag, in an NFC
tag associated to the bag.

D. Collective smart bins
Figure 9.

Data memory structuration of a smart trash bag.

The individual smart bin approach presented in Section IV-A assumes that the management system tracks the
information of the wastes that are discarded in each container
of a selective bin. To this end, the management system updates
the analysis report of a container when a smart waste is added
in the container. The whole report is stored locally in the
memory of a tag associated to the smart trash bags. In the
prototype in Figure 6, the analysis report stores the information
about the owner of the smart trash bag, the type of the content,
the number of wastes, and the weight of the content, using the
data representations shown in Figure 9.
We have also developed an application to store the analysis
report of the content of a trash bag for the cheaper solution
using QR codes technology presented in Section IV-B. In our
prototype, the NFC technology provides this second step of
the solution: NFC-enabled smartphones can interact in close
proximity: in particular, they can read some RFID tags and
also emulate the response of some tags. It is in the former
functionality that we are interested, as it allows a user to write
the required information in a trash bag’s tag using only an NFC
smartphone.

Figure 10.

Writing analysis report operation with a smartphone.
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The collective smart bin collects the smart trash bags
produces by the users. Here, we consider a scenario for the
collective smart bins, which can be placed in a condominium
of several apartments or in a street. Using the self-describing
approach of the smart trash bag, the collective smart bin monitors the flow of wastes, and it detects the alerts: fire, mistake
of sorting, detection of undesirable objects. The information
about its content is transmitted by an ambient network or local
Bluetooth connection during the collection, according to the
type of information. As for the individual bin approach for
helping the sorting process, it is possible to open a container
only when objects of the correct type is brought by a user. The
RFID inventories cannot ensure that all the tags have been
detected in antenna area of a reader, meaning that missing
tags are unnoticed. Considering this limitation, we propose
an “incremental” approach, where the global content of the
collective container is updated each time a bag is disposed.
The analysis report of the content of a trash bag presented
in Section IV-A is used to update content of the collective bin.
This approach is based on the self-describing concept of the
content of a container. As the same way that the individual
container stores knowledge about the wastes, the collective
container stores knowledge about the smart trash bags. It is a
new way to measure the state of a container without require to
the classical use of several sensors. For example, the weight
of content, the size, or the type can be measured by using
the information store in the tag of each waste of a container,
without use one specific type of sensor for a specific property.
For example, the total weight of the wastes of a collective
container can be estimated by incrementally adding the weigth
of each smart trash bag brought to the collective container. The
information stored in the tag of the smart trash bag is only
needed. This autonomous approach facilitates a large scale
deployment of the smart bins.
Figure 11 shows a user in a garbage room. He presents his
trash in reading area, where the trash bag’s tag is read.
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Figure 11.

An individual bin using the RFID technology.

The analysis report of the content of the trash bag is
transmitted by the reader to the container’s controller. The
controller can then determine the appropriate action, depending on the bag’s content and the local policy. For example,
it could reject the bag if it contains an inappropriate item
(container remains closed), explaining the cause of rejection
to the user (such as “glass is not accepted in this container”).
Implementing this policy is a way to avoid that a sorted
container is contamined by undesirable material. For example,
it becomes impossible to polluted a container for the plastic
wastes with the metal cap of a plastic bottle.
V. R ELATED WORKS
Some other approaches using the RFID technology for
waste management systems have already been proposed.
In [6], the author discusses about several applications of the
RFID in the process of collecting wastes. The identification
of each bin associated to a RFID tag is principally mentioned.
The storage in a tag associated to each product some information about the end-of-life management process of the product,
is also evoked in the paper.
These approaches propose to identify each bin using an
identifier stored in a RFID tag associated to the container.
In [7], [8], using this identifier, the author proposes to associate
in an external database each container with the address of
the household owning the container. The volume of wastes
estimate the quantity of waste produced by each household.
It is not an information based approach but a physical measurement approach using sensor. The estimation of the volume
of waste is computed using an image analysis from a picture
of the content of the bin (when the lid of the container is
opened). The data are transferred using a GPRS connection to
an external database.
The idea developped in [9] is also very close to this
approach. In [9], a sensor measures the weight of the bin
placed on the truck which collects the bins. It differs to our
approach which proposes to use a self-describing approach of
wastes to compute the weight of a container. At each collection
operation, the truck saves the weight of each bin. The RFID
tags are used to store an identifier in a external database of
the owner of each container. This approach is not autonous,
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but using a Wifi connection, the external database of waste
production is updated for each household. It becomes easy
to track the waste production of each household. In [10],
the author presents a real deployment of a system using an
approach similar to the approach proposed in [9].
The concept developed in [11] rewards consumers for
recycling empty packaging. The consumers are identified by
a RFID tag associated to their bin. Also based on a weight
measurement of their recycling packaging, the consumer can
log into his personal account to view how much they have
recycled, as well as statistics such as the number of trees saved
by their effort. Every month, the consumers are also rewarded
financially.
Actually, selective sorting is not the priority of these applications. RFID is used by the container to identify its owner. To
ensure the selective sorting, it is track waste at the item level.
This is why item level RFID tagging can have an important
role to play in the selective sorting, provided that the tag
contain information about the components of the waste.
In [12], the presented approach also considers that each
product is associated to an RFID tags from the begining of
its cycle of life. The information stored in the RFID tags is
not used to help the user in the selecting selective process.
The authors use the RFID technology at another level of
the selective sorting process. The RFID tags associated to
each product is used to help the service provider of recycling
to decide of the appropriate treatment of a product. In this
approach, the data stored in the RFID tags are used to access to
the information of products in several databases from a single
identifer of each product. This approach of the usability of the
RFID technology in the recycling process is not autonomous.
A major difficulty is then to shared some conformable information about a product accross several databases, and during
all the life cycle of the product.
The main goal developed in [13] is to bring out the
environmental impact of RFID used in everyday life. The
author discusses RFID for the waste management: a system of
discounts and fees to stimulate responsible behavior of users
in the selective sorting process, is also discussed. The idea
of a bin which collects some information about the wastes
is mentioned, although its implementation is not discussed.
More generally, in [14], the author predicts an important
development of RFID applications in the product recycling
chains.
The approach that we propose is innovative in its information processing architecture: the properties are directly attached to physical objects (waste, bags) and data are ”moved”
and processed along with the physical flow of wastes. Several
systems for encoding the waste description are discussed. The
most simple way is to encode the component of each waste in
plain text. A more advanced approach is described inn [15],
where an ontology for waste is used. Class definitions enable
fine sorting decision to be taken, based on the waste composition. For example, a bin may accept only items containing at
least 90% of plastic. The interest of this method is to select the
best bin considering all the components of a waste bring by
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a user. For example, all the wastes which contains more than
80% of glass, can be bring to a bin for recycling the glass.
This idea could be combined with the approach proposed in
this paper to provide a smarter sorting solution.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new solution to enhance waste
collection efficiency using the RFID technology. Fully relying
on digital information attached to waste items, this approach
does not require any sensor, nor external information system
support, enabling high scalability and availability. The presented system helps the user in correctly sorting and disposing
wastes.
Regarding the waste sorting support, the user is oriented to
the correct container to dispose the waste, and is helped in
case of errors. Another contribution of this system is to be
able to report the content of a bin. This information is useful
to waste processing operators, for example to optimize waste
collection scheduling, or to set up a special handling when an
undesirable product is detected somewhere.
The reported information about the content of each bin is
also a way to compute statistics of each type of waste in the
recycling process. The smart bins can precisely determine the
quantity of each type of waste produces by a household. It
should help people to contribute to a more efficient sorting of
waste, and reuse valuable materials. By considering the value
of wastes produced by each household, it becomes possible to
make a retributive incentive system to encourage each user to
make the selective sorting of its wastes.
This approach can also help to better plan waste collection
and special intervention by operators in case of anormal
conditions. The latter feature is based on an ambient communication infrastructure, which we do not describe here. An
energy efficient protocol for long life operation such as waste
containers is presented in [16].
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Abstract — Personalized interventions that empower users
through pertinent and reliable information - alongside
ubiquitous and user-friendly services, interfaces and products can provide users with the opportunity to adopt healthy
lifestyle choices, which improve quality of life and help prevent
a vast number of chronic diseases. This paper would like to
present the case of the Mobile Medical Monitoring (M3)
project as representative of the work carried out by the
eServices for Life and Health research unit alongside the City
of the Future Living Lab; this project was based on an
eService design approach of deploying innovative ICT
(Information and Communication Technology) and multidevice based services. The focus of this paper is therefore to
explore the Engineering AwarenessTM approach alongside the
co-creation living lab methodology.
Keywords: Co-production; ICT; Living Lab; eService design;
Co-creation Living Lab process.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that
chronic, non-communicable diseases (NCDs) are the leading
cause of morbidity, disability and mortality across all
countries of the globe, and that these are all related to an
individual’s lifestyle choices. As a result, there is an
impellent need for medicine and the delivery of healthcare
services to play a much more proactive role in an individual's
life and to develop strategies that address the individual in a
human-centric, non-intrusive and eco-sustainable manner in
order to trigger long-lasting and healthier lifestyle-choices
and behavior patterns.
This paper will initially address briefly those different
strategies identified by the e-Services for Life and Health
research department of San Raffaele Hospital (FCSR) which
should be adopted in order to improve the way in which
healthcare services actively participate in an individual’s life;
further on, the paper will briefly present the Mobile Medical
Monitoring (M3) Case Study and how this service,
embodying those strategies, had an effect on a study group.
II.

STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING THE DELIVERY OF
HEALTHCARE SERVICES

The strategies developed by the e-Services for Life and
Health unit can be summarized as follows (and will be
described in the upcoming paragraphs): a revisited and ICTenabled and smart clinical assessment process; prevention
through personalized information and education, together
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with a more active role on the part of healthcare
professionals; the adoption of a co-production approach.
A. Transform prescriptions into an experience
In order to improve their efficacy in disease prevention as
well as disease control and management, medicine and
health delivery services need to play a more proactive role in
an individual's life. To be able to understand the importance
of adopting healthy lifestyle choices and behavior patterns in
the prevention of disease or how to best manage a diagnosed
condition and prevent it from becoming chronic, an
individual must be informed and educated via a network of
trustworthy healthcare professionals. The information
provided by those figures of reference should be
personalized and contextualized – reflecting an individual’s
real everyday needs and objectives – to avoid being viewed
as impositions but rather as motivational triggers.
In order to provide such rich and targeted information, a
360° profile of the individual must exist, a profile which
matches both medical data as well as lifestyle and personal
data. In other words, a drug prescription should no longer be
a list of medicines, doses and times of day in which they
should be administered; rather, it should be a lifestyle
prescription, composed of comprehensible, practical and
actionable advice; it should also include on-demand
continuous guidance that the individual can relate to at all
times in a typical day and throughout his/her life. The
doctor-patient relationship is thereby raised to a higher level
of mutual collaboration, thus forming a Health Personal
Guidance System (Health PGS).
At all levels of society, individuals may not necessarily
have the proper skills to make informed choices or the
appropriate culture to understand risks. At the same time,
they may not have the opportunity to elaborate compatible
alternatives (should those alternatives be offered to them). It
is for this reason that personalized, contextualized and
pertinent information and education are key in promoting
responsible and conscientious lifestyle choices. Indeed,
there are many examples and discussions in literature that
address the concept that the greater degree to which
interventions are personalized and involve highly-skilled
medical experts the higher their success rate when compared
to the impersonal interventions of mass media
communication campaigns.
B. ICT as a healthier ecosystem enabler
Such a detailed, individual profile will present healthcare
professionals with an unprecedented amount of an personal
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data, both medical and lifestyle-related. From a knowledge
management perspective, a radical change in the structure of
the Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) systems will have
to occur, evolving from the present semi-static paradigm into
a completely different and much broader one, that eServices
for Life and Health unit likes to call the Personal Health
Record (PHR). The PHR must give structure to the rapidly
growing, vast amount of dynamic patient data spread across
a multiplicity of specialties and gained via a widespread set
of actuators (including existing databases, the individual
himself/herself, remote devices, embedded technologies and
sensors, healthcare smart cards and so on), thus demanding
exceptional levels of data storage, data protection, data
visualization, decision support and analytical tools that can
be enabled only by a total redesign of ICT platforms.
ICT platforms must therefore expand and embrace a
multitude of fields of activities and meaningful data from
industry, education, community participation, technical
infrastructure and various soft factors [1] in order to produce
an ICT network able “to transform life and work … in
significant and fundamental, rather than incremental, ways”
[2], thus producing a Smart City which promotes and
supports the prescription experience.
C. A co-production approach
In a traditional sense, co-production in healthcare refers
to the contribution of service-users to the provision of
services [3]. It is an approach which challenges the usual
relationship between professionals and service-users since it
stimulates the latter to be considered experts in their own
circumstances and therefore capable of making decisions and
having control as responsible citizens [4]. Co-production also
implies a change in the role of healthcare professionals, from
fixers of problems to facilitators who find solutions by
working with their clients [5].
The e-Services for Life and Health research unit and the
City of the Future Living Lab have developed a model and a
methodology that embody the essence of the co-production
approach, bringing it to a new level where the end-user is
truly an active participant in a healthcare service. The
following two sections will address both these developments.
III.

ENGINEERING AWARENESSTM

Engineering AwarenessTM (Fig. 1) is a unique service
design model that synchronizes emotions (a trigger to an
individual's psychological reaction in context with his/her
preferences) and relations (a trigger for a social interaction
with other individuals physically present or not, and/or with
a proximity or remote environment in context with his/her
preferences) with regard to functions (an individual's
practical need addressed by the service) delivered.

Figure 1. Engineering AwarenessTM.
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Figure 2. Engineering AwarenessTM, a model on health and lifestyles.

Designing for an individual's awareness and behavioral
change is the primary ethical objective of any personalized
service developed within the eServices for Life and Health
unit. The mission of this research unit is not to manipulate
individuals (i.e., making them do a supposedly "right
thing/healthy thing" decided on their behalf by a
knowledgeable third party) but to provide them with an
unbiased understanding of the impact that a given
decision/action implies. Each individual is characterized by
his/her own digital profile, a complex, dynamic and
progressive repository of personal data, information and
events which is split into three parts as illustrated in Fig. 2:
 needs, i.e., the medical part of the profile: the genetic
blueprint
and
the
meaningful
biochemical/physiological
parameters
of
an
individual that are considered relevant for a
statistical health risk assessment at the level of stateof-the-art
knowledge
in
primary/secondary
preventive medicine and predictive medicine;
 preferences, i.e., the “personal preferences” section
of the profile: the unique cultural resources of an
individual, including his/her likes and dislikes and
ethical beliefs;
 actions, i.e., “the health-related actions” part of the
individual's profile: the unique (and constantly
evolving) series of meaningful,
health-related
actions
performed
by
an
individual
("Behavioromics") and exposures to environmental
factors ("Exposomics") in his/her daily life.
IV.

THE CO-CREATION LIVING LAB METHODOLOGY

The San Raffaele City of the Future Living Lab is an
ecosystem within an area of 300,000 m2 that can be
described as a tertiary urban area (or a compact urban
district) where all typical, daily operations are concentrated
within a reduced space. The way it has been designed allows
its research team to access, understand, study and measure
the interactions among an estimated 27,000+ community of
City of the Future daily-users (20,000+ a day turn-over of
inpatients, outpatients and visitors of all ages and needs;
5000+ on-site employees, researchers, etc.; and 1700+
students).
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It is both a virtual as well as real research environment
and community, managed and organized by the eServices
for Life and Health research unit. The Living Lab follows
the conceptual framework presented by ESoCE-Net in which
user-driven and open innovation is fully integrated within the
co-creation process of new services, products and societal
infrastructures [6]. As of 2012, the City of the Future Living
Lab has been awarded membership of the Enoll (European
Network of Living Labs) network.
Such a unique environment has been the field of
international ICT research projects in 5th, 6th and 7th
European Commission Framework R&D Programs and
Italian/Lombardy Region R&D Programs since 2000,
nurturing intense, cross-disciplinary collaborations among
medical and healthcare professionals, designers, engineers,
scientists, policy makers and entrepreneurs across a number
of well-being, life and health-related fields.
Living Labs are innovation environments that focus on
user communities embedded within “real life” situations and
environments. The fundamental concept at the base of a
Living Lab is to gain direct and unfiltered access to users’
ideas, experiences and knowledge, based on their daily needs
and desires of feeling supported by products, services or
applications. The Living Lab methodology ideated and put
into practice by the City of the Future Living Lab is based on
a revisited version of the traditional Living Lab methodology
and is centered around a co-creation approach. Indeed, end
users as well as stakeholders (including City of the Future

Living Lab designers, information technology and
mechanical engineers, project managers and ethnographers,
as well as pediatricians, psychologists, dieticians,
physiotherapists,
sociologist,
nutritionists,
teachers,
marketers and so on) are actively involved throughout
project ideation, exploration, implementation and
experimentation. Such an approach was chosen because the
City of the Future Living Lab firmly believes that users and
stakeholders should influence the design process so that what
comes out of it is a solution that can respond effectively to
their needs and fit into their everyday lives. Insights are
gathered directly from the users in order to define and
implement realistic, useful, desirable and effective artifacts.
The Co-Creation process ideated and developed by the
City of the Future Living Lab is based on four concurrent
phases
(Fig.
3):
Co-design;
Implementation;
Experimentation; Evaluation. Since this approach is an
iterative and reflective one, a starting point remains
undefined, and the Living Lab process can be commenced at
any stage of the design activity.
V.

M3 CASE STUDY

Mobile Medical Monitoring (M3) is project funded by
the Italian Region of Lombardy. It consists of a wearable
patch, shown in Fig. 4 (composed of a durable part to which
standard electrodes can be attached), a smartphone and tablet
app and web portal. It is a service where users (both
professional athletes as well as average individuals)

Figure 3. The Co-Creation Living Lab methodology adopted by the City of the Future Living Lab
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can monitor different biological parameters (e.g., heart
rate, breathing and metabolic equivalents) and share this
data, along with other information, with their trainers,
doctors, nutritionists and so on, in order to receive from
them personalized help via both the app and the web
portal. This service is integrated with individuals’ PHR.
The M3 information platform is also complemented by a
non-clinical, educational and motivational platform whose
aim is to promote active lifestyles for the general public.

Figure 4. The M3’s Patch and Smartphone applications

The M3 project is currently in its evaluation phase.
The project started off with a very strong and highlytechnological objective: to create a working platform of an
ICT-enabled and Smart service for healthcare prevention
and education able to be integrated with both physiological
as well as behavioral data. Thus, the co-design phase
consisted of the participation in a focus group of expert
users (including nutritionists, cardiologists, biomedical
engineers and professional athletes) alongside a team of
City of the Future researchers (including engineers and
designers). Throughout this activity, the different actors
were guided through a phase of analysis (with questions
like “who could the service’s end-user be”, “what are the
user requirements of this user”, “in what context could the
service be used on a day-to-day basis”, “what other similar
products and services already exist” and so on) as well as
through a phase of brainstorming.
The insights gathered from the co-design phase (and
which include the Engineering AwarenessTM Model) were
used as base for the implementation phase, where ideas
and user and service requirements were translated by the
City of the Future’s tech team into a series of rough
prototypes for the smart patch. In order to evaluate both
the comfort of the patch as well as the correct flow of data
from the patch through the smart device application to the
platform (Fig. 5), these criteria were tested by volunteers
recruited by the City of the Future Living Lab, including
both sports enthusiasts as well as individuals uninterested
in physical activity.
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Figure 5. Moments during the M3’s Implementation phase

Following the implementation phase, a more refined
prototype of the service was administered to a new set of
volunteers. For a period of three consecutive days, ten
individuals were divided into two groups: the first who
was asked to wear the patch, use the smart device
application and the web platform; the second was asked to
wear only the patch and not access the M3 app or portal.
The reason for this was to explore the impact that viewing
one’s physiological data or receiving communication on
behalf of a medical professional could have on the service.
Throughout the experiment, all participants were asked
to keep notes of their day-to-day experiences, and,
following this timeframe, they were interviewed by a
researcher at the City of the Future Living Lab and asked
to answer a questionnaire. Qualitative data regarding the
usability and overall user experience of the entire service
was then collected.
During the evaluation phase, what emerged from the
questionnaires (composed of three sets of nine statements
for patch, app and portal, to which each participant had to
select to what extent they identified with them by selecting
a number from 0-5, alongside two open-ended questions
for each element of the service where participants could
freely write down any comment they wanted); and
interviews are a set of insights, which will be further
analyzed during the evaluation phase by a set of usability
experts.
For the majority of participants, the patch was
described as easy to position, to wear and to charge (it
received a vote above 3/5 for 9 out of 10 participants). It
was also deemed easy to read and to use, though scores
were slightly lower, suggesting that the patch’s interface
needs improvement (it received a vote above 3/5 for 8 out
of 10 participants). The patch was also described as having
a strong appeal since participants found it innovative,
original, attractive and inviting (it received a vote above
3/5 for 9 out of 10 participants).
Nevertheless, for six out of ten participants, there were
some wearability issues regarding the electrodes since,
after awhile, they were described as irritating to the skin
(especially for women) or beginning to peel off (especially
during strenuous, sweaty physical activity) or impeding
movement during physical activity.
Though all participants got used to wearing the patch
(eventually, even those who wore it during physical
exercise), it was much harder for them to remember to
bring along the device assigned to them and upon which
the M3 app was downloaded (especially for those with a
tablet). As of today, the patch requires the user to have a
device through which to send the collected data to the
platform since it can store only a certain amount at a time.
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This fact suggests that the memory of the patch would
benefit from being expanded or for there to be a smaller
device to be integrated into the system for the storage and
passing on of data to the platform.
Instead, the app and portal were described as less
usable since the language adopted was not always clear,
navigation was not always intuitive and the data visualized
in the form of charts was not always easy to decode and
understand, and users therefore found it difficult to relate
to.
For those who could access the app and portal, the
service was described as being able to trigger a new
awareness or consciousness of one’s state of health
(receiving a vote above 3/5 for five out of five
participants). Individuals felt that seeing their data made
them more curious about their state of health and how to
improve it and preserve it throughout the day. Some said
that they were going to speak to their doctors about what
they had learned, wanting to understand how they could
improve their state of health. One person said that
participating in the experiment made her want to take up a
sports activity or at least be more physically active during
the day (using the stairs or walking to the closest metro
station rather than taking the bus), whilst another
participant who, instead, was a sports enthusiast said it
made her want to perform better during training. A small
minority felt that wearing the patch and having a service
that stores data made them feel more looked after and
secure, whilst another small minority felt that wearing the
patch almost made them feel ill or different.
All participants who had access to the patch, app and
portal stated that the device’s pairing process with the app
and the visualization of data on the portal could be
improved and made more intuitive. They also suggested
enriching the portal in the following ways: direct feedback
from doctor or sport trainer or nutritionist; ways of tagging
data so that non-biological info, such as lifestyle activities
or emotional states, could be associated with it; introduce
ways of cross-referencing data in a personalized manner in
order to understand the whole picture better, thus making
it more meaningful; possible setting ranges so that, during
physical activity, the patch would vibrate or produce a
sound to indicate that the individual has exceeded the
desired parameters; a social network where people who
like the same sports can organize training or people who
work together can meet up for lunch and have a walk.
The feedback collected and the insights which are
being analyzed show how important and valuable it is to
involve the end-user throughout a service’s innovation
process. This feedback highlights improvements and
modifications that can help deploy a healthcare service
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that truly understands and meets the needs of the end-user.
Through meaningful information and education, a drug
prescription can turn into an experience able to motivate
people to live a healthier, more conscientious life.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The overall user experience of the M3 service
described in this paper by those who participated in the
experimentation of the patch, the M3 app and portal was
positive; more importantly, however, it has emphasized the
service’s high potential for improvement via a cooperative and participatory approach. The patch alone
generated little appeal beyond that of the attraction to its
novelty, whilst the app and portal generated more
involvement, showing that a service which provides added
value through meaningful information can raise awareness
and conscientiousness of healthy lifestyle choices and
disease prevention.
Throughout the innovation process of a smart and ICTenabled healthcare service, the M3 project is a practical
representation of the methodology adopted by the City of
the Future Living, taking the co-production of healthcare
services to a new level of active participation and
contribution on behalf of the end user. Having a living lab
through which to explore and develop a service allows
researchers to have direct, unfiltered and continuous
access to a vast number of users which promotes
participation and produces user insights. It is just these
insights that can mould a service’s ability to permeate
successfully everyday life because it is able to respond to
real user needs as embodied by the Engineering
AwarenessTM model.
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Abstract—In this work, we propose an innovative street
lighting energy management system in order to reduce energy
consumption. The main goal is to provide ‘energy on demand’
such that energy, in this case light, is provided only when
needed. In order to achieve this purpose it is critical to have a
reliable demand model, which in the case of street lighting
turns out to be a traffic flow rate forecasting model. Several
methods has been compared in order to find out one hour
prediction model. In our case studies, Artificial Neural
Networks performed best results. Moreover, several control
strategies have been tested and the one which gave the best
energy savings is the adaptive one we carried out.
Experimentation has been carried out on two different case
studies. In particular we focused our experimentation on
public street of a small and a medium sized cities. Our studies
show that with the proposed approach it is possible to save up
to 50% of energy compared to no regulation systems

one has light-sensitive photocells to turn them on at dusk
and off at dawn [5]. The third ones are GPS based street
light controllers which operate the on/off of the street light
according to the location features (longitude, latitude,
sunrise, sunset times).
Regulations systems are based on dimmable LED or high
pressure sodium vapor lights [4] and allow to schedule
lights on or off and set dimming levels of individual or
groups of lights.
All these systems have one common feature: they do not
care about the real on-line demand and this is a source of
high inefficiency.
Thus, in order to overcome the main lack of the current
regulation systems, it has recently started the new Intelligent
Street Lighting (ISL) approach which looks very promising
[5]-[6]. Therefore, here we propose an ISL approach (Smart
Adaptive Control) based on the concept of „energy on
demand‟, whose goal is to dynamically set the light intensity
as function of the foreseen demand, namely the traffic flow
rate 1 hour forecast.
Thus, in such context the demand model has a critical role
and its accuracy strongly affects the performance of the
regulation system.
In the last decade, one of the most widely used method in
order to solve modeling problems is that of Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) [7]-[8]. In particular, traffic flow
forecasting issue has been tackled through ANN since the
nineties [9]-[19]. As example, among the most recent work
[19] focuses on traffic flow forecasting approach based on
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) with Wavelet Network
Model (WNM). Pamula [16] reviews neural networks
applications in urban traffic management systems and
presents a method of traffic flow prediction based on neural
networks. Bucur et al. [17] proposes the use of a selfadaptive fuzzy neural network for traffic prediction
suggesting an architecture which tracks probability
distribution drifts due to weather conditions, season, or
other factors.
All the mentioned applications have one feature in common:
they use one single global model in order to perform the
prediction. Our approach is to use not only one model but an
ensemble of models. In Section II an overview of modeling

Keywords-Lighting
Efficiency;
Energy
Management
Systems; Adaptive Control; Neural-Network models

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the first international recommendations for the
lighting of roads [1], power consumption and environmental
aspects have become more and more important and at the
same time, the improved performance of luminaires and
lamps, and especially the introduction of electronic control
gears, has made it possible to introduce adaptive lighting for
motorized roads and pedestrians areas.
A structured model has been developed for the selection of
the appropriate lighting classes [2] (M, C, or P), based on
the luminance concept, taking into account the different
parameters relevant for the given visual tasks. Applying for
example time dependent variables like traffic volume or
weather conditions, the model offers the possibility to use
adaptive lighting systems with remarkable energy
consumption savings and therefore high financial benefits
for those municipalities [3] where street lighting is a high
percentage of the electrical bill.
Today, lighting control approaches ranges from simple
on/off to regulation systems.
On/off systems include timers, twilight and astronomical
clocks. The first one is a static system which turns on and
off street lights always according to fixed times. The second
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methods used is given, in particular statistical and Artificial
Neural Network based models and their combination trough
ensembling. In Section III we show results obtained on two
case studies and then in Section IV we discuss future works.
II.

used to model fa are the hyperbolic tangent, the sigmoid and
the linear function.

MODELING METHODS

In this section, we shortly describe the modeling and control
techniques we compared in the experimentation.
A. Statistical Modeling
One the simplest and most widely used model is to build an
average weekly distribution of the traffic flow rate sampled
hourly. Thus, from the data we compute for each day the
average traffic flow rate hour by hour in such a way that we
get an average distribution made of 24X7=168 points.
B. Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are computational
models which try to simulate some properties of biological
neural networks in order to solve complex modeling
problems of non-linear systems. An ANN is an
interconnected group of artificial neurons (called also
nodes) that uses a mathematical or computational model for
information processing based on a connectionistic approach
to computation. In more practical terms ANN are non-linear
data modeling or decision making tools which can be used
to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs
or to find patterns in data. ANN are referred also as blackbox or data-driven models and they are mainly used when
analytical or transparent models cannot be applied. Building
such models needs several stages as input analysis and
training through algorithms which minimize the error
between the real values to be modeled and the ANN output.
ANN demonstrated their effectiveness in modeling many
real-world applications.
Once we model an ANN model, we must take into account
three basic components. First, the synapses of the biological
neuron are modeled as weights. Let us remember that the
synapse of the biological neuron is the one which
interconnects the neural network and gives the strength of
the connection. For an artificial neuron, the weight is a
number, and represents the synapse. A negative weight
reflects an inhibitory connection, while positive values
designate
excitatory connections.
The
following
components of the model represent the actual activity of the
neuron cell. All inputs are summed altogether and modified
by the weights. This activity is referred as a linear
combination. Finally, an activation function controls the
amplitude of the output. Mathematically, this process is
described in Figure 1. From this model the activity of the
neuron can be shown to be:
y=fa(wixi - )
(1)
where  is a threshold called BIAS (Basic Input Activation
System) which identifies the sensitivity of the neuron to
respond to the external inputs. The most common function
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Figure 1. Artificial Neuron Model

Therefore each unit performs a relatively simple job: receive
input from neighbors or external sources and use this to
compute an output signal which is propagated to other units.
Apart from this processing, a second task is the adjustment
of the weights. The system is inherently parallel in the sense
that many units can carry out their computations at the same
time. Within neural systems it is useful to distinguish three
types of units: input units which receive data from outside
the neural network, output units which send data out of the
neural network, and hidden units whose input and output
signals remain within the network.
The way units are connected defines the network topology
or architecture. In the past years, many of them have been
studied and the most widely used and is the feed-forward
one. In this network structure, neurons are grouped into
layers. There are at least two layers, the input and the
output, which gather the corresponding input and output
variables. This basic structure is also known as perceptron
[20].

Figure 2. Feed-forward neural network topology

Moreover, in order to let the model cope with non-linear
problems, it is possible to add one or more intermediate
layers, known as hidden layers. These models are also
known as multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) [21].
The flow of data from input to output units is strictly in one
direction (forward). The data processing can extend over
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multiple (layers of) units, but no feedback connections are
present, that is, connections extending from outputs of units
to inputs of units in the same layer or previous layers.
C. Ensembling
The term „ensemble‟ describes a group of learning machines
that work together on the same task, in the case of ANN
they are trained on some data, run together and their outputs
are combined as a single one. The goal is obtain better
predictive performance than could be obtained from any of
the constituent models.

Street 1
Street 2
Street 3

600
800
950

A. Modeling
The basic idea is to set the power level of the following hour
as function of the ANN ensemble forecast.
Pt+1 = f (t+1)

(2)

where Pt+1 is the power level normalized in [0,1] to be set
for the next hour, t+1 is the traffic flow rate neural forecast
which is
t+1 = anne(t, t-1,… , t-n)

(3)

where anne is the ANN ensemble result, t-i is the measured
traffic flow rate at time t-i.
For Street lighting applications function f in (2) can be
shaped in different ways, among these we applied a linear
profile although international standards [2] suggest a nonlinear one that we will apply in future work.
Figure 3. Ensembling

In the last years several ensembling methods have been
carried out [22],[23],[24]. The first one, also known as Basic
Ensemble Method (BEM), is the simplest way to combine
M neural networks as an arithmetic mean of their outputs yi.
This method can improve the global performance [25],[26]
although it does not takes into account that some models can
be more accurate than others. This method has the
advantage to be very easy to apply.
A direct BEM extension is the Generalised Ensemble
Method (GEM) [25],[26] in which the outputs of the single
models are combined in a weighted average where the
weights have to be properly set, sometimes after an
expensive tuning process.
Other methods are Bootstrap AGGregatING (BAGGING)
[27] and Adaboost [28],[29].
III.

EXPERIMENTATIONS

In this section, we test and compare the methods presented
in the previous sections. We used two test cases: one has
concerned Terni and the second regards S.Giovanni in
Persiceto.
In the first one, we focused on three different urban streets
of Terni (Table I). The data set is made of 3 months (13
weeks) of measurement corresponding to 2184 hourly
samples. The data set has been partitioned into
training/testing and validation made respectively of 10 and 3
weeks each.

If k< 0.25 then f = 0.5
If k> 0.5 then f = 1
Else f = 2k

(4)

where k is the predicted traffic flow rate at time k (3)
normalized in [0,1].
The ANN are feed-forward MLP with 10 hidden neurons
and one output (the one hour flow forecast) with sigmoid as
activation function for all the neurons. The number of inputs
is the same of the dynamics window length (3) and it has
been chosen with a preliminary analysis by calculating the
validation prediction error, after the ensembling stage, for
different number of hourly samples (Table II). Since we
obtained the minimum prediction error with a time window
of eight hours, we chose the same number of inputs for the
ANN, representing the length of time history window. So
each input contains the traffic flow of one of eight hours of
the time window.
Training has been performed through the Back-Propagation
algorithm with adaptive learning rate and momentum
stopping after 108 iterations and a „save best‟ strategy to
avoid overfitting. The reported results are averaged over 10
different runs (with standard deviation in brackets) and the
ensemble is therefore made by the same 10 models.
The reported errors are measured as:
e = |x-y|/(M-m)

(5)

Where x is the real value to be predicted, y is the output
model, M is the real maximum value and m is the minimum.

TABLE I. STREET FEATURES

Maximum traffic flow rate
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TABLE II. WINDOW HISTORY LENGTH (HOURS) SELECTION

Number of
Samples
3
5
8
10

Street 1

Street 2

Street 3

5.72%
3.9%
3.29%
3.54%

6.88%
5.07%
3.43%
4.12%

5.81%
3.99%
3.02%
3.74%

At last, Table III shows the comparison of the models
considered in this work in terms of prediction accuracy over
the validation set. Figure 4 shows a graphical comparison.
We compared real hourly traffic flow rate with prediction
provided from statistical and neural network ensemble
models. Ensemble models outperforms statistical in all
cases.
TABLE III. MODEL COMPARISON

Statistic
Street 1
Street 2
Street 3
Average

5.90%
5.56%
7.14%
6.20%

ANN
3.74%
(±0.10%)
3.48%
(±0.09%)
4.00%
(±0.10%)
3.74%
(±0.10%)

ANN
Ensembling
3.29%
3.02%
3.43%
3.25%

From this analysis it is clear that in general the ensembling
approach outperforms the statistical approach providing a
remarkable improvement in prediction accuracy. Such level
of precision is very important when dealing with
applications like traffic and lighting control where the
higher the model accuracy is the more effective the control
system is.

From this graph it is clear that the ANN ensemble model
performs much better than the statistical model because,
when out of normal conditions the ANN ensembling takes
into account the real traffic dynamics (3).
B. Control
In this section, we compare the results of the Static Control
(StaC) and the Smart Adaptive Control (SmAC) introduced
in Section III.
In the experimentation we calculated the energy saving of
the two methods with respect to the no-regulation strategy,
namely when lights are always on at 100% of their power
for the whole night.
The light on demand control assumes dimmable lights (SAP
or LED), on the streets we carried out this study there were
no such lamps and data about the real consumptions were
not available, therefore the experimentation has been carried
out off-line by calculating the potential energy
consumptions in the following way. It has been assumed the
maximum hourly nominal power consumption to be one,
then the following quantities have been calculated :
C100 = ∑x1i , x10 , 1

(6)

Where x1i is the hourly power level for the ith sample
according to the no control strategy (night power level
always at 100%) and therefore C100 is its overall
consumption.
CStaC = ∑x2i , x20 , 0.5 , 1

(7)

Where x2i is the hourly power level for the ith sample
according to the static control (StaC) strategy (Fig. 4) and
therefore CStaC is its overall consumption.
CSmAC = ∑x3i , x3 [0 , 1]

(8)

Where x3i is the hourly power level for the ith sample (4)
according to the smart adaptive control (SmAC) strategy
(Fig. 5) and therefore CSmAC is its overall consumption.
These quantities have been calculated over three months of
actual traffic flow rates obtained by on street coil sensors.
Thus, we computed the consumption saving of the StaC and
SmAC strategies with respect to the no control approach in
the following way :
SStaC= 1 - CStaC / C100
SSmAC= 1 - CSmAC / C100

(9)
(10)

In Table IV, we report these values for the three considered
streets.
Figure 4. Models comparison
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TABLE IV. CONTROL STRATEGY COMPARISON: ENERGY
SAVING

StaC
25%
25%
25%
25%

Street 1
Street 2
Street 3
Average

SmAC
44.5%
47%
37.5%
43%






Actual hour: next traffic flow prediction based on
previous hour traffic flow
Previous week: forecast based on the same hour
and the same week day of the previous week
Statistic model: averaged hourly profile
Neural Ensembling: neural network ensembling
based model

TABEL V. COMPARISON OF FORECASTING MODELS ERRORS

Results show that it is possible to save on average 43% of
energy, meaning that lamps will work at 57% of their
nominal power having as inferior limit 50% (4) and Fig. 5 in
order to avoid periods during normal operation with almost
no light due to light output drop.
From these results it is clear that the SmAC approach
provides a remarkable improvement in terms of energy
saving (43% on average) in particular on streets with
medium-low traffic flow rate.
Moreover, in Figure 5 it is shown an example of how the
two strategies work, where on the Y axis we report the
normalized traffic flow rate values and the normalized
hourly power consumptions of the different strategies. From
Figure 5 it is possible to see that the SmAC strategy is
capable to follow the real demand (traffic flow rate)
achieving the „energy on demand‟ concept. In particular, it
is interesting to point out that SmAC improves not only
energy efficiency (orange dotted area) but also safety
(yellow dashed area) because it provides light when actually
needed.

Error

Actual
Hour.
8.77%

Previous
week
7%

Statistic
model
5.53%

Neural
Ensembling
4.39%

Results show that also in this case Neural Ensemble
outperforms other methods.
Then we compared three different control described above:
constant, static and adaptive. As shown in Fig. 6 constant
control does not take in account the traffic flow, static
control does not overcome the variability of traffic flow
meanwhile adaptive control provide energy to lighting spot
proportional to traffic flow.

Figure 6. Comparison of control strategies

TABLE VI. CONTROL STRATEGY COMPARISON (ENERGY
SAVING)

Static Control Adaptive Control
-12%
-34%
Energy saving show in Table VI is a theoretical evaluation
respect of constant control.
IV.

Figure 5. Control strategy comparison

Tests performed on S.Giovanni in Persiceto are based on a
dataset of 123 days, sampled hourly, for a total of 2952
hours. Once again we compared different forecasting
system:
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, we proposed a new approach for adaptive
street lighting control based on the „energy on demand‟
idea. In order to achieve this goal it is critical to have a
reliable demand model, which in the case of street lighting
turns out to be a traffic flow rate forecasting model.
Thus, we showed a modeling approach based on Artificial
Neural Networks Ensembling in order to provide a one hour
forecast of urban traffic flow rates. Experimentation has
been carried out on three different classes of real streets and
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results showed that the proposed approach clearly
outperforms the statistical methods (6% prediction error)
achieving a 3% prediction error. The reason for that is that
the neural ensembling model is capable to provide more
reliable estimations when out of standard conditions because
it considers the real traffic dynamics.
Moreover, the proposed adaptive control strategy has
been tested and compared to a traditional regulation system
on the same streets. Results showed that the adaptive control
provides, on average, energy savings almost doubled (43%
vs 25%).
Future work will firstly focus on dimming profiles
according to international standards, then further modeling
improvements (using more sophisticated ensembling
methods as well as trying to develop hybrid models) will be
investigated and lastly, the economic impact of the proposed
methodology will be carried out.
Moreover further forecasting model can be taken in account
in order to validate the quality of results obtained.
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Abstract— Generally, home energy management system
(hereinafter “HEMS”) provides energy management
consulting service of environment based on digital home
environments, and defines the essential requirement. It also
provides the guideline of the related technology development
and infrastructure. In this paper, we describe the architecture
of HEMS and suggest economic analysis and energy
conservation effect with the introduction of green home energy
management platform in testbed.
Keywords-Home Energy Management System; Energy
Analysis; Energy Conservation Effect

I.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of Smart Grid to the home caused
promoting itself to zero-energy management technology and
the built-environment related technology development, thus
making the management of climate change possible and
attaining improvement for the quality of life for citizens. The
government provides 1 million green homes by 2018 by
supporting the public housing corporation’s annual target of
100,000 green homes between 2009 and 2018 and reducing
energy consumption in the residential sector by 30% [1].
We develop the home energy management system
(HEMS) type of platform for green home, which is
composed of home clients (server) and operation (complex
home) server. The energy management platform technology
for green homes monitors and controls all detailed energy
usage to provide an efficient energy management function,
which reduces carbon-emission from the house by
optimizing the energy consumption such as electric
consumption in the home. The aim of the technology is to
achieve no-carbon emission in the home, which is based on
interfacing the home area network and service and includes
IT convergence hardware and software technologies. It
consists of an integrated monitoring interface module and
energy management framework technologies which provide
functions for green energy management, remote energy
control, and energy service management.
Testbed for Zero Carbon Green Home located in Korea
Institute of Construction Technology (KICT) is R&D project
with Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute
(ETRI) and Korea Institute Energy Research (KIER).
Testbed is being constructed to conserve energy by active
energy technologies (energy management system, renewable
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energy, etc.) and passive energy technologies (heat-shield,
smart-window system, ventilation, etc.). To manage the
energy, we are developing Home Energy Management
System. HEMS provide energy management and
optimization system, connecting devices and equipment that
create, store and save energy. Energy flow and consumption
within household can be monitored on displays such as wall
pad (In-Home Display) by using green home server to
connect up smart meter, water meter and smart appliances
[2].
In this paper, we provide economic analysis of energy
and payback period by using HEMS. We also describe the
energy saving for home. This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we explain the related works of testbed for the
green home. We describe scenario of the energy economic
and energy savings when we equipped with HEMS in each
household in Section 3, and present our conclusions in
Section 4.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The home energy management platform technology for
green homes monitors and controls all detailed energy usage
to provide an efficient energy management function by
optimizing the energy consumption such as electric power
consumption in the green home test-bed. Green home
testbed located in KICT are made of fifteen households on
the 3rd through 8th floors and control (operation) center on
2nd floor for total energy management. HEMS is composed
of two parts: green home server, which is part of each
household, and control center, which covers the entire green
home complex with respect to all households energy
management [3]. Green home testbed to verify and monitor
energy performance had planned to complete by the end of
2012. But, Construction was delayed and completed in
March 2013. It been delayed for three month. Figure 1
shows the overview of green home testbed.
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III.

Figure １. Green home test-bed in KICT

Green home server interacts with advanced metering
infrastructure server and green home complex server in
order to gather the smart meter measurements such as
electricity, gas and water meters and analyse energy usage
for each household. The Configuration of HEMS is shown
in Figure 2.

SCENARIO

A. Conceptual model for analysis
In this paper, we described the development of HEMS
which is interconnecting with various smart appliance and
renewable energy. We need to analyze how much energy we
save, as much as how much energy we use after we equip
each household with HEMS.
To analyze the energy saving, we categorized each
testbed based on the size of the floor space. The Energy
Consumption of home changes according to testbed floor
spaces. The testbed is composed of three floor space:
38.36 ㎡, 62.25 ㎡, 84.75 ㎡. Table 1 shows the electric
energy consumption that is classified as monthly and yearly
(see Table. I).
TABLE I. ELECTRIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY USE

Floor space (㎡)

Sort
A monthly average of electric
use (kWh)
A yearly average of electric
use (kWh)

38.36

62.25

84.75

180.8

235.9

305.8

2,169.6

2,830.8

3,669.6

Testbed was completed in March 2013. It been delayed
for three month. For that reason, the interior was not
equipped with smart appliances for analysis of energy use.
We estimated the energy consumption based on the data of
KPX in Table II. The energy consumption patterns are
classified into eight types by floor spaces. We choose
energy us to compare testbed floor spaces.
Figure ２. Composition of home energy management system

Also, green home is a no-carbon emission house in which
all required energy for its life is provided by itself based on
renewable energy. The testbed is equipped with solar energy
and connected to the grid with an installed capacity of 34.66
kW and 34kW solar inverter. It consists of an integrated
monitoring interface module with solar energy which
provides functions for renewable energy management,
remote energy control, and energy service management (see
Figure 3).

TABLE II. ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION PATTERNS BY FLOOR
SPACE

Sort(㎡)

Rate (%)

Electric use (kWh)

Under 33.06

5.4

151.1

36.36~49.59
52.89~66.12

13.7
19.8

180.8
235.9

69.42~82.64

23.4

264.6

85.95~99.17
102.48~115.70

15.9
15.3

305.8
331.7

119.01~165.29

6.1

374.0

Upper 168.6
0.5
448.8
Source : Survey on electric consumption and characteristic of
home appliance, KPX, (Oct. 2009)

Figure ３. Green home connected with Solar energy
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In this paper, we assume that energy saving rate is an
11.12 percent based on the other project (2012) named
‘smart home network industry infrastructure development’.
The other project is now under way in Naju, Korea. It
replaced an old-fashioned home network infrastructure with
a new one. The other project has no regard for renewable
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energy system in home. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the
household electric charge before and after the installation of
the home area network system.

Figure ４. The measurement for Electric charge of household

see the monitoring of energy consumption for each smart
appliance.

Figure ５. Green Home Server User Interface

We developed low-power energy metering and control
module based on wireless communication (IEEE 802.15.4)
for smart appliance. It is plugged to each smart appliance
and communicates with green home server [10]. We can
check the information measured instantaneous power and
accumulated power (see Figure 5).
Since the household is equipped with HEMS, we can
check the status of energy usage of home. In Fig. 6, we can
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Figure ６. Green Home Server Consumer’s User Interface

B. Case study energy saving
In this paper, we calculate the average of energy saving
after the home energy platform was installed. We have
calculated two averages: a monthly average and a yearly
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average. Table III shows the energy saving with HEMS. The
larger floor space is the more energy saving than smaller.
TABLE III. ENERGY SAVING WITH HEMS

$106.83 in each household because the 84.75 square meters
is the average of floor space. Next, we estimate HEMS
installation cost when HEMS is universally available in
home. As a result, the payback period is 4 years. Table V
shows the estimation of total cost and payback period.

Floor space (㎡)

Sort

TABLE V. ESTIMATION OF TOTAL COST
38.36

A monthly average of
energy saving (kWh)

62.25

84.75

Value
Sort

20.1

26

($/Household)

34.0

A yearly average of
energy saving (kWh)

241.3

315

408.1

A yearly average of
energy saving cost

29.55

57.00

106.83

Annual electric charge saving (A)

106.83

HEMS installation cost (B1)

367.65

Measurement and control module for smart
45.96
appliance (B2)

($/household)

As testbed was equipped with the solar energy, we are
considering energy saving with renewable energy.
The capacity of PV module is 34.66kW. The amount of
average solar radiation in Korea is 3.92 kWh/㎡day, total
design factor is 0.75. We calculate the amount of solar
energy generation. It is 37,193.65 kWh/㎡ and the monthly
amount of solar energy generation is 206.63 kWh/㎡ in
testbed. Table IV shows the amount of energy consumption
when equipped with solar energy. People who live on bigger
floor space consume more energy than those who live on
smaller floor space.

Total cost (B=B1+B2)

413.61

Pay Back period (C=B/A)

3.9 year

For an economic analysis, we calculate the energy saving
with HEMS and renewable energy. We assume the annual
electric charge saving is $467.09 in each household because
the 84.75 square meters is the average of floor space. Next,
we calculate solar energy installation cost when HEMS is
universally available in home. As a result, the payback
period is 7.23 years. Table VI shows the estimation of total
cost and payback period.

TABLE IV. THE AMOUNT OF SOLAR ENERGY GENERATION
TABLE VII. ESTIMATION OF TOTAL COST (include solar energy)
Floor space (㎡)
Value

Sort

Sort
38.36

62.25

84.75

A monthly average of
energy use (kWh)

-45.9

3.0

65.2

A monthly average of
energy saving cost

20.88

26.37

38.92

($/Household)
Annual electric charge saving (A)

467.09

HEMS installation cost (B1)

367.65

Measurement and control module for smart
45.96
appliance (B2)

($/household)

A yearly average of
energy saving cost

250.51

316.46

467.09

($/household)

Energy saving of the house increased after the solar energy
installed. A yearly average of energy saving cost is $344.69.
People who live on the smallest house can sell electricity
45.9kWh each month to utilities companies. Also, the largest
house saved quadruple the energy (money) compared to the
amount of energy used before the installation of home
network. The largest house in testbed will save $467.09 after
their installation of solar energy (see Table. IV).
C. Case stugy economic analysis
For an economic analysis, we calculate the energy saving
with HEMS. We assume the annual electric charge saving is
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Solar energy installation (B3)

2,962.14

Total cost (B=B1+B2+B3)

3,375.75

Pay Back period (C=B/A)

7.23 year

IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The Korean government announced an obligatory plan for
new houses that mandates 90% reduction in cooling/heating
energy consumption starting from 2017 and a zero energy
house level starting from 2025. In order to accomplish these
goals, passive and active systems need to be in place.
In this paper, we described the development of HEMS,
which is interconnecting with various smart appliance and
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renewable energy. Also, we calculated the average of
energy saving by month and year when the home energy
platform and renewable energy were installed. These results
are expected to contribute the support of the governmentdriving green home supply project, and reduce the energy
saving cost).
For the future work, we will apply energy storage system
and electric vehicle charging station in home. They will be
controlled and managed by HEMS. And we calculate and
estimate energy savings and payback period when installing
energy storage system near the future.
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Abstract—Nowadays, the number of smartphone users is
growing rapidly. Recent smartphones equipped with several
sensors are convenient apps for collecting information in participatory sensing environment. However, contributing sensing
data requires time and monetary cost, which hinder many
people from participation. To realize active and efficient sensing
activities, incentive mechanism is indispensable. This paper
proposes SenseUtil, utility-based incentive for participatory
sensing. SenseUtil applies the concept of micro economics,
where demand and supply decide the value of sensed data.
The incentive dynamically changes along the time according
to several factors such as sensing frequency, nearby sensing
points and users’ preference. To study the impact of incentive
mechanism, we conducted simulation study. The results show
that people actively participate in sensing tasks while keeping
additional cost fewer than three percent in comparison with
non-incentive scenarios.
Keywords-participatory sensing; incentive; utility functions;
phone sensing; SenseUtil; simulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The number of smartphone users is growing rapidly [1]–
[3]. It has been reported that the smartphone penetration
in five leading European markets (France, Germany, Italy,
Spain and the United Kingdom) is 54.6% of mobile phone
users by the end of October 2012 [3]. In addition to
cellular communication standards (2G/3G/4G), smartphones
support several communication technologies including WiFi 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth and near field communication
(NFC). It also comes with high-performance processor and
various kinds of sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope,
magnetometer, compass, GPS, barometer, microphone, ambient light, camera and so on. These features of current
smartphones are useful for many apps which attract new
users.
Recently, participatory sensing using such smartphones
has been received much attention from researchers [4].
Smartphone sensing platforms, recruitment framework,
energy-efficient techniques and several context-aware apps
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have been proposed in the literature [5]–[9]. However, many
smartphone users are not likely to participate in sensing
activities because it takes time and monetary cost for data
communication. Therefore, incentive mechanism is indispensable to realize active participatory sensing by urging
people to report sensed data [10], [11].
This paper proposes SenseUtil, a utility-based incentive
framework for participatory sensing. In this model, consumers who need data pay reward to producers who carry
out sensing tasks and report the data. SenseUtil applies the
concept of micro economics, where demand and supply
decide the value of sensed data. The demand and supply
depend on many factors including location, data types and
users’ preference, and they also change along the time
dynamically. In particular, SenseUtil determines the value of
sensing activities by defining utility functions which are used
to calculate economical reward. SenseUtil aims to maximize
sensing activities while maintaining reasonable sensing cost.
To study the impact of SenseUtil, we conducted simulation
study. The results show that people actively participate in
sensing tasks while keeping additional cost fewer than three
percent in comparison with non-incentive scenarios.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
SenseUtil framework. Section III evaluates the benefit of
SenseUtil through simulation study. Related work is discussed in Section IV, and we conclude our study in Section V.
II. S ENSE U TIL F RAMEWORK
SenseUtil consists of three main players: consumers,
producers and a server. A consumer would like to have data
being sensed at a remote area, while a producer is willing
to carry out such sensing tasks. A person can serve as both
the consumer and producer. A central server is responsible
to manage interactions between consumers and producers.
Interactions of three players are summarized in Figure 1 and
the details of SenseUtil are described in this section.
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Table I
N OTATIONS .

Consumer
1. Request data
5. Pay reward

4. Forward sensed data
Server

2. Notify sensing tasks
6. Forward reward

3. Report sensed data

Producer
Figure 1.

k
Dth
k
Uth
k
Tth
U
Umin
Umax
V
Pi
t
ti
a, α, b
wij
dij

Distance threshold of a producer k
Utility threshold of a producer k
Elapsed time threshold of a producer k
Independent utility
Minimum utility
Maximum utility
Correlated utility
A point of interest (POI) i
Current time
Latest sensing time at Pi
Constants
Weight for calculating correlated utility
Distance between Pi and Pj

Interactions of a consumer, a server and a producer.

A. Consumers
A Consumer defines a Point of Interest (POI) where data
should be sensed. In addition to location information, POI
also includes starting time, expiry time and data type (i.e.,
which kind of data need to be sensed). The consumer sends
POI information to the server on demand. When receiving
corresponding data, the consumer pays reward determined
by the utility functions (see Section II-D).
B. A Server
A server is a middleman between consumers and producers (Figure 1). It maintains POIs’ information or the sensing
tasks requested by consumers and updates corresponding reward of each POI periodically or on demand. The producers
acquire detailed information of sensing tasks by exploiting
pull and/or push services.
By adopting the pull or on-demand services, the server
dispatches POI information upon receiving a request from
a consumer. The producers may use the pull service to
avoid being overwhelmed by too frequent update of POI
information. In addition, the producers can use the pull
service to update current reward of POI. On the other hand,
the push service provides two methods for dispatching the
information to producers, i.e., instant and periodic push. The
instant push allows the server to dispatch the POI information immediately upon receiving new POI information
from a consumer. The service is beneficial for producers
who would like to have the information of new POI in realtime manner; thus, they can act fast to receive rewards. The
producers subscribe to periodic push will receive the POI
information periodically.
The server is also responsible to collect sensing data from
producers and forward the data to consumers. In addition,
the process of collecting payment and rewarding are handled
by the server.
C. Producers
As described above, a producer receives the information
of sensing tasks including current reward from the server
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through pull and/or push services. The producer can also
determines her preferences including area of interest (e.g., a
limited area based on current position or any specific area),
maximum number of tasks, minimum reward, frequency of
push-based notification, and so on.
The behavior of a producer depends on current position
and reward of sensing task. A producer k will carry out a
sensing task if all the following conditions satisfy: (1) her
position is not far from a POI, i.e., the distance between the
k
producer and the POI is shorter than or equal to Dth
, (2)
k
the reward is higher than a threshold Uth , and (3) the time
elapsed from previous sensing at the same POI is longer
k
than Tth
. The underlying reason of the third condition is to
avoid too frequent sensing at the same POI.
If the above conditions satisfy, the producer changes the
route by moving towards the POI, carries out the sensing
task and moves towards the original destination. By default,
the producer uses the maximum speed in order to minimize
moving time. However, the producer may move with the
current speed if she is not in a hurry. After the task has
been done, the producer receives reward via the server.
Note that the producers may calculate utility by using
(1) or (2) introduced in Sect. II-D. However, the producers
may have incorrect value of utility because they do not
know when other producers carry out the sensing tasks. The
producers need to use the pull service to ask for current
utility maintained by the server.
D. Utility Functions
This section introduces utility functions which are used to
calculate the value of sensing data POI i (i.e., Pi ) at a given
time t. The consumers have to pay reward according to the
utility functions. We consider two cases when calculating
utility, that is, independent and correlated POIs. Table I
summarizes notations used in the paper.
Independent POI means sensing data of Pi are independent of other POIs. Basically, the utility is initialized to the
minimum value (Umin ) and increases along the time until
reaching the maximum value (Umax ). Equation (1) defines
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Table II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS .

the utility of POI i at time t.
U (Pi , t) = max (Umin , min (Umax , a(t − ti ))) ,

(1)

where ti is the latest sensing time at Pi and is initialized
to the starting time of Pi . While sensing task is not done,
the utility increases along the time due to higher demand of
consumers. A coefficient a (a > 0), which is determined by
the consumer, determines how fast the utility increases. The
consumer also decides Umin and Umax because the value
of data sensed at each POI may be unequal.
When a sensing task has been done, the utility is reset
to the minimum value and starts to increase again. The underlying reason of (1) is straightforward. Consumers would
like to urge producers to carry out sensing tasks but they
would like to avoid too frequent sensing which is not likely
to give meaningful information for most of applications.
Because some kinds of sensing data do not change abruptly,
it would be better to have an interval between each sensing.
By applying the above equation, consumers pay less for each
sensing if sensing interval is short while they pay more if
the interval is long.
Next, we consider correlated POI, V (Pi , t), where the
utility of Pi correlates to nearby j POIs ((2)).


P
 αU (Pi , t)+
wij U (Pj ,t)
if Pj 6= ∅, (2)
(1 − α) ∀jP wij
V (Pi , t) =
∀j


U (Pi , t)
if Pj = ∅.

Equation (2) includes the utilities of nearby j POIs, i.e.,
U (Pj , t) which is calculated by (1) and weighted by wij .
The weight wij is inversely proportional to the distance dij
between Pi and Pj . In particular, wij = dbij , where b (b > 0)
is a constant. In addition, a constant α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is a ratio
to determine the weight of Pi and all nearby POIs’ utility.
If nearby POI does not exist, we use (1), i.e., if Pj = ∅,
α = 1.
The nearby j POIs to be considered in (2) are determined
by the area centered at Pi and/or the number of nearest POIs
centered at Pi . It is explicit from (2) that if the utilities of
nearby POIs are high, V (Pi , t) will be high because Pi and
nearby j POIs are not sensed for a while. If any nearby j
POIs has been sensed recently, V (Pi , t) will be low because
nearby POIs are likely to give similar sensing data.
E. Economical Point System
Any kinds of currency including monetary currency, virtual currency and a point system can be applied to SenseUtil
for payments and rewards. Point system is widely adopted
by real-world stores and electronic commerce for long time
and has been proved to be a successful strategy to urge
purchasing and maintain loyalty of customers.
III. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We conducted simulations to study the impact of incentive
mechanism. The simulation program is written in Java
language.
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Simulation area (m2 )
Sensing area
Number of POIs
Number of producers
Minimum speed (m/s2 )
Maximum speed (m/s2 )
Maximum pause time (s)
Simulation duration (s)
k (m)
Dth
k
Uth
k (s)
Tth
Umin
Umax
a
α
b

500 × 500
%80 of simulation area
10
10
3
7
9
1,000
24
13
10
10
50
1
0.5
1

A. Simulation Setup
Mobile users or producers move according to the random
waypoint model [12]. Each mobile user is initially placed
at a random position within the simulation area. As the
simulation progresses, each mobile user pauses at its current
location for a random period, which we call the pause time,
and then randomly chooses a new location to move to and
a velocity between the minimum and maximum speeds at
which to move there. The pause time is randomly chosen
between zero and maximum pause time. Each mobile user
continues this behavior, alternately pausing and moving to
a new location, for the duration of the simulation.
Consumers pick random POIs within a sensing area which
is defined as a percentage of the entire simulation area.
The center and aspect ratio of both sensing and simulation
areas are the same, i.e., the sensing area is a subset of the
simulation area. All POIs last from the beginning until the
end of simulations.
The parameters of simulation including those of the random waypoint model and utility functions are summarized in
Table II. We run simulation 10 times with different patterns
of node movement.
B. Simulation Scenarios
We consider the following scenarios in our simulation.
• Non-incentive scenario. Since incentive is not available in this scenario, each node moves according to
the mobility model and carry out sensing tasks if they
happen to pass through a POI. Based on preliminary
experiments, nodes rarely pass through POIs. Thus
a sensing task is supposed to be done if a node
stays within five meters from a POI in our evaluation
(Section III-D).
• Incentive-aware scenario. Both of utility models ((1)
and (2)) are adopted in this scenario. The nearby j POIs
are determined by the circle centered at Pi with the
radius of 50 meters. The server uses the push-based
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The following metrics are useful to study the impact of
incentive.
• Number of sensings. We count the number of sensing
tasks done by all producers in a simulation. The number
of sensings is a straightforward metric to evaluate the
benefit of incentive. Higher number of sensings means
more people help collect sensing data.
• Paid reward per sensing. We calculate average reward
per sensing in each simulation. Then the percentage of
decreased reward when applying incentive is calculated
as follows.
Unone − Uincentive
%Decrease =
× 100,
(3)
Unone

•

where Unone and Uincentive are average reward per
sensing in non-incentive and incentive-aware scenarios,
respectively. Note that, we assume incentive is available
in non-incentive scenarios for comparison purpose. In
particular, we use the same utility models ((1) and (2))
to calculate rewards when nodes are supposed to do
sensing tasks. The incentive does not actually exist and
nodes move according to the mobility model.
Traveled distance. There is cost to do sensing tasks
because producers have to change their routes and take
additional time to visit POIs. Thus we compare traveled
distance between non-incentive and incentive-aware
scenarios. We calculate the percentage of increased
distance when applying incentive as follows.
%Increase =

Dincentive − Dnone
× 100,
Dnone

(4)

where Dincentive and Dnone are average traveled distance per node in incentive-aware and non-incentive
scenarios, respectively.
D. Simulation Results
The average results of 10 runs are summarized in Table III
which shows both absolute results and relative results in
percentage. The detailed results of each run for all three
metrics are shown in Figures 2 (the number of sensings), 3
(average reward per sensing) and 4 (traveled distance per
node).
The results in Table III show that the number of sensings
increases 391% and 375% when adopting independent and
correlated incentives, respectively. Figure 2 shows the results
of each individual run. As one would expect, incentive urges
more people to carry out sensing tasks.
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U
122.2
391%
37.6
18%
4,744
2.28%

Non-incentive
24.9
N/A
46.0
N/A
4,638
N/A

Total number of sensings
Increased number of sensings (%)
Average reward per sensing
Decreased reward per sensing (%)
Average distance per node (m)
Increased distance per node (%)

Increased #sensing (%)

C. Evaluation Metrics

Table III
S IMULATION RESULTS OF 10 RUNS .
V
118.3
375%
36.6
21%
4,745
2.31%

600%
500%
400%
300%

U

200%

V

100%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Scenario#
Figure 2.

Decreased reward (%)

service to announce POIs and corresponding rewards
at the beginning of the simulations. When the distance
between a producer and a POI is shorter than or equal
k
, the producer queries the server
to the threshold Dth
about current reward by using the pull service.

Percentage of increased number of sensing.

40%
35%

U

30%

V

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Scenario#
Figure 3.

Percentage of decreased reward.

Next we consider the percentages of decreased reward
when applying incentives (Figure 3). The paid rewards per
sensing decrease 18% and 22% in average when applying independent and correlated incentives, respectively (Table III).
The rewards decrease because sensing tasks are done more
frequent. We note here that the reward is reset to the
minimum value when a sensing task has been done. In other
words, it means sensing interval is shorter and sensing data
of each POI are updated more frequent. This is a benefit for
consumers who pay attention on the freshness of data. In
addition, the consumers pay less for each sensing task. When
comparing two utility models, the rewards of the correlated
model (V ) are slightly lower than those of the independent
model (U ) because the weighted factor α of V is set to 0.5.
As a result, the rewards of the correlated model increase
slower than the independent model.
The last metric we consider is the percentages of increased
distance when applying incentive (Figure 4). The impact of
both independent and correlated models is similar in which
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4%
3%

U

V. C ONCLUSION

V

To urge people participate in sensing activities, we have
proposed SenseUtil, a utility-based incentive mechanism for
mobile phone sensing. SenseUtil introduces utility functions
which are used to determine the value of sensing data. When
producers finish sensing tasks, they get rewards from consumers according to the utility functions. A salient feature
of SenseUtil is dynamic incentive which changes along the
time depending on sensing activities of all participants. In
comparison with non-incentive environment, the simulation
study shows that more people participate in sensing tasks
while additional traveled distance of participants is less than
three percent.
One of future works is to study the benefit of incentive
mechanism by adopting other mobility models. We also plan
to include other factors in the proposed utility models and
evaluate their impact. Another interesting issue is to let each
producer use different conditions to determine whether to do
a sensing task.

3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Scenario#
Figure 4.

Percentage of increased distance.

the traveled distance increases merely two percent. We can
infer from the results that the producers do not need to
move much farther than their originally planned routes. In
other words, it takes a moment to visit POIs before moving
towards the original destinations.
We conclude that incentive is a good motivation to increase sensing frequency. Producers get rewards for their
jobs, while consumers pay less for each sensing task in
comparison with non-incentive scenarios. Additional cost in
terms of traveled distance is also very low.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
Participatory sensing using mobile phones is an active
and growing research area with a number of open issues
and challenges [4]. The Internet of Things (IoT), several
smartphone sensing platforms, information dissemination
algorithms, energy-efficient techniques and context-aware
apps, which are the complement of SenseUtil framework,
have been proposed in the literature [5]–[9], [13]–[15]. Guo
et al. present hybrid social networking, which highlights the
interweaving and cooperation of heterogeneous communities
[13]. Guo et al. extract the embedded intelligence about individual, environment, and society by exploring the various
interactions between humans and the IoT [14]. Askus [15]
is a mobile social platform which allows users to send a
request to a group of potential people in a remote area to do
a task. Similar to Askus, other existing sensing platforms are
voluntary systems, i.e., sensing data are contribution from
cooperative users. SenseUtil can be applied directly to such
previous works.
To realize active and efficient sensing activities, incentive
mechanism has been introduced recently. Most of previous works adopt auction algorithms to decide the value
of sensing data [10], [11], [16], [17]. Unlike previous
works, SenseUtil’s consumers indirectly determine their bids
through some factors such as minimum price, maximum
price, changing rate of price. In addition, the bid price of
SenseUtil dynamically changes according to nearby POIs
and sensing frequency without any further intervention of
consumers.
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Abstract—Smart cities must offer innovative mobile
services in the areas of transport and culture. In this
context, the ticketing services, which are key elements in
the domains of transport and culture, have to be
provided. In this respect, the impact of technological
developments, including those related to NFC (Near
Field Communication), which is a short range wireless
technology, lead to the deployment of mobile contactless
solutions. We highlight, in the paper, seven models to
manage all or part of mobile contactless ticketing
systems within smart cities. This study is based on the
research conducted in the contactless ticketing area and
on the return of experience gained within a European
project. The models, which give a realistic picture of the
various faces of such systems, are: the operator-centric
model,
the
manufacturer-centric
model,
the
identification-based model, the peer-to-peer model, the
smart card-based model, the leeched smart card-based
model, and the inverse reader model. We detail the
characteristics of each model and present use cases.
Furthermore, we present tracks indicating that these
models may coexist within smart cities and we derive
some perspectives on the evolution of these ticketing
services by explaining that two models could be
dominant.

transport or to events is determined by the fact that the users
hold valid tickets. The ticketing services are therefore
essential and mobile-based solutions must be developed.
One of the promising technologies for the mobile services
is the contactless technology. The vision is that smart cities
can exploit this technology in the domains of transportation
and culture to offer ticketing services. The trick is that the
end-user only touches dedicated equipment with the mobile
phone, accepts the transaction and gets the access to the
proposed service. This is, in our terminology, an example of
mobile contactless city services. Mobile contactless services
in smart cities are and will be based on Near Field
Communication (NFC) [2], which is a wireless technology
that takes its roots in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID).
It has a range of about 10 centimeters. NFC offers three
modes of operation: reader/writer, peer-to-peer and card
emulation. The reader/writer mode makes it possible for
NFC devices to interact with passive NFC tags. The peer-topeer (P2P) mode supports direct communication between
NFC devices, and the card emulation mode allows a NFC
device to act as if it were a smart card. In the latter case, in
order to store sensitive data, NFC devices offer support for
an embedded smart card chip that is called a secure element.
In the framework of the Smart Urban Spaces (SUS)
European project [3], we explored the possibilities offered by
the NFC technology in the field of mobile ticketing for city
services. The question that arises is: what are the different
models of efficient NFC-enabled mobile ticketing systems
that can be deployed in smart cities. The aim of our work is
thus to present and analyze systems dedicated to mobile
contactless ticketing that we consider relevant in the context
of smart cities. In the remaining of the paper, we first
propose an overview of some research projects regarding the
concept of contactless ticketing. Then, in section III we give
a description of the key elements in the environment of
mobile contactless ticketing while section IV presents the
different models, used to provide the ticketing services,
which we choose to highlight. Finally, in section V we
delineate some perspectives to understand the possible
evolution of mobile contactless ticketing services before
concluding.

Keywords-mobile services; mobile ticketing; contactless; NFC

I.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of smart cities refers to cities that have
consented to invest in information and communication
technologies so that innovative services can be deployed to
facilitate the operations of daily life for the citizens [1].
Within smart cities, information and communication
technologies are used to improve the legacy systems in the
areas of transportation, education, commerce, culture or
administration while preserving their successful integration
into the urban environment of the end-users.
The mobile phone has become an ubiquitous tool to
interact with smart cities services, because of its penetration
within the population. For example a citizen could use the
same mobile equipment to pay for transit ticket (for a bus)
and view the real-time traffic of buses. Thus, smart cities,
through mobile services based on new technologies, must
provide their citizens with services in the areas of
transportation, education, commerce, and culture. In the
domains of transport and culture, a key parameter is the
ticketing management system. Indeed, access to means of
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II.

STATE-OF-ART IN CONTACTLESS TICKETING

Ticketing systems aim at proposing solutions with
electronic tickets (e-tickets) and paperless operations. The
use of NFC is one of the most appropriate options to provide
such systems. We present here some projects, in the domains
of transportation and events management, which are
representative of what is done for contactless ticketing.
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A. The domain of transportation
Public transport operators are very keen on deploying
contactless e-ticketing systems. For example, the Oyster
card in London [4] and the Yikatong in Beijing [5] are
transportation cards based on the MIFARE technology [6].
As another example, in Hong Kong, the Octopus Card [7] is
a transport operator card based on the FeliCa technology
[8]. MIFARE and FeliCa are contactless cards technologies.
In these systems, the loading of tickets is done either online
or via dedicated machines. Then, the users get access to the
stations just by touching specific readers with their cards.
Another interesting project is the Virtual Ticketing
application. Indeed, by taking advantage of the NFC
technology, Ghiron et al. [9] proposed a ticketing
application for transport in Rome. In the developed
prototype, the virtual tickets are stored in a mobile
equipment which is used to perform the different operations.
The French transportation company Ligne d’Azur in
collaboration with the Cityzi project in Nice offers a similar
service for buses [10]. With a dedicated mobile application
loaded on a mobile phone, the users are able to buy tickets
and validate them by using NFC.
More generally, Widman et al. discuss in [11] the
integration of NFC ticketing systems into existing transport
infrastructure. Such systems can be successfully integrated
by considering, among other things, the following points:
the distribution of the application, the distribution of the
tickets, the display of the tickets (to inform the user), and
the procedures of inspection (to check the validity of
presented tickets). The relevance of the scenario is
demonstrated by applying the concept to the VDV
(Association of German Transport Companies) Core
Application.
B. The domain of events management
The events e-ticketing initiatives that rely on the use of
contactless technologies are very limited. However, these
initiatives demonstrate the added value of NFC in ticketing
services. An interesting project is the Tapango system [12],
implemented by the Artesis’ research lab. It is an electronic
voucher system based on e-Wallets with the use of NFC
smart cards or NFC-enabled mobile phones. The objective
of the system is to reduce the use of paper tickets. With
Tapango, the users first buy tickets via a web interface.
Then, at the event location they synchronize their e-Wallet
(by interacting, through their cards or their mobile phones,
with a machine connected to the Internet) to “physically”
obtain the tickets and finally they can present the acquired
tickets to get access to the show.
Another interesting example is the pilot [13] related to
events ticketing in the theatre of the city of Oulu (Finland)
that was deployed in the framework of the SmartTouch
project [14]. At the theatre site, the users interacted with
specific equipment in a point of sale to receive the
purchased tickets on their NFC-enabled phones. The
inspection of the presented tickets was achieved with
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another NFC-enabled mobile phone by using the NFC peerto-peer mode.
III.

MOBILE CONTACTLESS TICKETING ENVIRONMENT

Contactless card environment was brought to mass market
in 1997 when Hong Kong introduced their Octopus card
system. The same contactless smart card standard (ISO/IEC
14443) has been carried to the mobile contactless world so
that NFC devices can interact and communicate with
compatible contactless smart cards and readers. This
backward compatibility gives the already existing ecosystem
a domain to tap into.
The card emulation mode of NFC, which offers a support
for a secure element, is the one that has been designed to be
used with ticketing. There are several options for the secure
element. The two most prominent are the embedded secure
element option where the secure element is controlled by a
manufacturer and the UICC (Universal Integrated Circuit
Card) option where the secure element is controlled by a
mobile network operator. The strict control of the secure
element is essential to ensure the security of the chip, but it
prevents an efficient utilization of the chip by 3rd parties. In
section IV we present different ticketing models, some of
them require a restricted platform and thus make use of the
secure element.
A Gartner predicts that in 2015 50% of smart phones
would be equipped with NFC [15]. This means that mass
market ticketing schemes can start adopting mobile
contactless ticketing but, at the same time, it cannot abandon
the current plastic card infrastructure. SMS-based and webbased ticketing solutions are already so cost-efficient, that
mobile contactless ticketing needs to find its edge
somewhere else. User experience is usually considered to be
the selling point for contactless services and the ticketing
domain should be no different.
IV.

MODELS FOR MOBILE CONTACTLESS TICKETING

Due the complexity of mobile contactless ticketing
environment, there are many possibilities on how to develop
solutions. In this section, we present seven different ways
that seem most relevant, in the context of smart cities, to
manage mobile contactless ticketing systems.
A. Operator-centric model
GSMA is the global association of network operators that
has created a model to build mobile contactless services
which ticketing is one of. The GSMA’s operator-centric
model is based on the use of an UICC as a secure element
[16][17]. The use of UICC, which is inserted in a mobile
device, gives operators the control of the mobile contactless
ecosystem. Because there are several operators and service
providers would like their services to be available for all
possible customers, the operator-centric model requires the
use of an entity called the Trusted Service Manager (TSM).
TSM creates an interface for service providers so that they
can seamlessly deploy the ticketing applications via this
interface, which hides the diversity of operators. TSM can
also be the actor that is really in contact with the customer
UICC by using the security keys provided by the operators.
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As the services are in the UICC, they are transferred along
when the consumer changes his or her mobile device to
another. An acknowledged problem with this model is the
still undefined process of secure element roaming when the
user travels in countries with another operator’s network. In
others words, the problem is to know how the home operator
would update and communicate with the secure element in a
roaming context. The architecture of the model is presented
in the Fig. 1.

formerly involved in the promotion of the model, but it
changed to the operator-centric model.

Figure 2. Architecture of the manufacturer-centric model

In practical way, the manufacturer-centric model is used
in the Google Wallet –application where the sensitive data is
stored in the embedded secure element of Google compliant
mobile phones.
Figure 1. Architecture of the operator-centric model

The operator-centric model is in operation for example in
France which is a pioneer of NFC ecosystems with the Cityzi
smart city initiative. The operator-centric model is the closest
to the industry standard at this time. The major players are
behind it and NFC Forum, as a standardization body in the
NFC ecosystem, has promoted it as well. Transport For
London deployed a mobile contactless ticketing pilot in 2012
[18]. They considered it to be a failed one because the readspeed of ticket when using the UICC as a secure element was
too slow for them. Current Oyster card operates at speed of
300ms but the operator-centric model was not able to
achieve a validation speed of 500ms that has been considered
as a limit for smooth ticketing.
B. Manufacturer-centric model
Similar to the operator-centric model is the manufacturercentric model in which an embedded secure element (in the
mobile equipment) is used the storage of sensitive
information [16]. The embedded secure element is controlled
by the manufacturer. The architecture of the model is
presented in the Fig. 2.
For the consumer they seem to be quite similar and most
of the difference appears when the consumer changes his or
her mobile device (to use the mobile phone of another
manufacturer) and the services cannot be transferred in the
process. As the model is operator agnostic, the user may
change his or her operator easier. The manufacturer-centric
model is championed by Google currently. Nokia was also
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C. Identification-based ticketing
Identification-based ticketing tries to circumvent the need
to store dynamic information in the device of the user. In this
context the ticket can be seen as dynamic information which
changes for every separate ticketing case. The assumption is
that there is a static identifier stored in the secure element of
the user’s mobile device. The same static identifier is also
stored in the ticket issuer’s backend system where all the
dynamic information is processed.

Figure 3. Architecture of the identification-based model

This ticketing system requires a secure element to be
available in the user’s mobile device so that the static
identifier can be stored. This secure element may be a UICC
or another secure element that is embedded in the device.
The ticketing architecture is described in the Fig. 3. At the
gate, the right to enter is verified by reading the identifier
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from the secure element of the user’s mobile device and then
sending it to the ticket issuer’s system. It returns the
authorization (or not) to enter. When the user buys a ticket
for a specific event from a ticket issuer, the ticket is stored in
the ticket issuer’s back end system and it is connected to the
static identifier stored in the user’s mobile device secure
element. The identifier-based ticketing model is used in Oulu
(Finland) where the city card chip ID is the relevant key to
manage the access rights. Thus far, only smart cards are
commonly used but the mobile phone use has already been
tested [19].

where the ticket issuance is not considered, is presented in
the Fig. 5. The functionalities are the same and the great
benefit is that the old legacy (smart card-based) systems can
work with new mobile devices equipped with the reader
technology. Mobile devices that require a human being to
operate them are not economically feasible in comparison to
the automatic readers used in public transportation. The
advantage comes from having a mobile platform that can be
deployed at small costs anywhere. This light-weight
approach is suitable, for example, in events where there is a
temporary need to have personnel on the field.

D. Peer-to-peer ticketing
Peer-to-peer ticketing does not offer the same level of
security than the one that can be achieved, for example, with
the operator-centric model. However, it excels in creating a
light-weight open ticketing system without the need of big
companies that control the market with secure elements [20].

Figure 5. Architecture of the smart card-based model

This model has been deployed in Turku, Finland, where
inspectors have used mobile phones when inspecting tickets
in busses and other public transportation vehicles (among the
pilots deployed during the SUS project).

Figure 4. Architecture of the peer-to-peer model

In the peer-to-peer model, the ticket is stored in the user’s
phone memory when it is bought over the air. During the
validation phase, the NFC peer-to-peer functionality is used
to transfer the ticket from the user’s mobile device to the
validator’s mobile device where the ticket’s validity is
checked as described in the Fig. 4. The validator device must
keep track of the presented tickets and must contain the
mechanisms to check the validity of the tickets. This
procedure is made possible by the fact that the validator
application is provided, beforehand, with the necessary
information regarding the validation process.
This ticketing model was tested and piloted in Bordeaux
during social events of computer science conferences and
projects meetings (among the pilots deployed during the
SUS project).
E. Smart card –based mobile ticketing
Smart card –based mobile ticketing is the model which is
the closest to the legacy model of ticketing. The basic
infrastructure, which is composed of a smart card and a
reader, is changed into an infrastructure with a smart card
and a mobile device. The description of the architecture,
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F. Leeched smart card –based ticketing
The leeched smart card –based ticketing model is
founded on the principle that the general populace has
already a variety of plastic cards which can be transport
cards, payment cards or loyalty cards. This medium can be
used as an identifier platform that is linked to a ticket that is
stored in the back end system.

Figure 6. Architecture of the leeched smart card model

An example of this ticketing model was piloted during
the Open Europeans 2011 sailing event where Helsinki
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Region Transport –card was used as a ticketing medium
[21]. There were two technical options: to use the card ID or
the ID of an application stored in the card. The latter was
chosen as Helsinki Region Transport Authority wanted to
test its feasibility. In addition, the users used the public
transportation with the same card.
The validation of the ticket is done by a mobile phone. A
validating person reads the identifier from the smart card
with his or her mobile device. The identifier is sent to the
back end system where the validity of the ticket is checked.
The information is then returned back to the mobile device
where the screen shows if the ticket was valid or not. All this
process is presented in the Fig. 6.
G. Inverse Reader ticketing
Saminger et al. [22] are suggesting that reversing the
architecture of ticketing could be a possible way to go
around the secure element problem. As the mobile device
environment is closed regarding the secure element
architecture, the inverse reader ticketing achieves the
validation process through a NFC mode mismatch.

TABLE I. DIFFERENT MOBILE CONTACTLESS TICKETING
MODELS

Ticketing model

Customer
device
Mobile phone

Operator-centric
model
Manufacturercentric model
Peer-to-Peer
ticketing
ID-based ticketing

Mobile phone
Mobile phone
Mobile phone

Leeched smart card
–ticketing
Smart cardticketing
Inverse reader
ticketing

Smart card
Smart card
Mobile phone

Reader
device
Ticket
reader
Ticket
reader
Mobile
phone
Mobile
phone
Mobile
phone
Mobile
phone
Ticket
reader

Place
ticket
UICC

of

Embedded
SE
Phone
memory
Back end
server
Back end
system
Smart card
Phone
memory

TABLE II. DETAILS OF DIFFERENT MOBILE CONTACTLESS
TICKETING MODELS

Ticketing
model
Operatorcentric model

Need of Contactless
network
protocol
No
Card emulation

Suggested
usage
All
ticketing
(too slow for
transport?)
All ticketing

Manufacturercentric model
Peer-to-Peer
ticketing
ID-based
ticketing
Leeched smart
card –ticketing
Smart cardticketing
Inverse reader
ticketing

No

Card emulation

No

Peer-to-Peer

Yes

Card emulation

Yes

Tag reading

Small
event
ticketing
Non-transport
ticketing
Event ticketing

No

Tag reading

All ticketing

Yes

Tag reading /
card emulation

Non-transport
ticketing

Figure 7. Architecture of the inverse reader model

The system works in a way that the mobile device is in
reader/writer mode and the reader, which is linked to a
server, operates in card emulation mode (Fig. 7). The ticket
itself is stored in the mobile device. When the ticket is
presented, the server checks the validity and returns the
information to the mobile device. The advantage of this
solution lied in the good level of interoperability, in the
coverage of interoperable reader/writer mode, and in the use
of a light-weight protocol stack of card emulation.
H. Summary
Table I and Table II integrate the 7 models presented for
the mobile contactless ticketing options. To highlight their
differences and their specificities, the proposed tables
provide an overview of the models regarding different
classification categories.
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In our opinion, the relevant categories are: the customer
device, the reader device, the place of the ticket, the need of
network, the contactless protocol, and the suggested usage.
V.

WHAT’S IN THE FUTURE?

The diversity of situations an end-user may encounter and
the compliance with its preferences makes it necessary to
provide mobile contactless ticketing systems of different
types. It is also essential for the proposed (innovative)
solutions to be interoperable with legacy systems. These
elements allow us to assume that the presented ticketing
systems can coexist. For example, an end-user, with the
same mobile phone, could use a peer-to-peer system to
attend a small exhibition while he would use a secure
element -based system to store a ticket to a concert.
However, we also assume that MNOs and manufacturers
of mobile phones, because of their economic power, can put
forward (what they already do) the operator-based and the
manufacturer-based models. They have many customers and
they can, somehow, impose their rules on some practices. It
is currently unclear which of the two models could
eventually be preeminent. We can still note that in some
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areas, notably the transportation domain, infrastructures are
difficult to change (due to the costs of investments and the
practical problems of passenger flow) which does not make
obvious the possibility of imposing rules on some practices.
In our opinion, the challenge lies in being able to present a
clear and coherent picture of the environment so that the endusers can easily understand what the most suitable service is
in each possible situation. In the case the different models
coexist, it will probably be necessary to provide a service
aggregator adapted to the context (automatic selection of the
proper application, interoperability between the applications,
etc.) in order to foster the user friendliness and keep the enduser at the center of the process.
VI.

CONCLUSION

One characteristic of smart cities is the possibility to
grant a person a right to do something. These rights are
usually controlled by tickets which represent proofs of
entitlement. For example, a transport ticket gives its holder a
right to travel to a given destination. Mobile contactless
ticketing aims at making the ticketing systems smarter and
easier to use.
There are several models available to manage mobile
contactless ticketing. We have presented seven different
models that are already in use or are in proof-of-concept
phase. The presented models are: the operator-centric model,
the manufacturer-centric model, the peer-to-peer ticketing,
the ID-based ticketing, the leeched smart card model, the
smart card ticketing model, and the inverse reader ticketing
model. The first two models are the industry pushed models
and they should become more prominent. The other five
models are suitable for smaller and more focused use cases
and will certainly coexist in the smart cities environment.
The role of the secure element will continue to pose
problems in the future if the relevant stakeholders do not
cooperate in building a robust and clear ecosystem for
ticketing. This situation opens a room for the existence of
non-secure element ticketing solutions which should excel
regarding friendliness aspects to be profitable.
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